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Preface 

I am pleased to present the third guidebook published online for free, as part of a series of “Snapshot Guides” on charter disputes: the first 

was “A Snapshot Guide to Laytime & Demurrage- 40 years published London Maritime Arbitration Awards (1980-2020), A tribute to Maritime 

Arbitrators, 2021”, and the second was “Speed and Consumption Claims: A practical perspective and statistics, 2021”- self published. 

Given my daily involvement with charter disputes and the parties’ extensive reference to LMAA Awards during settlement negotiations, I 

started in 2015 to prepare for convenience a list of the summaries and ensure it is updated annually with new decisions and a brief description 

or keywords for quick reference material. To prepare this list, the short observations and statistics, I read all the published summaries since 

1979, refreshing my knowledge and learning more as few summaries went unnoticed or involved uncommon issues. 

After publishing the guidebook “Snapshot Guide to Laytime & Demurrage”, I aimed to publish another guidebook with more categories of 

charter disputes i.e. “A Snapshot Guide to Charterparties”. However, the published awards are not only for charter party disputes. Therefore I 

decided to prepare and share this “Snapshot Guide to LMAA Awards” in the form of a list, with awards in chronological order. But, of necessity, 

I could not include more information about the summaries apart from some keywords, statistics and brief observations.  Therefore, the 

keywords had to be extremely short, and some aspects were not covered.  

Prokopios Krikris 

Claims Manager at Meadway Bulkers, LMAA Supporting Member, MCIArb. 
March 2023 
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About the Author 
 

• Started career with a commercial background and later embarked on maritime law, legal and arbitration studies, with practical 
application in handling charter disputes. 

• Extensive commercial experience working for owners and charterers, and as a consultant, specialising in charter party disputes.  

• Commercial operations – chartering experience: daily collaboration with the operations department dealing with various issues and 
the chartering department on drafting or considering proposed amendments to clauses during fixing negotiations. 

• Commercial and disputes handling experience: resolved many claims up and down the charter chain (back to back), thus developing 
a pragmatic approach to charter party disputes and understanding of the parties’ rival positions. 

• Consultancy experience: provided expert insights and consultancy on various research projects concerning laytime, speed and 
performance methodologies based on experience. 

• Arbitration experience: involved in various disputes that were referred to arbitration under the LMAA Terms concerning speed and 
performance, off-hires, cargo damage, unsafe port, laytime, etc. 

• Contributor to LMLN and MRI: published articles in MRI and recently summarised two London Arbitration Awards published in 
Lloyd’s Maritime Law Newsletter (see LMLN 29/22 and 32/22). 

• Member of the Baltic Expert Witness Association (BEWA), CIArb (“MCIArb”), SCMA, HKMAG. 

• Supporting member of the LMAA, willing to accept appointment as an Arbitrator or Evaluator (ENE) for charter party disputes. 

See more here: www.charterpartydisputes.com and  https://balticexpertwitness.com/expert/prokopios-krikris/ 

http://www.charterpartydisputes.com/
https://balticexpertwitness.com/expert/prokopios-krikris
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Tribute to Michael Daiches 
 

As a conscientious reader of the LMLN, it would not be right for me to lose this opportunity to pay tribute to Michael Daiches, who edited the 

LMLN and prepared award summaries for 40 years, from 1981-2021. At the celebration of the 1,000th issue of Lloyd’s Maritime Law 

Newsletter in 2018, Mr Daiches said: 

 

Of course, the unique feature of LMLN is that it includes anonymised summaries of London arbitration awards. We try to publish as 

many arbitration summaries as we can, and I would like to take this opportunity to pay tribute to the excellent cooperation of the LMAA 

in this respect......arbitration summaries are included in LMLN on a “what you see is what you get” basis, and that, unlike a summary of 

a court judgment, it is not possible to cross-refer to the full decision. It is for that reason that I do my best to ensure that London 

arbitration summaries in LMLN include all the facts recited in the award that are necessary to understand the particular issue of law 

involved.. 

 

-Michael Daiches, Lloyd's Maritime Law Newsletter Editor, March 2018 
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Statistics  
 

Approximately 20-25%1 of the cases referred to arbitration proceed to an award. Regarding the rest, the parties usually settle the case during 

the various stages of the reference2. Of these awards, about 5-10% will likely be published as a summary in LMLN, the only newsletter that 

regularly includes anonymised summaries of London arbitration awards. Under paragraph 29 of the LMAA Terms 2021, if the tribunal gives 

notice to the parties of its intention to release an award that merits publication, then unless either or both of the parties inform the tribunal of 

its or their objection to publication within 21 days of the notice, the award may be publicised but be so drafted as to preserve the anonymity 

of the parties, of their legal or other representatives and the tribunal. 

 

Most of the published awards considered disputes that arose under charterparties or bills of lading contracts, and fewer considered disputes 

under contracts for ship sales, shipbuilding and repair. Limited awards considered (i) insurance issues regarding salvage,  or (ii) disputes 

between the owners and their P&I Club under the P&I Cover, e.g. renewal premiums based on excessive cargo liability, interest on claims paid 

with delay by the P&I Club, wreck removal expenses, etc., or (iii) claims against brokers or (iv) claims against port agents. The chart below 

shows that commonly disputed issues fall into these categories: laytime and demurrage, hire payment, off-hire, cargo claims, arbitration 

practice, freight and dead freight, speed and performance, and maintenance (about the holds condition and cranes) or seaworthiness e.g. 

 
1 On an average basis, see here: Statistics-up-to-2021-for-website.pdf (lmaa.london) 
2 It depends on many factors: the complexity of the case, the disputed amount, the expected costs or the merits of the claim or counter-claim(s) as the case proceeds, etc. 

https://lmaa.london/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Statistics-up-to-2021-for-website.pdf
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mainly due to engine damages or other matters e.g. cracks in hull or side shell plating, tail shaft damaged, or for crew matters, including 

consideration of the Hague Rules defences, competing causes of delay- chain of causation, etc. And fewer issues about disbursements, unsafe 

ports (hull & mooring ropes damaged, actions of pilots and tugs), bunkers, extra insurance, and sales of ship or shipbuilding contracts.  
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Brief observations 

Roughly 70% of the disputes that came before arbitrators involved issues of construction or interpretation: by way of remarks, some tribunals 

commented on the relatively relaxed draftsmanship adopted over the years when it came to construing the contract. Below are just a few 

examples that illustrate the need for good draftsmanship, care, and clarity, to the extent that is possible, as- it has been argued that- such is 

the nature of bargaining. 

1. “In the to-and-fro of negotiations, particularly in shipping matters, and more especially between parties who did not share the language of 

the contract, each party frequently thought that a particular contractual provision meant something different from what the other thought it 

meant. And it could also happen that clauses were deliberately left ambiguous, on the basis that to clarify them before signing the contract 

would cost hard cash, whereas ambiguity cost nothing at the time and, depending on how matters turned out, might never have to be 

resolved…” 

2. “I find the clause to be very badly drafted, in a sense that there are missing words, which the parties must have intended to have included 

had they put their mind to it. There are also grammatical errors….the clause would need to be redrafted by adding the missing words, as shown 

in brackets below, which are required to give meaning to the clause in the English language and to give effect to the intention of the parties” 

3.  “Charterers of the present kind, based on printed forms which were themselves not altogether satisfactory, and with numerous typewritten 

amendments, were not works of art nor of skilful legal drafting, and always had to be looked at (at least in the first instance) with a view to 

ascertaining their commercial meaning”. 
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4. “The difficulties in the case were largely due to the fact that the principal protagonists lacked experience of the particular kind of business 

involved. That inexperience led to the transaction being negotiated and documented in a manner that was almost bound to give rise to 

disputes”. 

5.  “The parties’ submissions highlighted the uncertainty that existed in relation to the terminology used in defining good weather conditions in 

speed and consumption provisions in time charterparties..”. 

6. “It was particularly common in shipping disputes because market users were known to be sophisticated and likely to have an understanding 

of the legal and commercial context of their arrangements”. 

7. “It was not surprising that Steyn J concluded that the reference merely to the Gencon form imported too many uncertainties to enable 

anyone to say what terms had or had not been agreed..”. 

8. “The language was not ideal and the tribunal suspected that it was created by a person or persons whose first language was not English..” 

9. “That was simply a further example of the relatively relaxed draughtsmanship adopted..” 
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Snapshot of common issues 

 

What follows is a snapshot of some of the common issues under these categories. 

1. Arbitration Practice: (i) challenges to jurisdiction - objections at the time of taking the first step contesting the merits, whether the law and 

arbitration clause were  incorporated, whether a dispute in existence to trigger the arbitration clause or claims for undisputed sums can trigger 

the clause, party introducing a new claim, whether the respondent was a party to the contract, defective notices of appointment,  (ii) 

preliminary issues - jurisdiction, construction, issues of fact or applications for a partial final award (The Kostas Melas), (iii) costs- security for 

costs, assessment of costs, cap on recoverable costs, effect of a sealed offer, bringing a hopeless claim, party's failure to beat an offer, 

apportionment of costs for claims and counter-claims, whether costs in favour of a party represented by a mutual Club recoverable, allocation 

of costs due to over-arguing a point, recover costs of lay representation, recover costs of counsel/ paralegal/ experts/ salaried in-house lawyer, 

etc.,  

(iv) procedure- expert evidence (speculations, not expressing unequivocally his view, reconstructed opinion of events-cautious conclusions 

involving some hindsight, containing oblique references without any conclusive evidence, only one of the parties adduced expert evidence, 

conflict between the views of the parties’ respective experts, BIMCO opinion - insurance brokers’ opinion was considered, whether solicitors 

analysis analogous to expert evidence), consolidated proceedings, successive arbitrations- party pleading set-off as a defence in the present 

case, vary the procedure, consideration of conflicting decisions of courts of first instance, parties agree the arbitrator to apply his own 

expertise, disclosure principles (whether documents relevant to the claim) and evidence, issues with extensive submissions, requests for 

extension of time, Rules of court- whether CPR regime applies, "without prejudice" exchanges, application to strike out the relevant parts of 
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the pleadings (without prejudice privilege), request for further submissions- alternative case, witness statements (treated with some 

circumspection-bore the hallmarks of being prepared by lawyers, being a legal opinion from a partner), death of witness- prejudice a party’s 

case, interim awards, one year time limit on bringing arbitration proceedings-waiver and estoppel were considered, directions to reformulate 

elements of the claim and explain more, dismiss claim for want of prosecution, supplementary award(s), whether claim dismissed for 

inordinate or inexcusable delay, party's failure to cooperate- peremptory order, claim in court in breach of the arbitration clause, conflict of 

laws, whether to plead sovereign immunity (rarely), third party joins proceedings without arbitrators approval, enforcement of award,  set- off 

claim against separate proceedings. Lastly, in some cases the tribunals made comments / observations about the proper conduct of reference 

under LMAA Small Claims Procedure etc., and v) interest. 

2. Laytime and demurrage: almost 30% of the published awards consider laytime and demurrage (or detention) issues. Most disputes arose 

under an amended GENCON, NORGRAIN, SYNACOMEX, and SUGAR Form CP. Many disputes involved issues of interpretation of the contract or 

special agreements reached during the performance of the contract (addendum). Some common issues were: (i) NOR validity- position to 

tender NOR(arrived ship), condition of the vessel and estoppel/waiver, (ii) interruptions or exceptions (rain periods, crane stoppages, holiday, 

force majeure, shifting time, draft surveys, inspections, etc.) and (iii) the usual charterers' defence on "fault". In less than 10% of the cases, the 

tribunals decided issues concerning the statement of facts, and for a relatively modest amount of money. About 35-40% of the published 

awards considered laytime disputes for tankers that mainly arose under an amended ASBATANKVOY form. Slow-pumping disputes involved 

issues of interpretation and expert evidence. For bulkers, the issues included in the reference were about four times more than that of the 

tankers. Only limited summaries concerning disputes under sale contracts were published. See also here: A Snapshot Guide to Laytime & 

Demurrage -A tribute to Maritime Arbitrators-Prokopios Krikris - Charter Party Disputes. 

https://charterpartydisputes.com/a-snapshot-guide-to-laytime-demurrage/
https://charterpartydisputes.com/a-snapshot-guide-to-laytime-demurrage/
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3. Hire payment- lien- redelivery- repudiation: most disputes arose under amended NYPE form charter parties. In particular, (i) 

repudiation/cancellation/ renunciation (waiver), late or early redelivery of the vessel- measure of damages (mitigation), add off hire period to 

the charter period, proper calculation of the charter period “about margin” or “min/max”, whether final voyage legitimate (nature of the test), 

whether and when the ship was redelivered (effective redelivery), without guarantee (WOG) charter duration, redelivery before the minimum 

contractual period, improper notices of redelivery, redelivery agreements that were later disputed, redelivery at berth, redelivery with balance 

of cargo on board, etc.   

(ii) Deductions from hire or unpaid hire- applications for a Partial final award for unpaid hire (The Kostas Melas) or for hire indisputably due, 

deductions against the express wording “ no deductions allowed”, whether deductions made in good faith and on reasonable grounds- in 

some cases the deductions initially made were four times more the amount finally determined by the tribunal, deductions under the equitable 

set-off principle, deductions on grounds of set - off relating to other charterparty, whether vessel off-hire during period the owners suspended 

performance for unpaid hire, whether payment in an escrow account a substitute of payment of hire , delays “due to oversight, negligence, 

errors or omissions” was considered, whether there was obligation to pay bunkers on delivery, payment of advance hire, proper payment of hire 

following acceptance of charter termination,  whether proper notices sent under the 'anti-technicality' clause, prior course of dealings and history 

of late payments, mechanics of the banking system, whether payment of hire was a condition, termination of charter party whilst the vessel at 

sea carrying cargo (quantum meruit),  when the hire fell due, whether the amount received- SWIFT payment, bank charges, proper CVE 

calculation, when hire to commence (local time or GMT), late payment interest claimed, deductions for owners expenses without vouchers, 

on-hire and off-hire survey costs, etc.  And, 
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 (iii) Concerning the owners' purported lien for unpaid hire or other monies due: whether the owners acted reasonably, whether the lien was 

properly exercised and justified, whether the notice of lien was valid, whether a lien on cargo or sub-freights was exercised, lien on all cargoes 

or that belonging to the charterers only, etc. 

4. Speed and Performance: these disputes raised 'questions of law, fact and practice'. In most cases, the tribunals had to resolve issues of 

construction before turning to the fact-finding exercise. Common issues were: (i) deductions from hire/ equitable set-off, (ii) the nature and 

scope of the performance warranty (if any), e.g. without guarantee, continuing warranty, "in good faith" description, (iii)  the applicable good 

weather criteria to assess the vessel's performance, (iv) proper methodology, e.g. a sample of time, divided reports, distance steamed, average 

speed, the meaning of "about" or no about, (v) deviation/ utmost despatch and hull fouling(defect- off-hire per clause 15), evidence, e.g. logs 

vs weather routing reports, contrasted reports-different weather routing companies adopted different methodology- which one was correct, 

circumstantial evidence, disclosure of documents, whether the findings of the reports are binding the parties, expert evidence, and (vi) 

assessment of damages- off hire or damages claim, set off under-consumed bunkers with time loss, proper way to calculate saving, etc. Fewer 

awards dealt with issues of misdescription or misrepresentation. See also here:  Speed and Consumption Claims: A practical perspective and 

statistics, Prokopios Krikris - Charter Party Disputes 

5. Off-hire: most disputes arose under breach of Clause 15 (NYPE 1946) for engine issues, period of repairs, crane stoppages or crew matters. 

Other common issues related to (i) holds rejection, e.g. being a "period or net loss off-hire clause", whether an “agreed” or independent 

surveyor rejected the holds or this pre-inspection was for advisory purposes only, the standard of holds cleanliness required under the charter 

party, applicable test to verify the hold's condition (silver nitrate), delays for re-inspection, expenses to clean the holds on whose head, 

https://charterpartydisputes.com/speed-and-consumption-claims-a-practical-perspective-and-statistics/
https://charterpartydisputes.com/speed-and-consumption-claims-a-practical-perspective-and-statistics/
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expenses to clean the holds prior delivery, whether the holds condition Clause provided a complete code dealing with this dispute, the owners' 

maintenance obligations (charterers' alternative case), and off-hire plus damages claims (consequential delay), (ii) delays because the vessel 

was arrested or detained mainly due to cargo claims (security demands- LOU). 

In fewer awards, the issues were: (i) off-hire disputes due to the vessel's "put back," e.g. the cargo shifted in adverse weather (put back to re-

stow cargo), equidistant point- when hire resumes, conducting damage repairs sustained in heavy weather or for drydock, conducting engine 

repairs, fumigation, or due to grounding or whether the put back clause applies when the ship was in port and was shifted off the berth, and 

(ii) off-hires because of events which resulted from compliance with the charterers' orders or breach, as the owners contended. 

6. Bunkers: (i) proper assessment of damages due to vessel’s redelivery with a shortage or surplus of bunkers, e.g. whether "about" imports a 

margin of 5%, and which prices will apply - platts prices & market prices, (ii) maritime lien and encumbrances (unpaid bunkers- arrest), 

supplied bunkers at Iraq, (iii) quality issues, e.g. contaminated bunkers, engine damages and underperformance, cost of de-bunkering off-spec 

bunkers, deviation and off hire (safety margin), (iv) bunker discrepancies, e.g. masters vs surveyors calculations, undeclared margins, whether 

surveyors' findings to be preferred, whether survey report is binding the parties (these cases turn on hard contemporaneous evidence and 

probable explanations submitted by the parties-- a “back calculation” was performed), (v) in-port overconsumption claims- meaning of “idle” 

consumption, MDO consumption required proof to justify a claim, reported daily consumption below description, boiler consumption of FO, 

consumed bunkers during main engine stand by, the margin on “about” during port consumption claim,  and (vi) whether owners can supply 

bunkers "without affecting the charterers operations", meaning of “about max” in the consumption warranty, charterers should supply 

bunkers when the discrepancy was due to the vessel's underperformance, bunker prices that apply during off-hire, etc. 
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7. Clause 8:  the common issues for determination were as follows. Whether the master and crew offered customary assistance (holds 

cleaning- intermediate voyage), responsibility for cargo stowage and discharge (balance of cargo remained on board or damaged cargo), 

whether the master failed to follow the charterers' employment orders, e.g. perform the voyage with outmost despatch, deviation for crew 

matters or repairing vessel's hull damages or conducting emergency engine repairs or lifting bunkers to perform safely the voyage, route 

selection, delay to sign BL's or disputes over BL, cross HRA, suspend performance, failure to load full cargo, refusal to open hatches, allow 

samples of cargo to be taken, shift berth or proceed to a nominated port or comply with orders to load at the port or load a particular cargo, or 

delayed to follow an order, e.g. owners were seeking advice from the Club for BL/ LOI issues before complying with the instructions, and 

indemnities. In limited cases, it was challenged whether these were "clear sailing orders". In some cases, where the master failed to follow 

orders that would potentially endanger the ship, its crew or cargo, the conduct of the vessel's master was not lightly treated as unreasonable. 

8. Cargo Claims: cargo damage and cargo shortage- ingress of seawater during ballasting or from the hatch covers(pre-existing defect, hatch 

joints, rubber packing) or leaking topside ballast tank, condensation, dunnage and stowage issues, inadequate ventilation, caking, 

contamination, deterioration of cargo, pilferage, torn bags, spillages etc., deck cargo issues or damaged containers shipped, whether there was 

"clear and irrefutable evidence", the interpretation of the ICA ("meaning of cargo claims", which of the ICA version applies) including time bar 

notifications, whether the claim was properly settled or compromised, whether the NYPE was materially amended, Hague Rules defences, 

indemnities (either expressed or implied), trade allowance, unseaworthiness (leaking hatch cover), bad stowage, bill of lading (remarks or 

clean- LOI),  and the costs being recoverable. And limited awards considered issues with customs fine (civil liabilities vs penalties for offences), 

title to sue, declarations in the form of interim awards for pending cargo claims, "cargo claims to be handled in the first instance by the 

Charterers" or "charterers bound to indemnify shipowners against receivers' claims, etc. 
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9. Stevedores: damages to cargo (cargo claims- torn bags, spillages, pilferage, segregation), equipment (cranes, wires, slow operation- causing 

off hire and laytime disputes), damages inside the cargo holds (ladders, tanktop by bobcat, and hidden damages), shore equipment and 

contact with barges (STS), etc. Issues concerning liability: interpretation of the relevant clause-conflicting provisions in the charter, notification 

(time bar, hidden damages), evidence (expert opinion, metallurgical analysis, class report, cargo gear book, letters of protest), whether it was 

"fair wear and tear", betterment, etc. Few awards determined issues about whether the stevedores were incompetent, distinguishing 

negligence from incompetence. And some issues regarding quantum concerned unrepaired damages- how to calculate/ assess the damages, 

whether damages affecting class, cosmetic damage repairs, payment against invoices/ vouchers- actual and reasonable costs, temporary vs 

permanent repairs, cost of hiring shore cranes, whether claim to be settled directly with the stevedores, etc. 

10. Extra insurance: increased additional premiums for passing Suez and entering/staying in Persian Gulf- whether any conditions imposed by 

mortgagors should be considered, vessel to be insured for a reasonable sum by implication, liability for Blocking and trapping insurance 

(Arabian Gulf)- consideration of Institute War clauses and references to "all risks" or "all war risks" in the clause, liability for brokerage fee paid 

by owners to insurers, whether premiums were in line with London Market, crew war bonuses for vessel's call at Luanda- interpretation of 

Voywar 1950 War Risks Clause , capped cost for additional premium- vessel calling Yandu call (distinguish “transit” from “call”)- charter 

incorporated the Bimco Conwartime 2013 and Piracy clause, Sailing Gulf of Aden - kidnap and ransom, and loss of hire insurance whether 

"necessary" per Bimco Piracy clause 2009, additional premium for vessel’s transit the Gulf of Aden and call to Yemen, whether owners proved 

the actual amounts paid, whether charterers to pay both for guards and additional equipment (Bimco Piracy clause 2009), Crew war bonus ( 

under POEA), time spent and fuel consuded to disembard armed guards (BIMCO Piracy Clause 2013), etc. 
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LIST OF AWARDS 
 

AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

2022 

Arb 1/22 
Charterparty – Deductions from hire – Whether charterers 

made deductions in good faith and on reasonable grounds 
Partial Final Award, The Kostas Melas, costs of reference. 

Arb 2/22 

Practice – Security for costs – Charterers bringing speed and 

consumption counterclaim – Charterers failing to comply with 

tribunal’s order to provide security for costs – Whether 

counterclaim should be dismissed 

Peremptory order, section 41 of AA 1996. 

Arb 3/22 Practice – Costs – Quantification Representatives, experts, broad-brush approach. 

Arb  4/22 

Charterparty – Covid-19 pandemic – Master insisting that pilots 

at discharge port take temperatures with mercury thermometer 

before embarking on vessel – Pilots refusing to comply – Vessel 

consequently missing berthing slot and incurring delay – 

Whether vessel off-hire – Whether “default” of officers or crew 

– Whether vessel “put back” by reason of master’s failure to 

perform duties in breach of charter – Whether hire suspended 

or owners in breach of charter 

NYPE, pilot, clause 8, clause 15, off hire, "put back", 

“default” , whether the master had acted reasonably, The 

Hill Harmony , “default of officers or crew” ,The Saldanha, 

equidistant position ,The Houda.  

Arb 5/22 

Charterparty – Dunnage removal – Charterers having option to 

redeliver vessel with clean holds against lumpsum payment but 

dunnage removal to be for charterers’ account – Dunnage not 

removed from vessel’s deck prior to redelivery – Whether 

charterers responsible for time and expense incurred by owners 

NYPE, dunnage and lashing materials, crew bonus, ILOHC, 

stevedores, income. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

in removing materials to cross-deck – Measure of damages 

recoverable by owners 

Arb 6/22 

Charterparty – Hold cleaning – Whether vessel off-hire during 

hold cleaning – Covid-19 pandemic – Whether vessel off-hire 

due to alleged crew sickness 

NYPE, quarantine officer, 'no other cause", clause 15. 

Arb 7/22 

Contract – Supply of bunkers – Bunker company contracting to 

sell bunkers to shipowner – Seller procuring physical supply of 

bunkers to vessel by local supplier – Seller getting into financial 

difficulties – Shipowner paying local bunker supplier rather than 

seller – Whether payment discharged shipowner’s liability to 

pay seller – Whether seller entitled to payment from shipowner 

– Whether shipowner entitled to rely on defence of total failure 

of consideration – Whether shipowner entitled to set off cross-

claims against seller 

Subrogation Agreement , "fundamental breach ", industry 

practice, interpretation, self-help remedy ,Cross-claims, 

equitable set off  

Arb 8/22 Arbitration – Practice – Costs – Assessment of costs 
Hourly rates, experts, recoverable costs, offer, Counsel, 

Trainee and paralegal times. 

Arb 9/22 

Charterparty – Off-hire – Vessel’s holds rejected at first loading 

port – Period of off-hire – Rate at which off-hire was to be 

calculated – Whether charterers also entitled to damages for 

failure of vessel to present with clean holds 

NYPE, advisory survey, consequential delay, construction,  

specific clause over general clause, implication. 

Arb 10/22 

Charterparty – NYPE Interclub Agreement – Shipowners 

compromising cargo claim brought by insurers of cargo 

receivers – Shipowners bringing claim against charterers for 

NYPE, South America to Asia (intention China), grain/grain 

products, construction, ICA, indemnity, soybeans, Expert 

opinion, clause 8, temperature and moisture content. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

apportionment – Applicable version of Interclub Agreement – 

Whether shipowners’ claim was a “Cargo Claim” – Whether 

claim was “properly settled” – Whether shipowners entitled to 

100 per cent apportionment on basis that damage was caused 

by inherent vice – Whether shipowners entitled to 100 per cent 

apportionment on basis that damage arose out of charterers’ 

act in loading an unstable cargo – Whether “clear and 

irrefutable evidence” that alleged damage was attributable to 

the act or neglect of either party – Whether apportionment 

should be 100 per cent or 50/50 

Arb 11/22 

Charterparty – Deviation clause entitling owners to deviate for 

crew change with “deviation time/bunker/costs” to be for 

owners’ account – Vessel proceeding to intermediate port for 

crew change – Vessel subsequently delayed by bad weather – 

Whether owners liable for additional time bunkers and costs 

resulting from bad weather delay – Arbitration – Practice – 

Costs – Whether costs of P&I Club’s in-house lawyer 

recoverable 

NYPE 93, consequential delay, causation costs ( P&I Club). 

Arb 12/22 

Charterparty – Berthing charges – Whether for owners’ or 

charterers’ account – Laytime – Whether owners’ refusal to 

berth vessel stopped time counting 

GENCON 94 , "fault",The Stolt Spur.  

Arb 13/22 
Charterparty – Breaches of charter by charterers – Damages – 

Vessel redelivered with excess bunkers – Charterers giving 

NYPE 1946, "about", bunker prices to apply, The Good 

Helmsman , Platts prices, The Great Creation. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

insufficient redelivery notices – Quantification of owners’ losses 

Arb 14/22 

Cargo to be discharged at one safe berth - Charterers asking 

vessel to wait outside port limits - Charterers seeking to 

discharge at second berth - Whether "special agreement" 

concluded - Heads of costs recoverable by owners - Whether 

owners entitled to value of bunkers while waiting - Duress - 

Time bar - Whether tribunal had jurisdiction 

VEGOILVOY, Quantum meruit, construction.  

Arb 15/22 

Carriage of goods by sea – Cargo claims brought against 

shipowners under bills of lading – Whether claimants had title 

to sue 

CIF, section 2(2)(a) of the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act 

1992, witness statement, evidence. 

Arb 16/22 
Charterparty – Electrical fault in vessel – Whether vessel off hire 

– Whether owners in repudiatory breach 

Electrical problem , “the vessel is prevented from working” , 

redelivery. 

Arb 17/22 
Arbitration – Additional evidence as to events affecting the 

vessel – Supplementary award 

“Costs of the arbitration” within section 61 of the 

Arbitration Act 1996. 

Arb 18/22 
Charterparty –Whether terms of charterparty incorporated into 

bills of lading – Jurisdiction of arbitrator – Demurrage – Interest 

Vietnam, binding contract, The Saxon Star , cargo 

documents delay, freight tax, bank charges, interest. 

Arb 19/22 
Charterparty – Notice of readiness – Whether notice of 

readiness validly given – Demurrage – Costs 
China, NOR.  

Arb 20/22 

Charterparty – Uplift Clause permitting increase in hire rate if 

agreed amount of additional fuel supplied – Whether Uplift 

Clause triggered by supply of lesser amount within “abt” margin 

– Correction of errors – Rectification – Variation 

NYPE, supply bunkers prior delivery, rectification, 

implication. 

Arb 21/22 Charterparty – Jurisdiction – Separate Operational Agreement ICC, "arose out of or in connection with the charterparty", 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

between charterer and owner’s parent company – Claims by 

owner for hire and other sums – Whether owner’s claims arose 

under charterparty or Operational Agreement 

jurisdictional challenge.  

Arb 22/22 Arbitration – Defence submissions – Failure to cooperate 
Peremptory order -section 41(7)(c) of the Arbitration Act 

1996, declaratory award. 

Arb 23/22 

Charterparty – Cargo claim – Cargo found to be damaged – 

Claim paid by owners – Claim for indemnity against charterers – 

Amount of charterers’ liability – Whether “clear and irrefutable 

evidence” of fault – Inter-Club Agreement 

ICA, damaged by heat, soybeans from Brazil to China, 

reasonable settlement. 

Arb 24/22 

Charterparty – Cargo claim – Claim paid by owners – Claim for 

indemnity against charterers – Costs of award – Inter-Club 

Agreement 

ICA,monetary award. 

Arb 25/22 Charterparty – Cargo claim – Claim paid by owners – Fees supplementary award. 

Arb 26/22 Charterparty – Cargo claim – Claim paid by owners – Fees Supplementary award- Costs. 

Arb 27/22 

Charterparty – Off-hire – Vessel quarantined by health 

authority at delivery port after one crew member tested 

positive for Covid-19 – Whether owners could rely on clause 

making charterers liable for time lost to procedures imposed by 

authorities to combat avian influenza or similar – Whether 

charterers could rely on an exception for procedures arising 

solely as a consequence of crew’s history prior to delivery 

Expert evidence, construction, "Notwithstanding ", 

complete code, contra proferentem, interpretation, 

implication. 

Arb 28/22 
Contracts – Supply of bunkers – Unpaid invoice – Maritime lien 

under US law – Whether bareboat and time charterers jointly 

Bareboat charterers, general terms and conditions , 

procedural orders (evidence),join an additional respondent, 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

and severally liable – Whether registered owners could be 

joined to arbitral proceedings – Fraudulent letter produced by 

hacking of emails 

fraudulent letter. 

Arb 29/22 

Charterparty – Speed and consumption methodology – Hull 

fouling – Redelivery – BIMCO Piracy Clause expenses – Tug 

assistance 

NYPE, binding, logs, construction, Expert evidence, 

underwater inspection , guards, short quantities, about, 

bunker prices, Mississippi River , mooring. 

Arb 30/22 

Charterparty – Demurrage claim – ASBATANKVOY form – Notice 

of readiness – Whether “by letter, telegraph, wireless or 

telephone” extended to email – LMAA Small Claims Procedure – 

Costs and interest on costs 

ASBATANKVOY, NOR “by letter, telegraph, wireless or 

telephone”, The Port Russel, LMAA SCP ( Costs). 

Arb 31/22 

Charterparty – Time lost at discharge port waiting for 

instructions – Sampling and analyses – Claim for damages for 

detention – Demurrage – Interest – LMAA Small Claims 

Procedure – Costs and interest on costs 

GENCON 94 , "fault", samples, The Eternal Bliss, import 

formalities.  

Arb 32/22 

Charterparty – Deductions from hire – Speed and consumption 

– Meaning of “good weather and smooth sea” – Methodology – 

Evidence of weather – Effect of favourable currents – Whether 

weather routing company’s report final 

NYPE, currents, swell, binding, construction. 

Arb 33/22 

Ship repair - Delays - Whether waiver on yard's final invoice 

barred all claims or void for duress - Counterclaim - Whether 

owners entitled to claim for loss of profits - Whether 0.1 per 

cent interest per day was penal 

Shipyard, illegitimate pressure , Pakistan International 

Airlines Corporation v Times Travel (UK) Ltd [2021] ,  

witness, Hadley v Baxendale, interest  rate (section 49). 

Arb 34/22 Costs - Practice - Liability for costs where defence successful Detailed costs schedules. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

and counterclaim partially successful - Identifying significant 

"event" of the arbitration - Effect of failure to protect against an 

adverse costs order 

2021  

Arb 1/21 
Demurrage – Time bar – Whether owners provided contractual 

documents within time allowed for making demurrage claim 

ASBATANKVOY, statement of facts ( SOF), time sheet, 

pumping log.  

Arb 2/21 

Contract – Implied term – Quantum meruit – Claimants 

agreeing to tranship quantity of bauxite in bulk from 

respondents’ anchored vessel – Contract providing for payment 

of storage charges at daily rate of US$1,000 per “one barge” 

irrespective of quantity carried – Parties agreeing addendum to 

provide for increase in amount transhipped – Claimants 

providing larger seagoing vessel to tranship additional quantity 

– Addendum not making express provision for storage charges 

– Whether implied term that storage rate would increase – 

Whether claimants entitled to quantum meruit at increased 

storage rate 

Addendum, storage charges , Arnold v Britton, 

transhipment, barge, Encyclopedia. 

Arb 3/21 

Demurrage – Delay in cargo reaching loading port – Whether 

“force majeure” – Whether delay caused by master’s 

unreasonable conduct – Liability for delay caused by stevedores 

refusing to discharge cargo – Whether demurrage claim time-

barred – Whether owners entitled to “bunker deviation costs” 

following agreement to add additional discharge port 

SYNACOMEX 2000 , hindrance of navigation , barges, 

flooding, "fault", reversible, addendum, The Tassos N , 

sample analyses, letter of indemnity ( LOI), variation by 

conduct, restitution. 

Arb 4/21 Contract – Towage – Tugowner contracting to tow two barges TOWCON 2008 , shelter, weather forecasts, Bosphorus, 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

from North Sea port to Black Sea port – Whether port agency 

charges payable – Whether sheltering in Atlantic Spanish port 

justified – Whether tug unseaworthy – Whether lack of good 

faith on part of tugowner – Calculation of Free Time – Whether 

tugowner entitled to Delay Payments – Whether tugowner 

entitled to costs of foreign proceedings 

agents, jurisdiction. 

Arb 5/21 

Charterparty – Bunkers on delivery – Time charterers disputing 

quantity of low-sulphur MGO stated to be on board vessel at 

time of delivery 

Undeclared margins, bunker survey, safety purposes. 

Arb 6/21 

Charterparty – Cargo holds rejected at loading port – Whether 

time lost – Whether owners in breach of contract in respect of 

deviation caused by engine breakdown – Whether vessel 

underperformed – Whether owners liable to pay charterers for 

cost of replacement bunkers following deviation and 

underperformance 

NYPE, crankcase, penalty, sale contract , negligence, 

unseaworthy, cylinders , overhaul, Clause Paramount , 

"good weather", bunker quality, fuel. 

Arb 7/21 

Charterparty – Deadfreight – Owners having option to load 

between 27,000 and 33,000 mt of coal cargo – Owners 

exercising option to load 33,000 mt – Maximum draft at loading 

berth preventing owners from loading full quantity of cargo – 

Whether charterers liable for deadfreight 

Safe port/berth , implied term.  

Arb 8/21 

Demurrage – Charterers failing to pay demurrage invoice – 

Owners subsequently invoicing charterers for reduced amount 

– Charterers still failing to pay – Owners bringing arbitration 

GENCON 94 ,The Four Island , implied term , jurisdiction. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

proceedings to recover full amount – Whether owners 

restricted to recovering reduced sum claimed in second invoice 

– Whether implied term that reduced amount would be 

accepted in exchange for prompt payment 

Arb 9/21 

Admiralty – Supply of bunkers – Applicable law – Right to 

maritime lien – Whether liability joint and several – Due date 

for payment 

Bunker supplier , US law, interest. 

Arb 10/21 

Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Respondent objecting to jurisdiction 

on basis that it was a Russian company in liquidation – Whether 

tribunal had jurisdiction 

Bunkers,insolvency, objection to jurisdiction 

Arb 11/21 

Contract – Claim for price of bunkers – Bunkers supplied to 

various vessels at request of management company – Whether 

requests made on behalf of shipowner – Whether shipowner 

liable for price of bunkers 

Copy documents as evidence , bunker receipts prima facie 

evidence. 

Arb 12/21 

Sale of ship – Vessel sold “free of average damage affecting … 

class” – Bilge keels found damaged on underwater inspection – 

Attending surveyor acting on behalf of Class recommending 

that repairs be carried out – Class head office issuing clean Class 

certificate – Seller tending notice of readiness for delivery – 

Whether NOR valid – Whether average damage affecting Class 

– Whether any failure to give valid NOR was “due to proven 

negligence” of seller – Norwegian Saleform 1993 

MOA, Norwegian SALEFORM 1993, underwater survey 

,"damage affecting class", "wear and tear ", ice, Negligence.   

Arb 13/21 Charterparty – Consequential damages – Time charter excluding Hadley v Baxendale ,loss of profit, consequential loss, 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

liability for “consequential damages” – Owners claiming hire 

and other sums due under charter – Charterers counterclaiming 

damages for alleged repudiatory breach on part of owners – 

Whether charterers’ counterclaim debarred on basis that loss 

asserted was “consequential damages” 

doctrine of equitable set-off, partial final award.  

Arb 14/21 

Charterparty – Delay at discharge port – Charterers holding ship 

off berth – Whether owners entitled to quantum meruit for 

extra-contractual service – Whether owners entitled to cost of 

bunkers consumed during delay – Tribunal indicating that 

owners entitled to demurrage only – Procedure – LMAA Small 

Claims Procedure – Neither party arguing alternative case in 

demurrage before tribunal – Whether tribunal should proceed 

to award in absence of parties arguing alternative case in 

demurrage 

NOR, quantum meruit, The Saronikos, alternative case, 

further submissions. 

Arb 15/21 

Demurrage – Fixture recap incorporating charterparty – Fixture 

recap also incorporating berth operator’s rules – Charterparty 

and berth operator’s rules providing for different regimes for 

commencement of laytime – Whether commencement of 

laytime governed by charterparty terms or by berth operator’s 

rules 

NOR, construction, incorporated document conflicted, NOR 

premature, “off the port”, anchorage. 

Arb 16/21 

Charterparty – Hull cleaning – Prolonged port stay – Charterers 

to pay for time and expense of hull cleaning if vessel 

encountered minimum of 25 days in port and if strong reason 

NYPE, deviation, implied term , divers,  construction, expert 

evidence (LMAA SCP). 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

to believe that hull acquired “excessive marine growth” as a 

result – Owners undertaking hull cleaning after redelivery – 

Whether time and expense of cleaning payable by charterers 

Arb 17/21 

Charterparty – Heavy lift charter – Non-payment of sums due 

from charterers – Whether charterparty frustrated – 

Demurrage at loading port – Whether notice of readiness valid 

– Reimbursement of war risks additional premium incurred by 

owners – Owners exercising rights of lien and stoppage in 

international waters and suspending further performance of 

vessel – Vessel drifting for 272 days – Whether suspension 

rights validly exercised by owners 

BIMCO HEAVYCON 2007, NOR, bunker escalation, War 

Risks, frustration.  

Arb 18/21 Arbitration – Practice – Costs Security for costs, recover reasonable costs. 

Arb 19/21 Charterparty – Bunkers on redelivery – Removal of padeyes 
NYPE 1981, interpretation, tank capacity , bunker 

prices(damages), master agrees bonus- LMAA ( costs). 

Arb 20/21 

Charterparty – Nomination of discharge port – Charterers 

nominating discharge port but subsequently nominating 

different port – Whether subsequent nomination breach of 

charter – Vessel proceeding to subsequently nominated port – 

Whether owners entitled to freight for carriage to originally 

nominated port – Whether charter varied – Estoppel – Waiver – 

Unjust enrichment 

NORGRAIN, named port, Tianjin, lightering at 

Zhoushan,“VESSEL AND OR CARGO LOST OR NOT LOST”, 

escrow account. 

Arb 21/21 
Charterparty – Frustration – Vessel chartered for carriage of 

fuel oil from Turkmenistan to Russia via Volga-Don Shipping 

ASBATANKVOY, quantum meruit , bad weather , 

construction (surplusage),  implied term, legitimate 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Canal – Vessel being refused entry to Canal before winter 

closure – Vessel having to retrace steps – Vessel ordered to 

discharge cargo at port in Caspian Sea – Whether owners at 

fault – Whether owners entitled to additional freight and costs 

incurred in consequence of deviation – Construction of Interim 

Port Clause 

deviation. 

Arb 22/21 

Sale of goods – Bunkers – Non-payment – Construction of 

clause providing for payment of interest – Bunker sale contract 

providing for conferring of maritime lien – Whether open to 

arbitration tribunal to declare existence of maritime lien – Costs 

Construction, contra proferentem rule , proferens, "General 

Terms and Conditions ". 

Arb 23/21 

Charterparty – Performance – Speed and consumption claim – 

Charterers relying on report of weather routing company – 

Whether report contractual – Methodology used – Relevance of 

wave height to Douglas Sea Scale – Whether owners in breach 

of charter 

NYPE, section 65 of the Arbitration Act 1996,  Swell, 

douglas, binding, logbook falsified, construction, expert 

evidence, fouling, RPM,  costs, clause 15 (fouling), defect in 

hull. 

Arb 24/21 Arbitration – Practice – Costs Breakdown of costs. 

2020 

Arb 1/20 

Charterparty – Indemnity – Owners claiming indemnity from 

charterers on basis that bills of lading imposed more onerous 

liability than those imposed in charterparty – Claim made under 

express clause in charterparty – Whether claim time-barred – 

Date on which cause of action arose 

GENCON 1994, Congenbill, construction, Limitation Act 

1980, precedent, conflicting decisions. 

Arb 2/20 
Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Fixture recap setting out detailed 

provisions and “otherwise as clean GENCON 94 charterparty to 
GENCON. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

be amended/altered as per above main terms agreed” – 

Whether law and arbitration clause in GENCON 94 form was an 

“above main term” agreed – Whether charterparty 

incorporated law and arbitration provision of GENCON 94 form 

Arb 3/20 

Charterparty – Inter-Club NYPE Agreement – Whether charterer 

gave “written notification of the Cargo Claim” to owners within 

24 months of date of delivery of cargo – Whether charterer’s 

claim for indemnity “waived and absolutely barred” 

NYPE, ICA 2011.  

2019 

Arb 1/19 

Charterparty – Hold cleaning – Charterers breaching charter by 

carrying prohibited cargo on final voyage – Owners cleaning 

holds following redelivery and claiming compensation based on 

daily hire rate – Whether owners entitled to damages 

NYPE, ILOHC. 

Arb 2/19 

Contract – Shipbuilding contract – Buyer cancelling contract for 

delay in delivery exceeding 210 days – Seller contending that 

delivery date had been extended and that buyer’s cancellation 

constituted renunciation of contract – Whether delivery date 

extended – Whether contract validly cancelled by buyer 

  

Arb 3/19 

Arbitration – Costs – Tribunal indicating in original award that it 

considered outcome to be a draw and that each side should 

bear own costs – Tribunal subsequently being informed of 

attempts to settle – Owners had made settlement offer marked 

“without prejudice” but omitting “save as to costs” – Charterers 

had rejected offer – Tribunal’s original award was in favour of 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

charterers but in lesser amount than that offered by owners – 

Owners inviting tribunal to reconsider order for costs – 

Whether tribunal entitled to take account of owners’ offer in 

determining incidence of costs – Appropriate order for costs 

Arb 4/19 

Charterparty – Cargo claim – Receivers bringing claim against 

charterers for diminution in value of cargo due to vessel’s delay 

– Charterers settling with receivers and making deduction from 

hire – Whether charterers entitled to make deduction from hire 

– Addendum to charterparty making charterers fully liable for 

all cargo claims howsoever caused – Whether “cargo claims” 

included claims for diminution in value resulting from delay 

NYPE, ICA, sugar, wet-damage , loss of sub-fixture income 

and extra ballasting time, deviation to GOA, meaning of 

"cargo claims", addendum. 

Arb 5/19 
Charterparty – Hire – Non-payment – Whether charterers could 

set off certain claims against hire 
Partial final award , The Kostas Melas, misrepresentation. 

Arb 6/19 

Charterparty - Speed and consumption - Meaning of "good 

weather conditions" - Reconciliation between "significant wave 

height" and "Douglas Sea State" - Whether vessel's deck logs or 

AWT report best evidence of conditions experienced by vessel 

AWT, Interpretation. 

Arb 7/19 

Charterparty– Claim for balance of hire – Charterers counter-

claiming damages for breach ofcontract and asserting off-hire 

claims – Owners applying for immediate paymentof amount 

indisputably due – Whether charterers precluded from relying 

on equitableset-off and off-hire claims 

NYPE 1981, immediate award.  

Arb 8/19 Charterparty– Owner ordering newbuilding and chartering out Interpretation, ordinary language. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

vessel for four years –Charterparty providing for vessel to be 

delivered to charterers at time ofdelivery to owner – 

Charterparty also containing provision that charterers 

were“obligated to take delivery” of vessel as long as owner was 

“obligated toaccept delivery” under building contract – 

Interpretation of provision 

Arb 9/19 

Charterparty– Owner ordering newbuilding and chartering out 

vessel for four years –Charterparty entitling charterers to cancel 

charterparty where owner becameentitled to cancel 

shipbuilding contract – Charterers giving notice ofcancellation 

of charterparty – Whether owners had become entitled to 

cancelshipbuilding contract at time of charterers’ notice – 

Whether charterersvalidly cancelled charterparty 

Commercial commonsense, interpretation. 

Arb 10/19 

Sale of goods – Laytime – Contract for sale of coal on delivered 

ex ship terms – Notice of readiness tendered to port agents – 

Sellers failing to comply with condition precedent for service of 

NOR – Whether buyers estopped from insisting on compliance 

with condition precedent – Time of commencement of 

laytimeAgency – Whether fact that port agents were “notify 

party” under bill of lading constituted them agents of buyers 

DES, estoppel, NOR, ostensible authority.  

Arb 11/19 

Arbitration – Practice – Peremptory order – Respondent failing 

to comply with peremptory order for service of defence and 

counterclaim submissions – Respondent applying for extension 

Section 34, Section 41 (AA 1996).  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

of time – Whether extension of time should be granted 

Arb 12/19 

Laytime – Commencement of laytime – Validity of notice of 

readiness – Weather working days – Whether time to be 

excluded for threat of bad weather – Whether charterers 

entitled to rely on force majeure – Whether charterers entitled 

to deduct period of bad weather 

SYNACOMEX 90 , Kavkaz, Black sea, NOR,  WIBON, WIPON, 

threat of bad weather , The Maria G, Barges, SOF. 

Arb 13/19 

Charterparty – Demurrage – Charterers purporting to cancel 

charter on basis that vessel had not tendered valid notice of 

readiness by cancelling date – Validity of notice of readiness – 

Whether charterers estopped from denying validity of notice – 

Whether charterers in repudiatory breach – Commencement of 

laytime – Whether charterers entitled to rely on force majeure 

– Whether owners entitled to demurrage and damages – 

Whether owners liable in damages for vessel’s failure to have 

clean holds on arrival 

NORGRAIN 89 , NCB and USDA , loss of income on the 

original sale of the cargo, pilot. 

Arb 14/19 

Charterparty– Bills of lading – Whether released promptly – 

Whether charterers entitled to refund of additional freight paid 

to reverse cargo discharge rotation – Cargo shortages– 

Discrepancy between shore weight figures and bill of lading 

figures – Owners’liability for shortage – Liability for port 

security expenses – Liability for cargo surveyors’ charges – 

Demurrage – Laytime – Notice of readiness – Draft survey –

Whether time counted 

NORGRAIN form.  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 15/19 

Charterparty – Hull cleaning – Vessel spending prolonged stay in 

port – Owners arranging for hull to be cleaned after redelivery 

of vessel – Whether hull acquired “excessive marine growth” – 

Liability for time and expense of hull cleaning 

NYPE 1993, Port Louis , Implied term, AWT. 

Arb 16/19 

Demurrage – Laytime – Notice of readiness – Whether valid 

notwithstanding that vessel only had one anchor available 

rather than two 

GENCON, NOR, expert evidence. 

Arb 17/19 
Charterparty – Bunkers on redelivery – Costs of performance 

claim 
About, short bunkers. 

Arb 18/19 

Charterparty – Consumption of MDO – Charterparty clause 

describing vessel’s consumption as 0.3 mt per day – Whether 

owners entitled to claim 0.3 mt MDO each day without having 

to prove actual consumption – Whether charterers entitled to 

claim reimbursement of sums claimed by owners 

Construction, SPRO (ship pollution response organisation).  

Arb 19/19 
Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Whether respondents were party to 

charterparty containing London arbitration clause 
NYPE. 

Arb 20/19 

Charterparty – Bunker claim – Whether charterers liable to 

reimburse owners for port disbursements – Whether owners 

entitled to damages for charterers’ failure to pay disbursements 

ETA, Bunkers discovered on board. 

Arb 21/19 

Demurrage –Vessel ordered to leave loading terminal – 

Imminent approach of tropical storm – Whether time continued 

to count – Whether owners entitled to demurrage – Whether 

charterers entitled to rely on “bad weather” and/or “other 

COA, The Maria G  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

reasons not attributable to charterers” exceptions – Whether 

charterers entitled to rely on “Force Majeure” – Whether 

charterers under duty to minimise effects of tropical storm on 

vessel 

Arb 22/19 

Charterparty – Additional freight – Demurrage – Laytime – 

Notice of readiness – Costs of delay for cargo fumigation – 

Shifting time – Slow discharge 

Logs, NOR, The Timna ,lashing deck cargo, Re-stowage of 

cargo by the stevedores. 

Arb 23/19 

Charterparty – Off-hire – Vessel unable to raise anchor to 

proceed to berth – Whether vessel off hire – Whether anchor 

fouled 

NYPE 1981. 

Arb 24/19 
Charterparty – Speed and consumption claim – Bunkers on 

redelivery 
NYPE, swell, disclosure. 

Arb 25/19 
Charterparty – Off-hire – Vessel failing gear inspection – 

Whether vessel off hire 
NYPE 1946, crane manufacturers, class., stevedores. 

Arb 26/19 

Charterparty – Speed and consumption claim – Whether 

charterers entitled to make deduction from hire – Whether 

vessel underperformed 

NYPE 1993, equitable set-off, construction. 

Arb 27/19 
Charterparty – Shore crane charges – Speed and consumption 

claim 
NYPE, Cargo Gear and Lights, adverse currents. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

2018 

Arb 1/18 

Charterparty – Non-payment of hire – Owners withdrawing 

vessel from charterers’ service – Anti-technicality clause – 

Whether withdrawal premature – Whether owners in 

repudiatory breach – Whether charterers entitled to balance of 

hire – Whether owners entitled to additional hire 

NYPE, cash flow , notice. 

Arb 2/18 

Sale of goods (CFR) – Sale contract requiring buyers to pay 

charterparty freight to sellers as soon as possible after signing 

bills of lading – Buyers failing to make timely payment – 

Shipowners refusing to release bill of lading until freight paid – 

Delay in freight payment resulting in demurrage liability under 

charterparty – Whether sellers entitled to indemnity from 

buyers in respect of demurrage liability 

CFR, “Freight prepaid”.  

Arb 3/18 

Demurrage – Whether claim time-barred – Whether notice of 

readiness valid Charterparty – Charterers failing to provide 

cargo and cancelling contract – Whether owners affirmed 

contract – Whether owners entitled to damages for repudiatory 

breach 

ASBATANKVOY,  NOR.  

Arb 4/18 

Charterparty – Cranes – Charterers complaining of slow crane 

movement during loading operations – Whether owners in 

breach of charter – Speed and consumption – Charterers 

complaining that vessel failed to achieve warranted economic 

speed – Whether owners in breach of charter 

without guarantee ( WOG). 

Arb 5/18 Charterparty – Bunkers consumed – Additional insurance   
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

premium – Whether for owners’ or charterers’ account 

Arb 6/18 

Sale of ship – Buyers to take over and pay for bunkers and 

unused lubricating oils on delivery against commercial invoice 

provided by sellers – Disputes as to prices payable by buyers 

and as to whether buyers required to pay for hydraulic fluids 

SALEFORM 2012, MOA, lubricating oils, commercial invoice 

did not evidence actual net prices. 

Arb 7/18 

Charterparty – Owners refusing to load cargo of iron ore fines – 

Whether owners in breach of charter – Time of delivery under 

charter – Whether vessel off hire – Whether owners entitled to 

damages for wrongful redelivery 

NYPE, ladder, pilot , combination ladder ,IMSBC Code, 

Moisture Limit ,witness statement.  

Arb 8/18 

Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Claimant owners bringing arbitration 

proceedings against party named as charterers in charterparty – 

Respondent obtaining order for security for costs – Claimant 

subsequently applying to discharge order for security on basis 

that arbitrators lacked substantive jurisdiction – Whether 

claimant precluded from challenging order for security – 

Identity of charterers 

Parol evidence rule, Interpretation. 

Arb 9/18 

Charterparty – Speed and consumption – Charterers making 

deductions for off-hire relying on vessel’s underperformance – 

Whether charterers subsequently entitled to assert claims for 

breach of warranty – Whether charterers’ performance claims 

time-barred – Whether average speed warranty related to each 

voyage or to whole charter period – Interpretation of 

contractual “good weather” provision – Whether weather 

NYPE, Limitation Act 1980, Hague Rules.  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

“reports” included ship’s deck log in addition to “independent 

weather bureau” reports – Whether consumption warranty 

applied at date of delivery or throughout charter period 

Arb 10/18 

Practice – Costs – Arbitration – Respondent accepting 

claimant’s offer of settlement made prior to publication of 

arbitration award and expressed to be equivalent to CPR Part 

36 Offer – Whether claimant entitled to costs on indemnity 

basis and enhanced interest 

  

Arb 11/18 

Charterparty – Redelivery – Charter providing for vessel to be 

redelivered “med/black sea” – Whether charterers entitled to 

redeliver vessel in Sea of Marmara Charterparty – Off hire – 

Vessel detained as a result of in personam legal proceedings 

brought by cargo receivers against charterers – Whether 

detention attributable to “legal action against … vessel ... or 

Owners” – Whether detention brought about by act or neglect 

of charterers – Whether owners’ failure to put up security 

broke chain of causation – Whether vessel off hire – Whether 

owners entitled to indemnity from charterers 

SHELLTIME 4, Aqaba , arbitrations were heard concurrently, 

The Greek Fighter , detention, put up security, 

Hague/Hague-Visby Rules . 

Arb 12/18 

Sale of goods – Letter of credit – Sale contract providing for 

letter of credit to be opened within two banking days from date 

of contract – Contract dated 6 September – Seller claiming that 

buyer’s failure to open letter of credit by 8 September 

constituted repudiatory breach – Date on which letter of credit 

Innominate term or a warranty.  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

had to be opened – Whether buyers renounced contract – 

Whether obligation to open letter of credit a condition or 

innominate term 

Arb 13/18 

Charterparty – Additional war risk premiums – BIMCO Piracy 

Clause – Whether owners entitled to recover cost of armed 

guards and additional security equipment – Whether owners 

entitled to recover crew war bonuses – Whether owners failed 

to render all customary assistance – Whether owners entitled 

to recover additional war risk premiums notwithstanding 

charterersâ�™ orders to avoid high-risk area – Whether owners 

entitled to recover surveyor's fee for supervising loading of 

dangerous cargo – Whether owners failed to prosecute voyage 

with reasonable despatch – Whether owners entitled to 

damages for non-contractual redelivery 

NYPE, guards, witness statement, discount, route. 

Arb 14/18 

Charterparty – Off-hire – Whether vessel’s holds clean on 

delivery – Whether provision that holds be “free of salt” 

required holds to be entirely free of salt traces – Whether silver 

nitrate testing of holds customary when loading steel products 

NYPE,  silver nitrate ,customary, “independent”  

Arb 15/18 

Contract – Shipbuilding contract – Buyer cancelling contract on 

ground of excessive delay in delivering vessel – Whether 

cancellation wrongful – Whether delay caused by buyer’s own 

breach of contract – Whether buyer entitled to compound 

interest on sums refunded – Whether buyer entitled to order 

Repudiation,  implied term, 3(2)(b) of the Torts 

(Interference with Goods) Act 1977 (TIGA) ,section 48(5)(a) 

of the Arbitration Act 1996 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

for delivery up of buyer-supplied items 

Arb 16/18 

Demurrage – Delay in vessel getting into berth at discharge port 

– Whether vessel an arrived ship – Whether owners or 

charterers liable for delay 

GENCON, addendum, Yemen, UNVIM, reachable on arrival 

provision 

Arb 17/18 

Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Charterers disputing identity of 

counterparty to charter – Whether charterers contracted with 

registered owners or disponent owners 

Intertanko Chartering Questionnaire 88.  

Arb 18/18 

Charterparty – Interclub NYPE Agreement 2011 – Charterparty 

providing that liability for cargo claims should be apportioned 

as specified by Interclub NYPE Agreement – Cargo receivers 

bringing claim against owners – Owners providing security to 

prevent arrest of vessel – Whether charterers required to 

provide counter-security 

NYPE, ICA 2011, LOU, section 48(5)(b) of the Arbitration Act 

1996, counter-security, opposed application, construction 

Arb 19/18 

Demurrage – Time bar – Claim documents sent to brokers – 

Whether brokers acting as agents for charterers – Whether 

brokers were intermediate brokers – Whether demurrage 

claims time-barred – Whether delay consequential upon 

vessel's engine problems counted as laytime 

COA, ASBATANKVOY, fault, time bar, estoppel. 

Arb 20/18 

Demurrage – Substitute charterparty concluded following 

repudiation of original charter for non-payment of freight – 

Delay in payment of freight and demurrage – Delay at discharge 

port – Owners making demurrage claims under original and 

substitute charterparties – Whether owners entitled to rely on 

GENCON 94 , fumigation . 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

provision entitling them to delay discharge until receipt of 

freight – Whether owners wrongfully exercised lien – Whether 

period of delay counted as time on demurrage 

Arb 21/18 

Charterparty – Speed and consumption – Tolerances for 

“about” – Effect of currents – Calculation of vessel’s 

performance 

NYPE, Interpretation, off hire, Weather Routing. 

Arb 22/18 
Charterparty - Off-hire - Hull cleaning - Speed and performance 

claim - Exercise of liens - Delay after discharge of cargo 

NYPE, Gladstone, hull cleaning and bunkering, diving 

operations, WNI, separate reports. 

2017 

Arb 1/17 

Demurrage - Pumping warranty - Whether vessel in breach - 

Whether owners also entitled todamages for detention - 

Shifting expenses - Whether owners liable foradditional 

surveyors - expenses incurred by charterers - London Molasses 

form 

LOMOL 2, Molasses, involuntary shiftings. 

Arb 2/17 

Sale of ship – Sellers warranting that vessel was free from all 

encumbrances – Third party arresting vessel after delivery to 

buyers – Buyers claiming indemnity from sellers for losses 

sustained by arrest – Whether buyers entitled to indemnity – 

Whether third party’s claim “incurred prior to the time of 

delivery” 

MOA. 

Arb 3/17 

Charterparty – Berthing of vessel delayed by strike at discharge 

port – Whether owners entitled to demurrage or damages for 

detention – Whether charterers in breach of “always 

accessible” provision 

Custom of the port. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 4/17 

Charterparty – Holds – Whether vessel’s holds were clean on 

arrival at load port – Whether implied term that holds should 

be clean “to grain free standard” – Whether inspecting surveyor 

“independent” 

NORGRAIN 1973 ,  implied term, reports,  costs, statement 

of facts ( SOF), coke and rust on the side of the holds 

Arb 5/17 

Arbitration – Costs – Owners commencing arbitration under 

London arbitration clause in charterparty – Respondent 

asserting that it was not a party to the charter – Tribunal 

determining that it lacked jurisdiction – Whether respondent 

entitled to costs on indemnity basis 

  

Arb 6/17 

Charterparty – Statement of facts – Master signing statement 

presented by head charterers’ agents – Master also signing 

separate statement presented by sub-charterers’ agents – 

Statements inconsistent in relation to rainfall – Head charterers 

claiming to have incurred loss and damage resulting from 

inconsistency – Whether master in breach of charter – Whether 

master in breach of statutorily implied term to perform services 

with reasonable care and skill – Whether breach caused head 

charterers loss and damage 

NYPE, SOF, clause 8 in failing to “render all customary 

assistance ", “the orders and directions of the Charterers”, 

section 13 of the 1982 Act. 

Arb 7/17 

Charterparty – Demurrage – Quantum meruit – Vessel required 

to call at intermediate port in compliance with Indian customs 

requirements – Whether owners entitled to demurrage or 

quantum meruit – Whether charterers entitled to resist 

demurrage claim on basis of “deficiency of Master” – Whether 

 “Fault”. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

charterers entitled to damages in respect of damage to cargo 

during loading 

Arb 8/17 

Arbitration – Delay – Tribunal dismissing claim for want of 

prosecution – Claimants appealing to High Court – Whether 

expiry or non-expiry of the limitation period to be assessed at 

time of the application to dismiss or at time of the decision 

determining the application – Whether delay within the 

limitation period can be considered inordinate – Whether 

tribunal erred in law in dismissing claim 

NYPE, section 41(3) of the Arbitration Act 1996 for 

inordinate and inexcusable delay, appeal (section 69 ) 

Arb 9/17 
Demurrage – GENCON General Strike Clause – Whether time 

ran during period of strike 
GENCON 94 , lighter barge labourers, lock-out, The Onisilos  

Arb 10/17 

Contract – Sale of ship – Barge construction agreement – Seller 

terminating agreement for non-payment of “Advance Payment” 

– Whether obligation to make “Advance Payment” was a 

condition of the contract or an instalment of the price – 

Whether buyer in material default – Whether termination 

premature – Whether seller validly terminated contract 

Barge, repudiatory breach and/or renunciatory breach , 

“material default” . 

Arb 11/17 

Charterparty – Disbursements – Vessel ordered to discharge in 

Yemen – Owners claiming additional war risk and loss of hire 

premiums – Armed guards expenses – Crew Bonus – Whether 

expenses recoverable 

NYPE 93 , ITF terms.  

Arb 12/17 
Jurisdiction – Conflict between “Law and Arbitration” clause 

and exclusive jurisdiction clause contained in “Applicable Law” 
“Object”,  LMAA Terms, construction.  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

clause – Whether tribunal had jurisdiction – Whether dispute 

subject to London arbitration or foreign court jurisdiction 

Arb 13/17 
Laytime – Rain – Whether actual time to count if used – Holiday 

– Whether Saturdays counted – Draft survey 

Laytime Definitions for Charter Parties 2013 , Voylayrules, 

statement of facts ( SOF). 

Arb 14/17 

Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Identity of “Owner” in charterparty – 

Agency – Charterparty concluded by vessel’s manager – 

Whether manager acted as principal or as agent for undisclosed 

principal – Identity of party commencing arbitration – Whether 

arbitration validly commenced by “Owner” 

  

Arb 15/17 

Charterparty – Bunkers during off-hire – Crane breakdowns – 

Owners’ expenses – Claim for lashing materials – Hire of shore 

crane 

NYPE, clause 15, statement of facts ( SOF), original invoices, 

logs clauses. 

Arb 16/17 

Charterparty – Off-hire – Bunker consumption – Responsibility 

for time spent cleaning residues of sulphur cargo – Speed and 

performance claims – Whether precluded by prolonged stay 

clause 

NYPE, hold block , fouling. 

Arb 17/17 

Charterparty – Damages for detention – Quantum of damages – 

Whether demurrage rate used for calculation of damages to be 

gross rate or rate net of commission 

Iskenderun, NOR, The Boral Gas . 

Arb 18/17 

Charterparty – Voyage charter – Owners complying with 

charterers’ orders not to load cargo – Whether owners entitled 

to recover expenses incurred in complying with orders – 

Whether accord and satisfaction – Whether owners entitled to 

STEMMOR 83 , The Island Archon , customary anchorage , 

index link, NOR, pilots. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

remuneration for performing extra-contractual service – 

Whether vessel at customary anchorage – Rate of remuneration 

Arb 19/17 

Charterparty – Owners settling cargo claims – Charterparty 

incorporating NYPE Inter-Club Agreement – Owners claiming to 

recover expenditure from charterers as damages – Whether 

charterers in breach of charter for failing to handle cargo claims 

in first instance – Whether owners entitled to recover pursuant 

to implied indemnity in charter – Whether owners entitled to 

recover pursuant to Inter-Club Agreement 

NYPE, ICA, steel products, PRC, condensation damage, 

cargo sweat, ventilation, stowage, implied indemnity, 

clause 8.  

Arb 20/17 
Charterparty – Duration of time charter – Whether charterers 

had option to extend period by 15 days 

The Great Creation , interpretation, main terms, logically 

amend,  

Arb 21/17 

Charterparty – Redelivery – Damages – Vessel redelivered early 

– Whether charterers renounced charterparty – Measure of 

damages for early redelivery 

SHELLTIME 4, renunciation, repudiation, The Elena 

D’Amico.  

Arb 22/17 

Demurrage – Time bar – Whether demurrage claim presented 

in writing with supporting documents within stipulated period – 

Whether claim time-barred 

ASBATANKVOY, construction. 

Arb 23/17 

Demurrage – Half rate – Vessel prevented from berthing due to 

detained presence of earlier vessel following oil spill incident – 

Whether half time counted on basis of “force majeure” – 

Whether charterparty contained a “reachable on arrival” 

provision – BPVOY3 form 

BPVOY3 , “proceed thereto” , oil spill.  

Arb 24/17 Charterparty – Implied term – Newbuild vessel chartered under BARECON 2001 , bareboat, addendum. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

10-year bareboat charter – Parties simultaneously entering into 

ship management agreement – Charterers terminating 

management agreement – Whether bareboat charter contained 

implied term that it should terminate on termination of 

management agreement 

Arb 25/17 

Charterparty – Redelivery – Hull fouling – Whether charterers 

redelivered vessel “in like good order and condition” as on 

delivery – Whether charterers in breach of charter 

NYPE, marine growth, performance claim.  

Arb 26/17 

Charterparty – Repudiation – Charterers failing to provide cargo 

for vessel – Owners terminating charter and bringing claims for 

demurrage and damages – Basis of assessment of damages 

claim – Interest 

GENCON, loss of profits.  

Arb 27/17 

Charterparty – Cargo shortage – Charterparty providing that 

owners not to be responsible for shortages ascertained by 

shore scales at discharge port so long as seals remained intact – 

Receivers making cargo shortage claim against shipowners 

based on discharge port shore scales – Owners settling with 

receivers – Whether settlement reasonable – Whether owners 

entitled to indemnity from charterers – Demurrage 

SYNACOMEX 2000, non-reversible, shortage claim , 

reasonable settlement. 

Arb 28/17 

Charterparty – Indemnity – Owners settling cargo claim brought 

by receivers under bills of lading – Whether bills of lading 

owners' or charterers' bills – Whether bills of lading imposed 

greater liability on owners than charterparty – NYPE Inter-Club 

NYPE, Ivory Coast and Conakry , bagged rice, ICA, short 

delivery and wet damage ,Congen bills, reasonable 

settlement, expert report. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Agreement – Causation – Apportionment of liability for damage 

2016 

Arb 1/16 

Contract – Lay-up facility – Respondent’s vessels laid up at 

claimant’s facility – Respondent failing to pay lay-up fees and 

other costs – Claimant terminating agreement – Respondent 

failing to remove vessels from facility as required by agreement 

– Quantum of fees and costs payable to claimant – Meaning of 

expression “costs and expenses” – Whether respondent 

entitled to damages for breach of London arbitration 

agreement – Whether order should be made for removal of 

vessels from facility 

Joint venture, “costs and expenses” , involuntary bailee , 

construction, quantum meruit ,restitution, injunctions, lien, 

section 48(5) of the Arbitration Act 1996 , orders. 

Arb 2/16 

Contract - Joint venture agreement for provision of offshore 

well-testing vessel tostate petroleum company - Disputes 

between parties to joint venture agreement - Parties entering 

into compromise agreement - Parties agreeing addendum to 

compromise agreement on basis that contract with state 

petroleum company would be renewed for three years - 

Contract not renewed - Whether addendum binding on 

claimant - Whether claimant in breach of addendum agreement 

Addendum, overcharging claim, variation, waiver or 

estoppel, implication, forbearance, representation. 

Arb 3/16 

Guarantee – Shipowners claiming against guarantor under 

letter of undertaking following charterers’ breach of 

charterparty – Whether guarantor’s seal was applied with 

proper authority – Applicable law as to actual authority – 

Whether guarantee enforceable in China – Whether guarantee 

NYPE, LOU, Chinese law, LOU was valid and binding, Section 

46 of the Arbitration Act 1996, Conflict of Laws, ostensible 

authority. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

valid and enforceable 

Arb 4/16 

Charterparty – Freight – Tanker voyage charter – Construction 

of additional freight provision in event of discharge at two 

discharging ports 

BPVOY3, addendum, windfall, ambiguity, implied term, 

construction, Worldscale. 

Arb 5/16 

Demurrage – Loading of nickel ore cargo stopped and cargo 

confiscated by governmental authorities following allegation 

that cargo had been illegally mined – Whether time lost 

counted as laytime – Whether charterers should not be allowed 

any laytime on basis that charterers had failed to load a cargo 

COA, Force majeure, local Navy ,“Once on demurrage 

always on demurrage”.  

Arb 6/16 

Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Shipowners suing various 

defendants in US court alleging negligence, breach of contract 

and fraud in connection with charter of vessels – Defendants 

not party to any charterparty with shipowners – Defendants 

bringing London arbitration proceedings against shipowners – 

US court ordering shipowners’ claims against defendants to be 

determined in arbitration – Whether tribunal had jurisdiction – 

Costs 

Additional Parties ,costs order.  

Arb 7/16 

Arbitration – Costs – Dispute on point of principle – Whether 

American lawyers’ fees incurred in relation to US court 

proceedings were “costs of and incidental to” to London 

arbitration 

“Legal or other costs of the parties”, CPR.  

Arb 8/16 
Demurrage – Rain time – Holidays – Availability of hatches – 

Crane breakdowns 

SUGAR CP, SOF, laytime exceptions, “local holidays”, 

stowage plan.  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 9/16 

Charterparty – Bunkers on redelivery – Parties agreeing that 

owners would provide redelivery bunkers with charterers 

paying against invoice without deduction – Charterers failing to 

pay for bunkers as agreed – Whether owners failed to mitigate 

loss 

NYPE, mitigation. 

Arb 10/16 

Charterparty - Time-bar - Owners claiming balance of hire and 

other sums - Charterers withholding hire on basis of off-hire 

and equitable set-off - Whether claim was for balance of 

account - Date of accrual of owners' causes of action - Whether 

owners' claims time-barred 

NYPE, set off , Limitation Act 1980, The Nanfri, in good 

faith, CVE,  ILOHC, section 57(3)(b) of the Arbitration Act 

1996 , para 25(a)(ii) of the LMAA Terms. 

Arb 11/16 

Arbitration – Delay in pursuing arbitration claim – Whether 

delay inordinate and inexcusable – Whether claim should be 

dismissed 

Section 41(3) of the Arbitration Act 1996, “without 

prejudice” settlement discussions . 

Arb 12/16 

Sale of goods – Contract for sale of machinery items – Buyers 

making 95 per cent advance payment – Sellers delivering some 

items late and failing to deliver other items – Buyers claiming 

damages plus contractual penalties – Whether tribunal had 

jurisdiction to deal with sellers’ counterclaims under other 

invoices 

Penalty, invoice, survey fees. 

Arb 13/16 

Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Booking note containing London 

arbitration clause – Carrier bringing arbitration proceedings 

against “Merchant” and “Merchant’s representative” claiming 

damages in tort – Whether tribunal had jurisdiction over 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

“Merchant’s representative” 

Arb 14/16 

Charterparty – Hire – Owners withdrawing vessel for non-

payment of hire – Whether charterers in repudiatory breach – 

Damages – Rate of discount to be applied for accelerated 

payment and future risks – Interest. 

NYPE, back-to-back charter, repudiatory or renunciatory 

breach.  

Arb 15/16 

Charterparty – Redelivery – Charterers purporting to redeliver 

vessel prior to contractual delivery time – Whether vessel in 

fact redelivered to owners 

BALTIME, arrest, appeal. 

Arb 16/16 

Charterparty – Novation – Time charters novated after 18 

months with substitution of different owners – Novated 

charters on terms of original charters with logical amendments 

“except … as presently performing” – Whether speed and 

performance warranties in original charters replaced with new 

warranties that vessels would continue to perform as they were 

performing at moment when novated fixtures were agreed 

Trade practice , factual matrix, interpretation. 

Arb 17/16 

Charterparty – Cargo claim – Carrier settling receivers’ claim for 

cargo shortage and cargo damage – Carrier claiming indemnity 

from time charterers – Time charterers claiming indemnity from 

voyage charterers – Whether time charterers or voyage 

charterers liable – Apportionment 

 Abidjan,  mouldy and torn bags, indemnity, customs fine, 

interpretation, dunnaging, “supervision of the Master”, 

stowage, Canadian Transport Co v Court Line Ltd , Hague 

Rules ,stevedores, ventilation, ICA. 

Arb 18/16 

Contract – Shipbuilding contract – Delay on part of builder – 

Builder deemed to be in default – Buyer making urgent claim to 

enforce contractual provision entitling it to enter builder’s yard 

Addendum. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

and complete vessel itself – Whether buyer in renunciatory 

breach of contract – Whether buyer entitled to relief claimed 

Arb 19/16 

Contract – Shipbuilding contract – Delay on part of builder – 

Builder deemed to be in default – Buyer exercising contractual 

right to enter builder’s yard and complete vessel itself – Buyer 

claiming damages/indemnities arising from exercise of right – 

Whether buyer entitled to amounts claimed 

Loss of profits, Legal costs and interest, Supervision fees, 

Financial costs, Classification fees. 

Arb 20/16 

Charterparty – Cost of surveyor’s attendance on de-bunkering – 

Cost of crane hire – Short loading – Underperformance – Breach 

of warranty re Suez Canal NRT – LMAA Small Claims Procedure 

Procedural irregularities, Suez, off-specification bunkers , 

shore scale , strict conformity. 

Arb 21/16 

Charterparty – Vessel rejected at loading port for unclean holds 

– Charterparty providing for owners to clean holds at their 

expense and for notice of readiness to be re-tendered – 

Whether owners in breach of charter – Whether owners liable 

to pay carrying charges 

NORGRAIN 89 , USDA and NCB , carrying charges, complete 

code , construction. 

Arb 22/16 

Charterparty- Piracy Clause - Owners incurring costs in taking 

preventative measures tosafeguard vessel from piracy -

Whether costs recoverable from charterers asadditional costs 

under Piracy Clause 

JWC, HRA, expert evidence, navigation, premium, clause 8, 

master refused to follow orders. 

Arb 23/16 

Sale of goods (FOB) – Contracts for purchase of steel bars – 

Goods carried in two different vessels – Buyers alleging short-

shipment of cargo on first vessel and over-shipment on second 

vessel – Whether sellers in breach of contract – Whether buyers 

FOB, bill of lading, mate’s receipts (MR) , short shipment, 

customs authorities ,too remote ,shifting expenses.  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

entitled to recover damages 

Arb 24/16 

Charterparty – Delay – Holds rejected on arrival – Vessel losing 

berthing slot – Vessel off-hire during period of hold cleaning – 

Vessel delayed beyond off-hire period by reason of port 

congestion – Whether charterers entitled to additional 

compensation for delays in berthing 

NYPE, Hadley v Baxendale , “directly-related” consequence 

,consequential loss, berthing line up , penalty, defence club 

costs in arbitration, construction, period off-hire clause. 

Arb 25/16 

Demurrage – Laytime expressed in terms of “weather working 

days of 24 working hours or pro rata basis 4 hatches” – 

Whether charterers entitled to make pro rata laytime deduction 

for periods when some hatches not worked – Whether 

charterers entitled to make deductions for bad weather – 

Whether charterers entitled to make deductions for time vessel 

not working cargo 

GENCON, bad weather, SOF, NOR, “No Work”. 

Arb 26/16 

Charterparty – Short-loading – Whether owners in breach – 

Charterers claiming damages by reference to loss sustained by 

associated company as sellers of cargo – Whether loss 

sustained by charterers – Whether loss too remote 

BALTIMORE Form C , “without guarantee” , Stowage factor, 

bad faith.  

Arb 27/16 

Practice – Evidence – Without prejudice privilege – Whether 

evidence of negotiations admissible on issue of whether 

charterers in renunciatory breach of charter – Whether genuine 

“dispute” 

“Anti-technicality”, witness statements, negotiations 

Arb 28/16 
Charterparty – Failure to pay hire punctually – Owners 

terminating charter – Whether termination lawful – Whether 
Waiver, hire was the owner’s life-blood- the quid pro quo . 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

charterers in repudiatory breach – Whether renunciation by 

charterers – Whether owners waived or affirmed breach 

Arb 29/16 

Charterparty – Damages – Disponent owners terminating long-

term time charter for charterers’ failure to pay hire – Head 

owners terminating head charter and withdrawing vessel for 

failure to pay hire – Whether charterers entitled to avoid paying 

damages on basis that withdrawal of vessel prevented further 

performance by disponent owners – Measure of damages 

Causation- Damages. 

Arb 30/16 

Charterparty – NYPE Inter-Club Agreement – Cargo damage – 

Shipowners incurring costs in defending proceedings brought by 

cargo receivers in foreign court – Whether shipowners entitled 

to indemnity from charterers 

NYPE 1993, ICA, soyabeans, damage by temperature 

changes ,ventilation, self-heating , expert opinion, caking or 

lumping of cargo, co-assured in the same P&I Club , locus 

standi, res judicata/issue estoppel, legal costs, cargo claims, 

interpretation, "Orders to wait ". 

2015 

Arb 1/15 

Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Claimants appointing arbitrator in 

respect of disputes arising under specific bill of lading – 

Respondents agreeing that arbitrator should act as sole 

arbitrator in reference – Bill of lading wrongly identified in 

notice of appointment – Whether arbitrator lacked substantive 

jurisdiction 

Notices of appointment, section 30(1) of the Arbitration Act 

1996, substantive jurisdiction.  

Arb 2/15 

Contract - Shipbuilding contract - Buyer cancelling contract on 

basis that builder would not be able to deliver vessel by agreed 

date - Builder commencing arbitration claiming contract 

repudiated by buyer - Whether tribunal entitled to draw 

Peremptory order -section 41(7) of the Arbitration Act 

1996. 
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 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

adverse inferences from builder's conduct in arbitration 

proceedings 

Arb 3/15 

Demurrage – Force majeure – Port authority ordering 

suspension of loading of bulk bauxite to prevent dust being 

blown over cars – Loading of bulk bauxite causing unavoidable 

dust – Whether charterers liable to pay in respect of 

consequent delay to vessel 

Force majeure, hindered or rendered more onerous. 

Arb 4/15 

Contract - Shipbuilding contract - Packages of contracts 

involving time charters,tripartite agreements and guarantees - 

Builder terminating shipbuilding contracts for buyer's failure to 

pay second instalments - Whether terminations lawful - 

Whether buyer entitled to cancel shipbuilding contracts 

pursuant to tripartite agreement - Whether time charters 

prematurely terminated - Whether guarantor liable to buyer in 

respect of premature termination of charterparties 

Refund guarantees, Wuhan Guoyu Logistics Group Co Ltd v 

Emporiki Bank of Greece SA.  

Arb 5/15 

Charterparty - NYPE form - Vessel sustaining damage to hull and 

cargo hold when departing discharge berth - Vessel 

subsequently delayed in getting into berth at next loading port - 

Whether vessel off-hire - Whether demurrage/despatch due 

to/from charterers under voyage sub-charter - Whether notices 

of readiness valid - Whether vessel an arrived ship - Whether 

charterers had claims against sub-charterers for detention of 

vessel - Whether hull damage precluded charterers from 

NYPE, Necochea , hull incident , Loss under voyage CP ( 

laytime), too remote, Consequential loss of time. 
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 AWARD 

REF. 
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claiming against sub-charterers - Whether owners liable for 

consequential loss of time - Whether hull damage constituted 

breach of charter by owners in failing to make whole reach of 

vessel available to charterers or in failing to prosecute voyage 

with utmost despatch or comply with charterers' orders 

Arb 6/15 

Charterparty – Delays at loading ports – Addendum to charter 

providing for payment of additional “freight” – Whether 

“freight” was truly freight or demurrage – Whether freight 

and/or demurrage due to owners – Whether charterers’ agents 

had authority to issue “freight prepaid” bill of lading on behalf 

of master – Whether owners validly exercised lien on cargo – 

Whether owners converted cargo 

GENCON, PRC court order, Agents.  

Arb 7/15 

Charterparty – Bunker consumption – Whether 

misrepresentation by owners – Delay in berthing – Whether 

owners in breach – Whether charterers in breach of safe berth 

warranty – Whether charterers entitled to use ship’s generators 

Mis-described, expert evidence, trial data, soundings, 

grounding, underwater survey, unsafe berth,  class 

surveyor, damage to hull. 

Arb 8/15 

Charterparty – Stevedore damage – Cargo of logs – Vessel 

sustaining damage from cargo during loading and discharging 

operations – Whether charterers entitled to rely on clause 

requiring master to notify charterers of damage within 24 hours 

Logs in New Zealand for carriage to China, Protective 

Clause,  specific clause, construction, conflict. 

Arb 9/15 

Charterparty – Part cargo of condensed molasses soluble – 

Whether owners precluded from loading completion cargo of 

same product – Whether charter should be rectified – Whether 

IMOL 78, profits, construction, conflict, rectification, broker 

exchange ,financial loss , skype exchanges. 
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 AWARD 

REF. 
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owners in breach of charterparty – Damages – Charterers 

having difficulty in establishing quantum of loss – Whether 

charterers entitled to account of profits – Whether charterers 

entitled to Wrotham Park damages 

Arb 10/15 

Charterparty – Owners bringing arbitration proceedings against 

charterers – Owners claiming indemnity in relation to losses 

incurred in defending third-party cargo claim in Belgian courts – 

Owners and charterers concluding settlement agreement – 

Whether owners entitled to recover indemnity in respect of 

legal costs incurred in Belgian proceedings – Whether owners 

entitled to recover 50 per cent of legal costs under Inter-Club 

Agreement 

ICA, Settlement Agreement, "Cargo claim", construction of 

ICA. 

Arb 11/15 

Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Owners concluding charterparty 

with non-existent company as charterers – Charterparty 

containing London arbitration clause – Owners asserting 

arbitration claim for demurrage against chartering brokers – 

Whether brokers party to charterparty – Whether brokers 

purporting to act on behalf of charterers – Whether arbitration 

tribunal had substantive jurisdiction – Whether brokers 

negligent 

Substantive jurisdiction, The Baltic Exchange Code of Ethics, 

The applicable law, Companies Act legislation, Agent, 

negligence. 

Arb 12/15 

Demurrage – Intermediate engagement – Charterers agreeing 

to amendment of laycan dates – Vessel delayed at discharge 

port – Whether charterers liable for demurrage – Whether 

GENCON, Monroe v Ryan ,laycan.  
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owners failed to prosecute voyage with all reasonable despatch 

Arb 13/15 

Charterparty – Discharge pumping warranty – Whether 

warranty of performance or capability – Effect of breach on 

demurrage liability – SHELLVOY 5 form Practice  – Costs – LMAA 

Small Claims Procedure – Effect of sealed offer 

Back pressure, “shore facilities permit” ,consequential loss 

,crude oil washing ,section 61(2) of the Arbitration Act 

1996, penalty. 

Arb 14/15 

Charterparty - Stowage - Part cargo - Whether owners or 

charterers responsible for arranging and paying for dunnage - 

Whether owners entitled to demurrage or damages for 

detention - Whether owners entitled to cost of arranging 

dunnage for part cargo 

Stowage plan , L/S/D provision. 

Arb 15/15 

Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Disponent owners entering into sub-

voyage charter – Bill of lading incorporating terms of sub-

voyage charter including arbitration clause – Disponent owners 

bringing arbitration proceedings against shippers – Identity of 

carrier under bill of lading – Whether valid arbitration clause 

between disponent owners and shippers – Whether tribunal 

had substantive jurisdiction 

Congenbill, fob ,Carriage of Goods by Sea Act 1992, The 

Starsin , estoppel, implied contract, shippers. 

Arb 16/15 

Demurrage – Carriage of bentonite in bulk – Whether delay in 

discharging caused by fault of owners – Whether delay caused 

by ingress of water – Whether shifting of berth at behest of 

port authority constituted a force majeure event – Whether 

charterers liable for demurrage 

GENCON, Yuzhny, ingress of water, hatches were 

watertight, slow discharge, silver nitrate, expert evidence, 

statement of facts (pilots). 

Arb 17/15 Charterparty – Value of bunkers on delivery – Balance of NYPE 1993, CVE, The Good Helmsman , interpretation, 
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account – Costs stevedore standby , cash advances, owners expenses, 

sealed envelopes ,version of the LMAA Small Claims 

Procedure applied. 

Arb 18/15 

Charterparty – Vessel voyage-chartered by disponent owners – 

Charterers paying freight on signing bills of lading – Head 

owners preventing vessel from leaving loadport until disponent 

owners supplied bunkers and paid discharge port 

disbursements pursuant to head charterparty – Charterers 

agreeing to supply bunkers and settle discharge port 

disbursements – Charterers seeking to recover costs from 

disponent owners – Whether charterers’ payments a “voluntary 

act” on basis that cargo interests could have enforced rights 

against head owners under bill of lading contract 

GENCON, agents, bunkering, repudiation. 

Arb 19/15 

Charterparty – Vessel under construction let out on long-term 

time charter – Charter providing for laycan to be “back-to-back” 

with shipbuilding contract – Charterers purporting to cancel 

charter prior to delivery – Whether cancellation lawful 

laycan,  construction, incorporated, manuscript. 

2014 

Arb 1/14 
Charterparty – Speed and consumption – Bunker consumption 

– Hold cleaning 

NYPE, continuous warranties, The Apollonius, maintenance 

( clause 1),  

Arb 2/14 

Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Charterparty containing London 

arbitration clause governing “any dispute arising out of this 

charter” – Owners bringing arbitration proceedings against 

charterers claiming tortious interference with arbitration 

Consignee, tort, Fiona Trust & Holding Corporation v 

Privalov . 
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agreements in bill of lading contracts – Whether arbitrators had 

jurisdiction 

Arb 3/14 

Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Bills of lading incorporating 

charterparty arbitration clause – Shipowners bringing 

arbitration proceedings against consignee’s parent company – 

Whether parent company was party to contract of carriage – 

Whether arbitrators had jurisdiction 

Non-negotiable bills.  

Arb 4/14 

Demurrage – Notice of readiness – Whether valid – Whether 

vessel an arrived ship – Whether suspension of loading stopped 

time running 

FOB, The Johanna Oldendorff , costs.  

Arb 5/14 

Charterparty – Cost of security guards ordered by US authorities 

– Whether charterers liable – BIMCO ISM/ISPS Clauses for 

voyage charters 

GENCON, violation of immigration laws. 

Arb 6/14 

Charterparty – Delay in delivery – Whether motor yacht “ready 

for service” on delivery date – Mediterranean Yacht Brokers 

Association form 

Logbook, independent evidence, master’s credibility, 

disclosure. 

Arb 7/14 

Charterparty – Termination of time charter – Charterers failing 

to pay instalments of hire – Whether charterers in repudiatory 

or renunciatory breach 

NYPE, expert evidence, market available.  

Arb 8/14 

Charterparty – Demurrage – Whether laytime suspended at 

loading port – Freight – Whether obligation to pay 5 per cent 

balance of freight conditional on provision of “signed/stamped 

freight invoice” or on “breaking bulk” – Validity of notice of 

GENCON, condition precedent, “signed/stamped freight 

invoice”, statement of facts ( SOF). 
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readiness at discharge port – Whether invalidity of NOR waived 

– Whether owners entitled to damages for detention – Lien on 

cargo – Whether owners entitled to exercise lien – Whether lien 

reasonably exercised – Shifting time 

Arb 9/14 Costs – Assessment of successful party’s costs Reasonable costs. 

Arb 10/14 

Arbitration – Time bar – Voyage charter arbitration clause 

providing that any claims had to be made in writing within 

three months of final discharge – No cargo in fact loaded – 

Owners not making claim in writing until more than three 

months after termination of charter – Whether claim time-

barred 

Implication. 

Arb 11/14 

Charterparty – Whether vessel “in every way fitted for the 

voyage” – Whether vessel had adequate mooring facilities for 

loading installation 

Expert opinion evidence, unsafe. 

Arb 12/14 

Charterparty – Speed and consumption – Whether warranted 

performance absolute or subject to good weather criteria – 

Whether vessel in breach of performance warranty 

  

Arb 13/14 

Charterparty – Ice clause – Vessel delayed in ice getting to 

loading port – Whether notice of readiness valid – Whether 

charterers liable for delays after vessel reached ice edge – 

Whether charterers entitled to repayment of sums alleged to 

have been overpaid in error 

GENCON, NOR, WWWW, WIPON, presumption against 

surplusage, unjust enrichment, restitution. 

Arb 14/14 Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Vessel chartered by way of fixture ASBATANKVOY, signed agreement. 
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recap for carriage of cargo of hydrated phenol – Whether 

agreement incorporated London arbitration clause – Whether 

arbitration agreement valid Charterparty – Demurrage – 

Whether owners entitled to demurrage and additional costs 

Arb 15/14 

Charterparty – Port charges – Whether owners or charterers 

liable for paying vessel’s disbursement account at discharge 

port 

Taxes, charges and levies , interpretation. 

Arb 16/14 

Charterparty – Termination – Charterers failing to make 

punctual payments of hire – Owners withdrawing vessel – 

Whether owners entitled to withdraw vessel contractually – 

Whether charterers in repudiatory breach – Whether owners in 

repudiatory breach – Whether owners waived right of 

withdrawal – Whether delay in delivery constituted breach by 

owners – Damages 

NYPE, crew changes, unpaid bunkers, arrest. 

Arb 17/14 

Charterparty – NYPE form – Owners suspending performance of 

time charter for unpaid hire – Whether vessel off-hire – 

Whether owners required to serve anti-technicality notice – 

Whether owners entitled to suspend performance – Whether 

owners entitled to exercise lien on cargo 

Clause 11 "“due to oversight, negligence, errors or 

omissions ", deliberate policy.  

Arb 18/14 

Charterparty – Speed and performance – Whether claims 

precluded by reason of bottom fouling – Whether charterers 

estopped from bringing claims under second charterparty in 

direct continuation – Whether owners entitled to claim for hold 

NYPE, marine growth , fouling, AWT, estoppel, stevedore 

damage.  
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cleaning on redelivery and for stevedore damage 

Arb 19/14 

Charterparty – Damages – Withdrawal of vessel for non-

payment of hire and repudiatory breach – Quantum of owners’ 

claims for balance of hire, damages for repudiatory breach and 

stevedore damage 

Termination, anti-technicality notice, Baltic Exchange, “fair 

wear and tear." 

Arb 20/14 

Demurrage – Notice of readiness – Whether valid – Whether 

vessel legally ready to discharge part cargo – Whether laytime 

suspended due to “fault” on part of owners – Point of time at 

which laytime resumed 

GENCON, Djibouti, NOR, The Timna , multiple NOR, "fault". 

2013 

Arb 1/13 

Charterparty – NYPE form – Addendum – Charterers agreeing to 

pay specified sum to owners for early redelivery – Redelivery 

delayed due to engine breakdown – Whether owners precluded 

from recovering specified sum by reason of prior cancellation 

by charterers – Whether owners had complied with conditions 

for recovery of specified sum – Whether sums due to charterers 

for breach of charter and/or off-hire. 

NYPE, clause 8 supervise, causative negligence or causative 

breach, stevedores, clause 15 “any other cause 

whatsoever”, “net loss of time”, “deficiency and/or default 

of men”.  

Arb 2/13 

Charterparty – NYPE form – Indemnity – Back-to-back charters 

providing that all taxes on cargo freight and/or charter hire to 

be for charterers’ account – Whether head 

charterers/disponent owners entitled to indemnity from sub-

charterers in event that head charterers found to be liable to 

indemnify head owners in respect of US freight tax 

NYPE, implied indemnity under clause 8. 

Arb 3/13 Charterparty – Inter-Club NYPE Agreement – Charterers settling ICA, Angola, torn bags and empty bags , authorized, bills of 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

cargo claim with cargo interests – Charterers claiming 50 per 

cent contribution from owners in respect of shortage element 

of settlement – Whether bills of lading were “authorised under 

this charterparty” – Whether cargo actually shipped 

lading , “clean”  

Arb 4/13 

Charterparty – Piracy insurance – Owners taking out additional 

insurance against piracy risks – Whether owners entitled to 

reimbursement of premiums from charterers – Whether 

additional insurance “necessary” – BIMCO Piracy Clause 

Gulf of Aden, Conwartime, BIMCO Piracy Clause. 

Arb 5/13 

Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Claimant owners commencing 

arbitration against respondents on basis that respondents were 

time-charterers of subject vessel – Respondents denying that 

they were party to the fixture – Whether claimants precluded 

by issue estoppel from asserting that respondents were 

charterers 

Arrest- security, estoppel, Conflicting foreign judgments, 

affidavit evidence, sister vessel. 

Arb 6/13 

Charterparty – Linertime form – Operation of grace period in 

calculation of off-hire – Whether charterers liable to pay for 

bunkers – Whether charterers entitled to reimbursement of 

sums paid for owners’ account notwithstanding lack of written 

request from owners – Liability for passenger subsistence 

expenses – Liability for cost of replacing safety equipment – 

Costs of arbitration 

Linertime, hitting a quay, off hire, safety equipment, 

“obstruction”, fault. 

Arb 7/13 
Charterparty – Consensus ad idem – Whether parties concluded 

fixture – Agency – Capacity – Whether intermediate broker had 
Implied actual or ostensible authority , “subjects”.  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

authority to fix vessel on behalf of owners 

Arb 8/13 

Charterparty – Cargo polluted with fuel oil – Whether owners in 

breach of charter – Whether charterers entitled to be 

indemnified in respect of third party cargo claims 

Oil pollution, unseaworthy, due diligence, Hague-Visby 

Rules, efficient state. 

Arb 9/13 

Contract - Shipbuilding contract - Vessel not delivered to buyer 

by contractual deliverydate - Seller contending that buyer 

caused delay in providing certain drawings - Whether delivery 

period extended automatically - Whether seller obliged togive 

notice of delay - Whether buyer entitled to rescind contract 

  

Arb 10/13 

Contract – Consensus ad idem – Whether parties concluded 

contract of carriage – Whether document headed “Letter of 

Intent” was a contract – Arbitration – Jurisdiction 

Mitigation, Booking Note, inexperience, condition 

precedent  

Arb 11/13 
Charterparty – Vessel failing pre-loading inspection – Claim for 

off hire and damages 

ASBATIME, consequential delay, “net loss of time”, clause 

15, “any time lost thereby”,  holds, conjecture. 

Arb 12/13 

Charterparty – Repudiation of time charter by charterers – 

Measure of damages – No available market at time of 

termination – Whether necessary to serve demand on 

guarantor 

The Elena D’Amico. 

Arb 13/13 

Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Assignment – Shipowners assigning 

rights under bareboat charters and guarantee to bank – 

Shipowners purporting to give notice of termination of charters 

and making demands on guarantor – Whether assignment had 

effect as legal or equitable assignment – Whether bank and not 

BARECON, concurrent hearings.   
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

shipowners should have given notice and served demands – 

Whether arbitrations validly commenced by shipowners 

Arb 14/13 

Charterparty – Bareboat charters providing that charterers 

should pay Termination Sum in event of premature termination 

of charter by owners on occurrence of defined Termination 

Event – Owners terminating charters on basis of Termination 

Events and seeking to recover Termination Sum – Whether 

Termination Sum unenforceable as a penalty. 

Termination, bargaining power.  

Arb 15/13 

Charterparty – Deadfreight – Mate’s receipts and bills of lading 

not reflecting actual quantity of cargo loaded – Time charterers 

thereby losing ability to earn freight under voyage sub charter – 

Whether owners in breach of time charter – Whether 

charterers liable for cost of replacing hoisting wire allegedly 

damaged by stevedores at first discharge port – Whether 

master negligent in signing Statement of Facts at second 

discharge port – Bunkers on redelivery – Appropriate margin for 

“about” 

NYPE, Clause 7, clause 8, SOF, deadfreight, Hague-Visby 

Rules , hoisting wire, negligence ( master). 

Arb 16/13 

Charterparty – Speed and consumption warranties – Whether 

allowance should be made for “about” – Whether “good 

weather” qualification in pro forma charterparty expressly 

incorporated – Whether performance warranties subject to 

implied “good weather” qualification 

NYPE, Absolute warranty, express incorporation, 

construction. 

Arb 17/13 Practice – Compromise – Whether parties concluded arbitration Settlement offer, implicit agreement.  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

proceedings by settlement agreement under CPR Part 36 – 

Whether implicit that CPR Part 36 regime should apply – 

Whether offeror served notice of withdrawal 

Arb 18/13 

Charterparty – Cargo damaged during discharge – Whether 

implied term that stevedores appointed by charterers would be 

competent – Whether stevedores incompetent – Whether 

charterers responsible for any such incompetence – Sugar 

Charter Party 1999 

SUGAR CP, incompetence, negligent and careless 

handling, The Sinoe, distinguish “Incompetence” from 

negligence. 

2012 

Arb 1/12 

Charterparty – Delay – Vessel delayed at discharge port waiting 

for berth and waiting for trucks – Whether charterers liable - 

Costs 

GENCON, “liner out” , conflict of terms, construction, “main 

terms” . 

Arb 2/12 

Charterparty – Deadfreight – Port authority reducing maximum 

allowable draft at berth following earthquake – Whether 

charterers liable to pay deadfreight – Despatch – Whether 

charterers entitled to despatch notwithstanding that loading 

operation was completed before laydays commenced 

Draft limitation, agents, "time saved". 

Arb 3/12 

Charterparty – Speed and consumption – Whether vessel 

underperformed on certain voyages – Whether owners entitled 

to set off underconsumption of MDO across entire period of 

charter 

NYPE, The Didymi , "any sea passage", separate 

performance analysis, set-off, The Ioanna. 

Arb 4/12 

Charterparty – Speed and consumption – Whether vessel 

underperformed on certain voyages – Relevance of “weather” 

and “current” factors in report of independent weather bureau 

Consistent discrepancy, logs, silence. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

– Whether vessel redelivered pursuant to side letter 

Arb 5/12 

Charterparty – Delay – Vessel delayed at loading port – Berth 

not accessible on arrival - Vessel remaining at anchorage – 

Whether owners entitled to damages for detention 

independently of laytime regime – Relationship between 

“always accessible” provision and “weather working day” 

provision in laytime clause - Whether owners entitled to 

exercise lien at discharge port to secure claim for damages for 

delay at loading port 

SYNACOMEX, The Johanna Oldendorff ,“Always accessible” 

and “reachable on arrival” ,reversible. 

Arb 6/12 

Charterparty – Vessel chartered for voyage from Houston to 

Poti - Additional clause giving charterers option to discharge at 

second port in which event time to count from arrival at pilot 

station to dropping outward pilot – Whether additional clause 

operated independently of charterparty laytime code 

GENCON, special agreement, “all time” or “without 

interruption” ,laytime code, construction, manipulation, 

ordinary meaning. 

2011 

Arb 1/11 

Charterparty - Redelivery - Charterers having option to add any 

off-hire period to basic charter period - Clause 13 of printed 

NYPE form deleted - Vessel off-hire for 159 days - Vessel re-

delivered outside basic charter period - Whether charterers 

required to expressly exercise option to add off-hire - Whether 

option in fact exercised - Whether charterers in breach of 

charter in failing to redeliver vessel within basic charter period 

NYPE, "add the off-hire period", Implied term.   

Arb 2/11 
Charterparty - Redelivery - Charterers purporting to redeliver 

vessel early - Whether charterers in anticipatory breach - 

Anticipatory repudiatory breach, redeliver the vessel 

prematurely, unequivocal notice, expert report, quantum 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Whether owners accepted breach as terminating charter - 

Quantum of damages - Interest 

meruit. 

Arb 3/11 

Sale of ship - Damages - Buyers obtaining injunction restraining 

sellers from dealing with vessel - Injunction preventing delivery 

of ship - Buyers held to be in repudiatory breach of MacKay v 

Dick implied term of MOA - Buyers forfeiting deposit - Sellers 

claiming damages for loss of charterparty earnings - Causation - 

Whether claim to be assessed on basis that buyers would have 

taken delivery of vessel - Whether credit to be given for deposit 

- Whether sellers to give credit for difference between contract 

price and market value of ship 

MOA, injunction, arrest, implied term, preliminary issue, 

the “but for” test of causation. 

Arb 4/11 

Charterparty - Speed and consumption warranty - Whether 

charterers entitled to raise equitable set-off - Whether vessel 

off-hire - Whether owners in breach of performance warranty 

NYPE, equitable set-off , off hire clause 15, breakdown, 

engine issues, logs, swell, expert inference. 

Arb 5/11 

Charterparty - Vessel not thoroughly cleaned and dried on 

delivery to charterers - Delay in berthing vessel at loading port - 

Whether owners entitled to hire during period of delay - 

Whether owners in breach of charter - Whether vessel off-hire 

NYPE, holds to be “thoroughly cleaned and dried before 

delivery”, corn, line-up, priority, consequential delay. 

Arb 6/11 

Demurrage - Delay at loading port caused by excessive air draft 

- Whether time counted - Second period of delay at loading 

port - Whether caused by bad weather or by breakdown in 

camera on ship loader - Whether time counted 

GENCON, ballasting,air draft , weather forecast, burden of 

proof.  

Arb 7/11 Sale of ship - Norwegian Saleform - Purchase price to be paid MOA, construction and implication, Attorney General for 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

"in cash" - Buyers not making payment of price by delivery date 

- Whether implied term that "advance deposit" method of 

payment would be used - Whether sellers failed to nominate 

bank account - Whether sellers presented compliant documents 

- Whether error in name of buyer in delivery documentation 

constituted compliance by sellers - Whether deposit forfeited to 

sellers or recoverable by buyers 

Belize v Belize Telecom Ltd, obligation of reasonableness, 

expert evidence of banking practice, SWIFT, payment by TT, 

escrow payment , estoppel. 

Arb 8/11 

Charterparty - Crane jib falling on to hatch coaming while 

discharging cargo of steel pipes - Whether charterers liable - 

New York Produce Exchange form 

NYPE, stevedores, crane driver had fled the scene 

immediately after the incident, inference, expert evidence, 

causation burden. 

Arb 9/11 

Demurrage – Whether owners required to give notice of 

readiness at second loading port – Commencement of laytime – 

Whether conditions constituted “weather working days” – 

Whether statement of facts conclusive – Calculation of laytime 

and demurrage – Basis of claim for additional freight 

GENCON, NOR, physical readiness, waiver, estoppel, 

reversible,typhoon, SOF issues, quantum meruit. 

Arb 10/11 

Charterparty – Freight – Tanker voyage charter - Freight 

payable at Worldscale rate – Worldscale not having any rate for 

discharge port – Charterers subsequently agreeing to pay port 

expenses – Whether separate agreement – Amoco Claims 

Clause – Owners’ claim for port charges/ freight not presented 

within stipulated period – Whether claim time-barred 

Amoco Claims Clause, construction, ejusdem generis. 

Arb 11/11 
Charterparty – Bunkers on delivery – Owners and former sub-

charterers entering into new charter after premature 
Construction. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

termination of original head charter – Whether charterers 

obliged to pay for bunkers on delivery 

Arb 12/11 

Charterparty – Time charter terminated by owners for 

repudiatory breach – Vessel at sea carrying cargo on date of 

termination – Whether owners entitled to quantum meruit for 

carrying and discharging cargo subsequent to termination 

BALTIME, repudiatory conduct. 

2010 

Arb 1/10 

Demurrage – Charterers unable to discharge cargo at 

nominated port – Parties agreeing that cargo should be 

delivered at substitute port – Agreement providing for time to 

stop counting at original disport and to recommence at 

substituted disport – Whether only one laytime calculation for 

both ports 

SYNACOMEX, receivers, special agreement, reversible. 

Arb 2/10 

Contract – Compromise agreement between charterers and 

shipowners – Charterers warranting that weights of cargo 

correctly stated in draft survey summaries at loadport – Cargo 

measured by truck bridge-scale at discharge port – Discrepancy 

between weights as measured by truck bridge-scale and 

weights as stated in loadport draft survey summaries – 

Whether charterers in breach of warranty 

Steel, Vietnam, expert evidence, implied term. 

Arb 3/10 

Charterparty - Cargo claim – Charterers alleging short-shipment 

of cargo of steel plates in bundles – Whether shortfall of cargo – 

Evidential value of documentation - Whether charterers 

wrongly arrested vessel – Whether owners entitled to damages 

Bill of lading, arrest, hot rolled steel plates, draft survey, 

mala fides or crassa neglentia.  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

for wrongful arrest 

Arb 4/10 
Charterparty – NYPE form – whether vessel off-hire – Whether 

charterers entitled to damages 

NYPE, Cracks, hull damage, repairs, clause 15,  " NOR", due 

diligence, too remote. 

Arb 5/10 

Charterparty – NYPE form Clause 8 – Addition of words “and 

direction” – Whether effective to transfer responsibility for 

discharging cargo to owners 

NYPE, steel pipes, clause 8, Court Line Ltd v Canadian 

Transport Co Ltd ,stowage. 

Arb 6/10 

Charterparty – Bunkers on redelivery – Whether owners 

entitled to hire for early redelivery – Whether owners entitled 

to balance of expenses – Liability for costs of on-hire survey – 

Shortfall in hire payments 

Calculation of bunkers (trim and list), “back calculation”, 

masters agreement binding, owners expenses, costs, bank 

charges. 

Arb 7/10 

Charterparty – NYPE form - Intermediate hold cleaning – 

Vessel’s holds not fit to load grain cargo – Whether owners in 

breach of charter – Clause Paramount - Whether owners in 

breach of US COGSA - Whether charterers waived breach – 

Whether intermediate hold cleaning clause applicable to 

cleaning necessitated by cargo carried under previous charter 

NYPE, IHC, “pre hold inspection”, The Bunga Saga Lima , 

NCB/USDA , seaworthiness/cargo worthiness, coal stains, 

not coal residues, cleanliness obligation.  

Arb 8/10 
Charterparty – Off-hire – Whether owners in breach of sailing 

orders – Whether message to be construed as order to sail 
NYPE, bunkering delay, clause 8, off hire clause 15. 

Arb 9/10 

Charterparty – Time charter trip – Carriage of cement in bulk – 

130 mt cargo residues remaining in hold after discharging – 

Owners incurring additional costs - Whether charterers in 

breach for failing to discharge cargo – Whether charterers liable 

under express hold cleaning provision in charter 

NYPE, ILOHC, waiver and estoppel, statement of facts ( 

SOF), mitigation ( mitigate), Bulk Cement Protective Clause 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 10/10 

Charterparty – Hire – Rate of hire applicable to charter – 

Dispute as to vessel’s cargo capacity – Whether capacity to be 

determined by reference to builder’s plan 

Baltime, damages for misrepresentation, expert opinion 

evidence, joint, misdescription. 

Arb 11/10 

Laytime – Vessel leaving berth because of heavy swell – 

Whether laytime counted while vessel waited to re-berth – 

Whether charterers entitled to rely on “weather working day” 

exception – Whether charterers liable for shifting expenses 

GENCON, statement of facts (SOF), The Maria G ,The 

Isabelle. 

Arb 12/10 

Charterparty – Time charter prematurely terminated by 

charterers – Charterers relying on dispute in relation to 

different vessel in same management – Whether termination 

justified 

Different companies, different vessels. 

Arb 13/10 

Charterparty – Repudiation – Owners failing to provide 

Certificate of Financial Responsibility – Charterers paying initial 

instalment of hire and then rejecting vessel - Whether 

charterers in repudiatory breach – Measure of damages – 

Whether damages should be discounted for accelerated 

payment – Whether financial situation of owners relevant 

NYPE, COFR, The Derby , mitigation, market rate, expert 

evidence, back to back charters. 

Arb 14/10 

Charterparty – NYPE form – Time charter trip for carriage of 

agricultural products – Charterers seeking to load cargo of 

expellers - Class surveyor requiring cargo hold to be provided 

with separation to engine room bulkhead – Whether owners or 

charterers liable for resulting costs and losses 

NYPE, Cargo Exclusions, Clause 7 “whole reach ", “fully and 

in every way fitted", Dangerous. 

Arb 15/10 Charterparty – NYPE form – Vessel’s holds not thoroughly NYPE, corn, “thoroughly cleaned and dried before delivery”, 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

cleaned and dried before delivery – Holds rejected for carriage 

of corn cargo – Delay in berthing and loading cargo – Whether 

charterers suffered loss of time as result of lack of hold 

cleanliness – Whether charterers entitled to withhold hire 

Priority, chain of causation. 

Arb 16/10 

Charterparty – NYPE form – Part of cement cargo remaining in 

upper reaches of holds during discharge operation – Charterers 

incurring expense in removing cargo residues – Discharging 

operation prolonged - Whether owners failed to render all 

customary assistance – Whether vessel off-hire – Whether 

owners in breach of guarantees that vessel’s holds were clear of 

fittings and of obstructions 

NYPE, Cement, “customary assistance”, clause 15, 

deficiency and default of men “or any other cause 

whatsoever”, crew, “obstruction”.  

Arb 17/10 

Charterparty – Off-hire – Surveyor rejecting cargo holds – 

Charterers asserting vessel off-hire until vessel re-inspected and 

holds passed - Whether “net loss of time” clause or “period off-

hire” clause – Whether implied term that charterers would 

ensure re-inspection of holds as soon as possible – Whether 

charterers in breach of implied term 

Silver-nitrate, Novorossiysk, wheat, oil stains at tanktop, 

stains, clause 15, “net loss of time”, defects, implied duty to 

reinspect the holds, period off hire, consequential delay. 

Arb 18/10 

Charterparty – Vessel arrested by receivers following cargo 

shortage and damage at discharge port – Owners making 

substantial payment to receivers to obtain vessel’s release – 

Extent of charterers’ liability for cargo claim – Whether 

charterers in breach of charterparty clause providing that 

receivers were to accept P&I Club letter if any cargo claims at 

SUGAR CP, short-delivered or damaged cargo, arrest, LOU, 

stevedores, detention, wet damage.  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

discharge port – Whether owners entitled to damages for 

detention pending vessel’s arrest 

Arb 19/10 

Charterparty – Laytime – Vessel chartered to carry cargo from 

one safe port/one safe berth Dumai or Lubuk Gaung Indonesia - 

Notice of readiness tendered at Morong Pilot Station – Whether 

vessel arrived ship – Whether laytime expired at loadport 

VEGOIL , Indonesia, "one port", Admiralty Guide to Port 

Entry , The Johanna Oldendorff. 

Arb 20/10 

Charterparty – Delay - Vessel chartered for voyage from 

Indonesia to Thailand – Vessel arrested by Navy at loading port 

and suffering delay – Vessel suffering further delay when 

complying with charterers’ instruction to proceed to 

intermediate port for cargo sampling – Whether owners 

entitled to demurrage or damages for delay 

ASBATANKVOY, NOR, Indonesian Navy, dangerous goods, 

Hague-Visby Rules, implied indemnity,The Island Archon , 

Charterers order. 

Arb 21/10 Arbitration practice - Costs 
Section 61 of the Arbitration Act 1996 , interlocutory 

applications, expert evidence. 

Arb 22/10 

Charterparty - Cargo suffering wet damage during voyage due 

to unseaworthiness of vessel - Authorities rejecting cargo at 

discharge port - Delay in berthing - Whether delay caused by 

unseaworthiness - Whether delay caused by two causes - 

Whether delay too remote - Whether vessel off-hire 

NYPE, defects in the hatch covers, logs, samples, chain of 

causation, seawater ingress, “whatsoever” , authorities. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

2009 Arb 1/09 

Charterparty – Laytime – Whether ship’s gear defective – 

Whether time lost – Whether berth charter or port charter – 

Dues paid by owners resulting from delayed discharging – 

Whether for charterers’ account – Delays in discharging caused 

by incidents beyond charterers’ control – Whether time 

counted 

GENCON, China, stevedores, Cargo Handling Gear ,The Finix 

,grounding, pilotage, always afloat, watchmen and 

wharfage fees, impediments, “Awaiting trucks”, “Shortage 

of dock personnel”, and “Awaiting stevedores”, Alexander 

v Aktieselskabet Hansa , "fault". 

2008 

Arb 1/08 

Charterparty – Off-hire – Discharge operations prevented as 

result of intervention of port authorities – Whether vessel off-

hire 

NYPE, “whatsoever” , clause 15, security, detention, seizure 

or arrest. 

Arb 2/08 
Charterparty – “Pier Dues” – Whether owners or charterers 

liable to pay 

ASBATANKVOY, port charges, clause 12, construction, 

reconcile clauses, precedence, conflict. 

Arb 3/08 

Charterparty – Crude oil cargo – Cargo retention clause – 

Independent surveyor certifying quantity of liquid cargo 

remaining on board – Whether charterers entitled to make 

deduction from freight – Whether short delivery of cargo 

SHELLVOY, sacrosanct, The Protank Orinoco ,cargo shortage 

, tank ullage.  

Arb 4/08 

Sale of ship – Deposit – Vessel sold to X for a company to be 

nominated whose performance was to be guaranteed by X – 

Deposit paid by X – Parties subsequently entering into 

Addendum whereby X nominated Y as buyers – Purchase price 

not paid in time – Sellers cancelling sale and seeking to forfeit 

deposit – Y failing to comply with arbitration award that it 

should release deposit – Sellers bringing arbitration proceedings 

against X as guarantor – Whether tribunal had jurisdiction – 

MOA, agent, addendum, jurisdiction. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Whether X was party to sale agreement – Whether sale 

agreement novated by Addendum – Whether tribunal bound by 

previous award 

Arb 5/08 

Charterparty – Cleaning of ship’s holds – Speed claim – Whether 

charterers entitled to make deductions from hire – Whether 

vessel off hire – Whether owners in breach of contract 

NYPE, NCB, USDA, Kwinana, cement residues ,rust scale 

,shore labourers , on-hire survey(probative value ), clause 

15,  logs, weather factor. 

Arb 6/08 

Charterparty – Demurrage – Cargo gear – Bad stowage – 

Whether stevedores incompetent – Reversibility of laytime – 

End of demurrage where cargo not available – Deadfreight 

GENCON, reversible, causal connection, The Sinoe 

,Voylayrules. 

Arb 7/08 
Freight – Calculation of freight rate – Arbitration – Costs – Costs 

of successful party reduced by reason of prolix submissions 

BPVOY, Worldscale, flat rate , construction (first 

impression). 

Arb 8/08 

Demurrage – Notice of readiness – Whether “accepted” – 

Whether laytime for separate parcels of cargo to be calculated 

separately – Whether time counted during bunkering operation 

– Whether time counted though ship on demurrage – 

Arbitration – LMAA Small Claims Procedure – Importance of 

complying with SCP provisions 

STEMMOR, implied duty to cooperate, reversible. 

Arb 9/08 

Charterparty – Whether vessel off-hire – Whether charterers 

liable for over-run – Whether charterers liable for hull fouling – 

Whether discharge port unsafe – Whether charterers entitled 

to complain of owners’ arrest of bunkers 

NYPE, voyage orders ,crane breakdowns " net loss of time", 

clause 15, The Kitsa ,foreseeable, berthing manoeuvre , 

pilot, collision, negligence, arrest, bunkers. 

Arb 10/08 
Charterparty – NYPE form – Cargo of steel pipes shifting during 

voyage – Vessel having to return to port – Whether vessel off-

NYPE, Clause Paramount, ICA, Hague Rules, “Loss 

Prevention Letter” , lashing and securing ,“accident” , 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

hire – Whether charterers in breach of clause 8 duty re stowage 

of cargo – Whether owners in breach of Hague Rules – Estoppel 

hatches, adverse weather , Clause 8, clause 15. 

Arb 11/08 

Charterparty – Identity of charterers – Whether party primarily 

liable or liable as guarantor – Whether Statute of Frauds 

satisfied – Whether charterers liable for deadfreight – Whether 

“lockout” – Whether charterparty frustrated – Demurrage – 

Commencement of laytime – Free pratique – Notice of 

readiness tendered outside permitted hours – Deviation costs – 

Costs of exercising lien 

Condition precedent , NOR, The Petr Schmidt , estoppel , 

“lockout” ,Grant v Coverdale ,“deviation costs”  

Arb 12/08 duplicate award  ( see 10/08)   

Arb 13/08 

Charterparty – Indemnity – NYPE form – Master endorsing 

mate’s receipts referring to pre-loading survey report – Survey 

report indicating rust-staining and damage to cargo – 

Charterers issuing clean bills of lading – Cargo receivers bringing 

claim against shipowners – Charterparty incorporating NYPE 

Inter-Club Agreement – Whether shipowners entitled to 

declaration that charterers bound to indemnify shipowners 

against receivers’ claims 

NYPE, clause 8, ICA, Claused bill, “notwithstanding ", 

construction, Award before negotiating the claim under 

ICA. 

2007 

Arb 1/07 
Charterparty – Speed and performance – Calculation of credit 

for under-consumption of bunkers 

Breach of the performance warranty- savings calculation- 

damages. 

Arb 2/07 NA   

Arb 3/07 
Charterparty – Late redelivery under time charter – Redelivery 

notices – Nature of charterers’ obligation – Whether charterers 

NYPE, The Mihalis Angelos , in good faith, The Lendoudis 

Evangelos II ,The Peonia (late redelivery),“all dangers and 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

in breach of notice requirements – Whether charterers entitled 

to rely on mutual exceptions clause 

accidents of the Seas” -sunken vessel.  

Arb 3/07 

(2007) 711 

LMLN 3 

Charterparty – Indemnity – Charterers agreeing to indemnify 

owners in respect of shortage claims at Yemen and in respect of 

all losses incurred as result of calling at Yemen – Cargo shortage 

and damage claims made at Yemeni ports – Vessel detained 

pending negotiations with receivers – Owners settling receivers’ 

claim – Whether charterers liable to indemnify owners in 

respect of settlement – Whether vessel off-hire – Stevedore 

damage 

NYPE, LOI, addendum, equipment, clause 15, stevedore 

damages (invoices), detention. 

Arb 4/07 

Charterparty – Option – Time charter for “about 3 to 5 months 

in charterers option” – Charterers having option for “further 6 

months in direct continuation – Charterers declaring option – 

Whether option validly exercised – Whether owners in 

repudiatory breach of charter in requiring vessel to be 

redelivered early 

NYPE, "min/max", estoppel , interpretation. 

Arb 5/07 

Charterparty – Time charter trip for about 20 days WOG – 

Vessel redelivered after only 12 days – Whether charterers in 

breach of charter – Whether giving of proper notices of 

expected date of redelivery a condition precedent to 

charterers’ right to redeliver 

Condition precedent, function of redelivery notice, 

"without guarantee", implied term, notices on business 

hours, shipping “24/7”. 

Arb 6/07 
Charterparty – Hold cleaning – Vessel instructed to load urea 

cargo after discharging previous cement cargo – Delay at 
Clause 8, hold cleanliness, dissenting arbitrator. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

loadport caused by need to employ shore cleaners – Whether 

owners failed to render “customary assistance” by carrying out 

sufficient intermediate hold cleaning – Whether owners in 

breach of charter in failing to keep charterers informed of 

condition of holds prior to arrival at loadport – Whether vessel 

off-hire 

Arb 7/07 

Charterparty – Liability for costs of USDA inspection – 

Demurrage – Delay caused by frozen ballast water – Whether 

Monday 27 December a holiday in Lagos 

NORGRAIN, implied term, BIMCO, "conflicting evidence". 

Arb 8/07 

Charterparty – Freight – Charterparty providing for customs 

declaration to be used as freight measurement document – 

Whether owners entitled to additional freight based on actual 

volume of cargo – Whether owners liable for loss of cargo 

during loading because of vessel’s list – Whether owners liable 

to indemnify charterers in respect of third party claims – 

Whether charterers entitled to despatch for delay in 

discharging caused by owners’ insistence on measuring each 

bundle of timber 

GENCON, survey expenses, bad faith, interpretation. 

Arb 9/07 Charterparty – Speed and performance 
SHELLTIME , hull fouling ,cargo heating ,interpretation, 

Questionnaire, contra, underwater, tropical. 

Arb 10/07 

Charterparty – Off-hire – Vessel carrying out repair work while 

at anchor – Lighterage costs incurred by reason of master’s 

failure to comply with load draft instructions – Delay incurred 

Clause 15, “net loss of time” , detention, clause 2, crane 

hire , overtime, "pilot refused to berth the ship", pilotage, 

tugs. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

by failure to pay disbursement account – Whether owners or 

charterers liable for disbursements 

Arb 11/07 

Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Claimants bringing cargo claim 

against shipowners – Claimants alleging they were receivers of 

the cargo – Tribunal ordering provision of further and better 

information of case on title to sue – Claimants failing to respond 

to order – Whether owners entitled to object to jurisdiction – 

Whether tribunal had jurisdiction to determine claim 

Lagos, Nigeria, "title to sue ", holders ,letter of indemnity ( 

LOI), Section 31 of the Arbitration Act 1996  " first step in 

the proceedings". 

Arb 12/07 

Charterparty – Delay at loading port subsequent to completion 

of loading – Delay caused by dispute as to form of bills of lading 

– Whether owners or charterers liable for delay 

GENCON, P&I surveyors ,infestation, contamination, clean 

mate’s receipts and bills of lading, fraud, letter of indemnity 

( LOI), Club Rules ,ante-dated bills of lading. 

Arb 13/07 
Charterparty – Off-hire – Crane breakdown – Whether off-hire 

to be calculated on “net loss of time” basis or “period” basis 

NYPE, clause 15, “period” off-hire, The HR Macmillan , 

specific vs general, interpretation, hindered. 

Arb 14/07 

Charterparty – Diversion of vessel prior to arriving at loading 

port – Charterers cancelling berth because of condition of 

vessel – Whether vessel seaworthy – Owners ordering vessel to 

sail from loadport on basis that charterers would be unable to 

load alleged contractual cargo within laycan – Whether 

charterers or owners in breach of charterparty 

Non-availability of cargo ,deadfreight ,pontoons, watertight 

hatch, tarpaulin. 

Arb 15/07 Charterparty – Speed and performance claim Adverse currents, meaning of about. 

Arb 16/07 

Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Whether binding charterparty 

concluded – Agency – “Independent broker” – Whether parties 

bound by London arbitration clause 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 17/07 Charterparty – Repudiation – Measure of damages Notional demurrage, wasted port expenses. 

Arb 18/07 

Charterparty – Delay at loading port caused by non availability 

of boat to remove cargo inspector at night – Delay in delivery of 

goods – Vessel exposed to cement dust at berth – Whether 

breach of safe berth warranty 

GENCON, Tema, implied obligation ,custom, Douala ( 

unsafety), unsafe, expert opinion, cement. 

Arb 19/07 

Laytime – Notice of readiness – Validity – Vessel needing 

exemption from general prohibition of entry to Libyan ports – 

NOR tendered before application for exemption granted – 

Whether owners entitled to demurrage 

GENCON, interpretation, The Aello and The Tres Flores 

,prohibition, mere formality. 

Arb 20/07 

Charterparty – Speed and performance claim –Application of 

margin for “about” – Whether owners entitled to credit for 

underconsumption of bunkers –Exercise of lien over cargo – 

Whether lawful 

NYPE, The Didymi , The Al Bida , The Aegnoussiotis , clause 

18. 

Arb 21/07 

Charterparty – Delay at loading port – Whether owners in 

breach of charter – Agency – Whether owners’ port agents had 

implied or ostensible authority to agree that vessel should 

adopt “quick departure” procedure – Laytime – Notice of 

readiness at discharge port – Charter providing for NOR to be 

tendered “at customary anchorage” – Vessel tendering NOR 

outside port limits – Whether NOR valid 

ASBATANKVOY, “quick departure”, NOR at Lagos, sale 

contract, offer, sealed, lapsed. 

Arb 22/07 

Arbitration – Jurisdiction – Shiprepairing contracts containing 

arbitration clauses – Arbitrator appointed under LMAA Terms – 

Whether arbitrator had jurisdiction to determine claims for 

Quotations for drydocking , tort of misrepresentation. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

misrepresentation arising out of alleged prior contract – 

Arbitration clauses conferring choice of arbitration forum – 

Whether shiprepairers in breach of arbitration clauses by 

bringing arbitration proceedings in foreign tribunal subsequent 

to shipowners’ commencement of London arbitration – LMAA 

Terms (2002) paragraph 10 

Arb 23/07 

Charterparty – Demurrage – Whether berth or port charter – 

Liability for additional dues for wharfage and watchmen 

resulting from delays at discharge port 

GENCON, China, The Finix , river pilotage, dues, “Awaiting 

trucks”; “Shortage of dock personnel”; “Awaiting 

stevedores”. 

Arb 24/07 

Charterparty – Vessel to be placed at charterers’ disposal “on 

passing Balboa” – Charterers originally paying hire on basis of 

information from owners as to when vessel was at Balboa – 

Charterers subsequently alleging that time of vessel “passing 

Balboa” was later than that stated by owners – Whether 

charterers entitled to claim overpaid hire – Meaning of “passing 

Balboa” 

Binding agreement, estoppel, waiver, "true position", 

vessel's position. 

Arb 25/07 

Charterparty – Time charter trip – Vessel incurring substantial 

delay at discharge port – Owners claiming to have incurred 

financial loss – Whether implied term that charterers would 

discharge cargo within reasonable time 

NYPE, Lagos, receivers, implied term ( clause 8), implication, 

"due despatch", “reasonable time” . 

Arb 26/07 

Charterparty – Cargo of sulphur – Owners guaranteeing vessel 

suitable for carriage of bulk sulphur – Loading port agents 

producing certificate from Ukrainian Cargo Bureau stating that 

Contractual cargo, expert evidence, too remote. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

cargo fell within IMO Class 4.1 – Classification Society 

instructing master not to load cargo in hold next to engine 

room – Hold left empty – Whether charterers liable for 

deadfreight – Whether master ought to have realised that cargo 

did not in fact fall within IMO Class 4.1 – Whether owners in 

breach of charter in failing to load contractual cargo 

Arb 27/07 

Charterparty – Off-hire – Discharge of cargo prohibited by 

health authority due to alleged cargo damage – Whether 

owners or charterers liable in respect of alleged damage – 

Whether vessel off-hire – Further delay allegedly caused by 

master’s refused to allow samples to be taken – Whether vessel 

off-hire – Further delay alleged caused by illness of master – 

Whether vessel off-hire 

NYPE, Yemen, health authority, arrest, "government 

restrictions ", refusal by the master , charterers orders. 

2006 

Arb 1/06 

Charterparty - Vessel having to deviate to repair damage 

sustained in bad weather - Additional bunkers consumed - 

Whether vessel off-hire - Whether owners in breach of charter - 

Speed and performance - Whether charterers entitled to 

amend counterclaim after expiry of limitation period to 

increase claim for redelivery bunkers 

NYPE, Bay of Biscay, deviation,  ingress of water , damaged 

cargo, seaworthiness/due diligence , COGSA time limit, "put 

back",  heavy weather, clause 15 "time thereby lost", 

consequential delay. 

Arb 2/06 

Charterparty - Owners selling vessel to associated company 

during currency of voyage charter - Charterparty neither 

novated nor assigned to new owners at time of sale - Vessel 

sustaining damage subsequent to change of ownership - 

GENCON, preliminary issue, bottom damage , implied term, 

"encumbrances",nominal damages ,The Albazero.  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arbitration proceedings brought against charterers alleging 

breach of safe port warranty - Original owners assigning rights 

under charterparty to new owners - New owners substituted as 

claimants in the arbitration - Whether new owners entitled to 

recover more than nominal damages 

Arb 3/06 

Charterparty - Owners given option to load 10% more or less of 

specified quantity of cargo - Owners unable to load maximum 

permitted cargo because of insufficient water at discharge port 

- Whether charterers in breach of "always accessible" provision 

- Whether owners entitled to damages for loss of freight due to 

insufficient water preventing them loading a full cargo 

WIBON, berth charter, The Kyzikos , obstacle, tide. 

Arb 4/06 

Deadfreight - Charterers loading less than nominated quantity 

of barley - Vessel sailing from loading and discharge ports 

earlier than if full cargo had been loaded - Deductions from 

deadfreight of benefits to owners as result of having their 

vessel available earlier - Method of calculation of laytime and 

demurrage - Shifting time - Damages for detention 

SYNACOMEX , The Ionian Skipper. 

Arb 5/06 
Speed and consumption claim - Meaning of acronym “A.D.A. 

WOG” 
Without guarantee, construction, The Lipa. 

Arb 6/06 

Time charter trip - Vessel calling at intermediate port during 

ballast voyage - Whether vessel deviated - Whether vessel off-

hire - Whether charterers entitled to make deduction from hire 

- Owners refusing to enter discharge port until all hire paid - 

NYPE,  clause 15, withdrawal, lien, “any other similar cause” 

, bona fide deductions, ejusdem generis , slow discharge, 

cranes, stevedores. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Whether owners withdrew vessel - Whether owners entitled to 

assert lien - Liability for discharging delays and stevedore 

damage 

Arb 7/06 

Contract (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 - Charterparty 

providing for shipowners to pay commission to brokers - 

Charterers getting into financial difficulties and failing to pay 

hire - Shipowners concluding new agreement with charterers 

and cargo interests whereby cargo interests agreed to pay 

“hire” at same rate as charterparty - Whether brokers entitled 

to commission on hire paid under new agreement - Whether 

shipowners released from obligation to pay commission 

NYPE. 

Arb 8/06 

Cargo claim - Sugar in bags - Shortages and damage discovered 

at discharge port - Whether caused by stevedores or by vessel - 

Whether owners or cargo interests liable 

SUGAR CP , “clean on board” , Hague Visby Rules , General 

Paramount Clause, pilferage, incompetent stevedores, The 

Sinoe , survey, define "competence". 

Arb 9/06 

Discharge of cargo of cement bags suspended because of bad 

stowage - Whether stevedores at loading port negligent - 

Liability for stevedores’ negligence - Whether vessel off-hire 

NYPE, damaged bags , clause 15, clause 8 "load, stow and 

trim the cargo", “the refusal of the Master or crew to 

perform their duties”, “and responsibility”, ICA.  

Arb 10/06 

Laytime - Vessel carrying liquid petroleum gas - Whether notice 

of readiness validly tendered - Whether time counted during 

delay in berthing due to night-time berthing restrictions - 

Whether time counted whilst vessel awaited loading of coolant 

- Whether time allowed while waiting for cargo documents - 

Calculation of payment for ROB - Liability for delays and shifting 

ASBATANKVOY, West Africa, The Fjordaas, port charter, 

addendum, unsafe, broken mooring ropes, slack, forces. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

resulting from parting of mooring ropes of storage tanker - 

Liability for additional shifting costs 

Arb 11/06 

Demurrage claim at loading port – Whether accord and 

satisfaction – Claim for demurrage or damages for detention at 

discharge port – Whether receivers liable to pay – Whether 

receivers liable in bringing court proceedings in Nigeria in 

breach of London arbitration clause – Whether owners liable to 

receivers for cargo loss and damage 

Bagged rice, "full and final settlement ", unconditional offer 

and acceptance, arbitration agreement, pilferage, res ipsa 

loquitur, condensation, caking , leaking, seawater, sealed. 

Arb 12/06 

Laytime – Whether NOR to be given only on arrival at 

“customary anchorage” – Whether NOR received – Whether 

shipowners under duty to load Butane cargo at rate pumpable 

by terminal – Whether time lost because of low cargo 

temperature at discharge port – Time lining up at loading port 

ASBATANKVOY, interpretation, implied warranty , pumping, 

temperature, statement of facts ( SOF). 

Arb 13/06 

Freight – Tanker voyage charterparty – Charterers making 

deduction from freight on basis of short outturn of cargo 

quantity – Whether charterparty clause entitled charterers to 

make deduction 

ASBATANKVOY, immediate award (interim, partial), 

construction, "independent surveyor ". 

Arb 14/06 

Demurrage – Charterers alleging chemical cargo discoloured at 

third discharge port – Delay caused by charterers’ refusal to 

discharge cargo unless owners provided security – Whether 

charterers had defence to demurrage claim – Whether owners 

in breach of charter 

SHELLVOY 5, exception, causation, "any cause attributable 

to the vessel, including breakdowns; or inefficiency of the 

vessel", implied. 

Arb 15/06 Charterparty – Rectification – Speed and performance – NYPE, The Junior K , "binding contract ", implied terms. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Whether charterparty should be rectified to include speed and 

performance warranties contained in earlier charter – Nature of 

weather and sea conditions covered by “good weather 

conditions” – Whether performance warranty applied only to 

laden voyages or to both laden and ballast voyages – Whether 

owners entitled to damages for misrepresentation – Meaning of 

“speed and consumption to be re-confirmed by owners after 6 

months” 

Arb 16/06 

Charterparty giving charterers right to cancel if vessel off-hire 

more than 20 consecutive days – Charterers purporting to 

cancel charter on basis that vessel was off-hire for more than 

20 consecutive days – Whether cancellation lawful – Estoppel – 

Waiver by election – Liability for costs of intermediate hold 

cleaning 

NYPE, clause 15, heavy weather , structural damage, class, 

"permanent repairs ", put back, "period off-hire ", 

equivalent point , equidistant, IHC, Subic Bay. 

Arb 17/06 

Freight – Timber cargo – Freight paid on manifest quantity – 

Owners asserting that actual cargo quantity exceeded manifest 

quantity – Whether difference between actual quantity and 

manifest quantity – Whether charterers liable to pay additional 

freight 

"Independent surveyor", witness statement, estoppel. 

Arb 18/06 

Charterparty – Description of vessel – Whether cubic capacity 

of vessel misdescribed – Date on which binding fixture 

concluded 

“All details about” ,  margin, shut out, loss of freight  

Arb 19/06 Carriage of goods by sea – Master complaining of SYNACOMEX 90 , The David Agmashenebeli , remarks, 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

contamination of wheat cargo by foreign material – Whether 

master entitled to clause bills of lading – Whether master 

entitled to reject cargo and sail away 

surveyor, SGS, apparent good order and condition 

Arb 20/06 

P & I Club – Costs – Shipowners entered in Club for defence 

risks – Club’s in-house lawyer acting for owners in arbitration – 

Shipowners seeking to recover costs of arbitration from 

charterers – Club Rules conferring discretion on Directors to 

require Member to pay for legal services provided by in-house 

lawyers – Whether owners entitled to recover relevant costs – 

Whether breach of “indemnity principle” – Whether Directors 

had properly delegated powers to Managers 

Unsafe, section 63(5)(a) of the Arbitration Act 1996, Club’s 

costs.  

Arb 21/06 

Shipbuilding contract – Price escalation clause – Vessel 

delivered late – Whether builder entitled to increased price – 

Whether buyer entitled to rely on principle that party cannot 

rely on its own breach 

Alghussein v Eton College, construction, benefit, 

wrongdoing. 

2005 

Arb 1/05 

Charterparty provided for carriage of cargo of wheat to one or 

two safe berths at one or two safe ports in Italy Vado-

Manfredonia range - Charterparty also provided that owners 

should discharge wheat cargo before discharging cargo of 

concentrates belonging to other charterers - Charterers 

declaring two wheat discharge ports 

Australian Wheat Charter 1990 , part cargo, restrictions, 

trucking expenses, unsafe,  named port,  warranty of safety, 

parcel, range of ports. 

Arb 2/05 
Time charter trip for carriage of grain from US Gulf - Generator 

problems causing delay in vessel shifting from anchorage to 

NYPE, New Orleans, off hire, clause 15, consequential delay, 

USCG, Seaworthiness/due diligence, late berthing, 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

loading terminal - Whether vessel unseaworthy - Whether 

owners exercised due diligence - Period of off-hire - Whether 

charterers entitled to recover carrying charges - Costs 

legitimate orders ,too remote,P&I Club (costs), expert 

opinion evidence. 

Arb 3/05 
Agency - Whether shipping agents were "commercial agents" 

within meaning of European Council Directive and Regulations 

Precedents, agency agreement, transfer of title or sale of 

goods. 

Arb 4/05 

Laytime - Notice of readiness tendered while vessel under 

arrest at anchor off New Orleans - No delay in berthing - 

Whether notice of readiness valid - Whether "President's Day" 

17 February was a "holiday" at Mississippi elevator terminal 

EUROMED, Mississippi River, New Orleans, NOR, sales 

contract, BIMCO "Holiday Calendar", tariff. 

Arb 5/05 

Vessel's holds damaged during discharge of granite blocks - 

Whether owners gave timely notification of damage to 

charterers - Whether charterers liable for cost of repairs - 

Whether only temporary repairs should have been carried out - 

Whether vessel off-hire - Whether charterers liable for bank 

charges 

NYPE, Stevedore, clause 15, tank-top, bulkhead, 

classification society (class), permanent, temporary repairs, 

trading capabilities.  

Arb 6/05 Time charter - Whether Hague Rules incorporated 
NYPE, grounding, The Saxon Star, interpretation, Hamburg 

Rules. 

Arb 7/05 

Charterparty - Tanker voyage charter - Samples of cargo of 2 

ethyl-hexanol found to contain particles - Whether cargo 

contaminated - Whether source of alleged contamination came 

from shore tank/line or vessel - Whether charterers liable for 

demurrage, freight, deadfreight and damages - Costs 

ASBATANKVOY , contamination, special agreement,off-

specification , The Boral Gas.  

Arb 8/05 Demurrage - Whether vessel in breach of speed warranty - AFRICANPHOS, Itaqui, unsafe port, logbook, strong currents 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Whether loss of anchors relevant - Whether notice of readiness 

valid - Whether invalidity waived by charterers 

, unseaworthiness, due diligence, arrived ship, waiver, 

sealed offer, physical condition, Paranagua. 

Arb 9/05 

Deadfreight - Whether charterers liable to pay deadfreight - 

Damages for detention - Whether charterers liable in respect of 

delays to vessel caused by problems with vessel's cargo papers - 

Effect of bad weather 

GENCON, lumpsum freight ,overloaded, implied agreement 

,strong wind - navigation- canal, compulsory, pilotage, bill 

of lading, contamination. 

Arb 10/05 

Routeing of vessel - Charterers alleging vessel arrived late at 

discharging port as result of contravention of orders to proceed 

through Straits of Messina - Whether owners in breach of 

charter 

NYPE, clause 8, master, about, utmost despatch , logbook, 

quickest and shortest route,navigational hazards , fishing, 

fog, rough bridge log, falsified log. 

Arb 11/05 

Hold cleaning - Holds failed to pass first inspection for grain 

cargo - Whether measures required to prepare holds for grain 

cargo were in the nature of maintenance or repair - Whether 

vessel off-hire - Whether shipowners liable for delay 

NYPE, residues, flakes of paint and loose rust, hoppers, face 

plates, behind frames, on bulkheads ,The Bela Krajina , 

grain clean standard, rolling seas , IHC, endeavour, 

sandblasting. 

Arb 12/05 

Fumigation of cargo - Fumigation operation at loading port 

ineffective - Subsequent fumigations needed at discharging port 

- Owners claiming demurrage for delays at discharging port - 

Whether delays caused by owners' breach of charter 

EUROMED, "tight, staunch and strong and in every way 

fitted", Clause Paramount. 

Arb 13/05 

Vessel agreed to be sold under MOA - Purchasers entering into 

time charter as owners prior to delivery of vessel - Clause 44 of 

charter giving charterers right to bunker vessel prior to delivery 

to purchasers - Sellers refusing to permit charterers to bunker 

vessel prior to delivery to purchasers - Whether purchasers 

Deviation time and bunkers, implied term, construction, 

interpretation, does not interfere with owners ... 

operations". 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

liable to charterers for breach of clause 44 

Arb 14/05 

Laytime - GENCON charterparty - Notice of readiness tendered - 

Harbour Master subsequently refusing to berth vessel because 

of alleged deficiencies - Whether notice of readiness valid - 

Whether time counted in any event - Effect of "time lost in 

waiting for berth" provision 

GENCON, gyro compass , chart, The Linardos , WIBON, 

fortuitous breakdown , fault, NOR. 

Arb 15/05 
Speed and consumption claim - Effect of current - Whether 

master in breach of duty to proceed with utmost despatch 

NYPE,  clause 8, routing, route, Douglas Sea State 3 (DSS3), 

consistent discrepancy , ruling, The Didymi , The Gas 

Enterprise , good weather , The Hill Harmony, safe 

navigation, offer, sealed. 

Arb 16/05 

Laytime - Whether charterers estopped from challenging 

validity of notice of readiness - Laytime regime for ship to ship 

transfers - Whether vessel tendered NOR - Whether NOR valid - 

Whether owners entitled to damages for detention 

ASBATANKVOY, STS, estoppel, lightering, The Johanna 

Oldendorff , The Agamemnon ,full away, The Happy Day , 

The Laura Prima ( laytime or damages?) 

Arb 17/05 

Laytime - Vessel chartered for carriage of cargo of propane and 

LPG mix - Whether vessel on demurrage - Whether charterers 

entitled to claim for cargo shortage - Whether vessel obliged to 

load cargo at particular rate - Whether vessel obliged to load 

cargo parcels concurrently 

ASBATANKVOY, Cargo shortage, bill of lading , parcel, 

pumping rate , fault. 

Arb 18/05 

Laytime - Liability for delay in loading caused by stevedores 

failing to follow master’s instructions - Whether laytime 

finished when cargo loaded or when cargo papers placed on 

board - Liability for costs of shifting berths at Guayaquil - 

GENCON, Yuzhny, cargo plan, trimming, "custom of the port 

", competent. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Whether public holiday at Guayaquil - Whether time shifting 

berths counted as laytime - Whether owners entitled to 

damages for detention 

Arb 19/05 

Laytime - Charterers exercising option to load vessel at two 

ports - Owners giving notice of readiness - Some tanks not clean 

at time NOR tendered - Charterers subsequently requiring 

vessel to load entire cargo at first port only - Whether NOR valid 

ASBATANKVOY, shippers, The Nikmary.  

Arb 20/05 
Arbitration - Whether claim should be dismissed for inordinate 

and inexcusable delay - Section 13A Arbitration Act 1950 

NYPE, Hague Rules, witness statements , inexcusable delay 

,death of  witness.  

Arb 21/05 

Charterparty - Damages for detention - Owners alleging that 

charterers failed to load cargo with reasonable despatch - 

Whether charterers’ failure to berth vessel was breach of 

charter - Whether charterers at fault for allowing competing 

vessel to berth ahead of subject vessel - Whether charterparty 

laytime provisions applicable - Whether notice of readiness 

valid - Free pratique - Bad weather 

GENCON, cement, competing vessel ahead , WIBON, "mere 

formality". 

Arb 22/05 

Time charter - Charterers ordering vessel to load cargo to arrival 

draft of 11 metres - Owners refusing to comply with orders on 

basis that official draft restriction at discharge port was 10.5 

metres - Charterers providing evidence of other vessels arriving 

with 11 metre drafts without problem - Whether owners in 

breach of charter in refusing to comply with charterers’ orders 

NYPE, clause 8, draft restriction ,implied indemnity , LOI. 

Arb 23/05 Off-hire - Delays in lightering operations at discharge port NYPE, master’s negligence , “default of crew, officers or 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

caused by vessel’s excessive draft - Whether master negligent - 

Whether full working of vessel prevented 

owner’s servants”, statement of facts ( SOF), master’s 

deficiency , clause 15. 

Arb 24/05 

Charterparty - Speed and consumption - Hull fouling - Liability 

for costs of underwater cleaning - Liability for costs of re-lashing 

cargo 

NYPE, "continuing warranty ", marine growth, The Al Bida , 

prolonged stay,stowage, clause 8. 

2004 

Arb1/04 

Time charter - Vessel calling at New Orleans - Port Captain 

requiring provision of security guards to attend vessel while in 

Mississippi River - Whether owners or charterers liable for cost 

of security guards - Meaning of "port charges" in clause 2 of 

NYPE form 

NYPE, USCG requirement , "Port Charges" or "other usual 

expenses" ,The Trade Green. 

Arb 2/04 

Time charter - Charterers alleging that ship's cranes operated 

slowly during discharging - Whether owners in breach of 

charter - Whether vessel off-hire 

NYPE, efficient state ,implied term ,hoisting speed, clause 

15, breakdown, ejusdem generis ,"any other cause",  

whatsoever, equipment. 

Arb 3/04 

Time charter - History of late payments of hire by charterers - 

Whether owners entitled to withdraw vessel for non-payment 

of hire or for repudiatory breach 

NYPE, The Afovos , history of late payments , bunkers, first-

class fashion,jumping the gun. 

Arb 4/04 

Time charter - Charter period subsequently extended by 

addendum providing for hire to be calculated on basis of actual 

voyage results - Method of calculating voyage results - Whether 

parties concluded oral extensions subsequent to written 

addendum 

NYPE, extended, oral agreements . 

Arb 5/04 
Costs - Whether arbitrators have power to award costs relating 

to the provision of security 

NYPE, Interim award, court rules, costs of the arbitration, 

costs obtaining security. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 6/04 

Time charter - Liability for bunker costs incurred whilst vessel 

waiting to berth at loadport - Commencement of laytime - 

Whether owners liable for crane "disablement" - Whether bad 

weather interrupted laytime - Whether 9 March a holiday at 

Novorossisk - Whether valid notice of readiness given at 

discharge port - Costs 

Bunker costs, short of rail wagons of cargo , statement of 

facts ( SOF) ,light rain , NOR, sealed offer. 

Arb 7/04 

Laytime - Notice of readiness tendered while holds unclean - 

Charterparty providing that time lost due to holds not being 

ready to receive cargo not to count as laytime - Whether notice 

of readiness valid - Non weather working periods - Loading 

stopped by port authority for environmental reasons even 

though cargo could be safely loaded - Whether laytime 

interrupted 

GENCON, The Linardos ,The Jay Ganesh , Force majeure, 

"... the restraints of rulers Princes and people ..."  

Arb 8/04 

Arbitrator - Jurisdiction - NYPE charter - London arbitration 

tribunal appointed to determine shipowners' claim for wrongful 

repudiation of charter - Tribunal making interim awards in 

owners' favour on liability and damages - Owners arresting 

charterers' ships to obtain security - Charterers arresting 

owners' vessel in France on ground that owners obtained 

excessive security and on ground of owners' alleged misconduct 

during arbitration - Owners giving notice to tribunal under 

paragraph 10 of LMAA Terms of claim for damages for wrongful 

arrest - Charterers bringing second set of proceedings in France 

NYPE, repudiation, wrongful arrest, sufficient connection. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

claiming damages - Owners alleging that second set of French 

proceedings constituted breach of arbitration clause - Whether 

tribunal having jurisdiction to determine owners' claims for (1) 

wrongful arrest and (2) breach of arbitration clause - Effect of 

paragraph 10 of LMAA Terms 

Arb 9/04 

Sale of ship - Contract providing that sellers should submit 

specified documents to buyers in exchange for purchase price - 

Whether implied term that buyers would be permitted 

reasonable opportunity to inspect copies of documents before 

paying purchase price - Whether sellers in repudiatory breach - 

Remoteness of damage 

MOA, cross-examination ,implied term ,Sale of Goods Act 

1979, market value, loss of profit. 

Arb 10/04 

Laytime - Weather working day - Charterers arranging with 

different shippers to load various cargoes - Bad weather at 

loading port affecting loading of some cargoes but not others - 

Whether laytime continued to run 

GENCON, Constantza, rain and snow.  

Arb 11/04 

Bunkers - Meaning of description of vessel's MDO consumption 

- Sound cargo remaining on board at final discharge port - 

Whether charterers entitled to rely on option to redeliver 

vessel with holds as they are in return for payment of specified 

sum 

NYPE, idle, ILOHC, clause 8 – discharge. 

Arb 12/04 

Charterparty - Derrick collapsed during discharge of rice cargo 

preventing closure of hatch cover - Hatch opening covered by 

tarpaulin but cargo subsequently damaged by heavy rain - 

NORGRAIN, poor condition ,US Paramount Clause, Hague 

Rules ,tight, staunch and in every way fit , stevedore 

negligence, Class Surveyor , heavy rain, tarpaulins 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Whether collapse of derrick caused by stevedores or by 

unseaworthiness of vessel - Whether charterers liable for 

damage caused by stevedores - Whether owners liable for 

failing to prevent rainwater damage to cargo 

,separation costs and survey fees.  

Arb 13/04 

Bunkers - Vessel time-chartered for trip to Iraq at time when 

UN sanctions in force - Charterers supplying bunkers to vessel 

at Iraq for redelivery - Charterers failing to obtain UN 

authorisation before supplying bunkers - Vessel subsequently 

intercepted by Maritime Inspection Forces and delayed for 15 

days - Whether charterers in breach of charter - Whether 

owners entitled to damages for loss of employment arising 

from delay 

NYPE, UN approved steel, Iraq, detention, two causes ( 

damages), implied term, indemnity, The Hebridean Coast.  

Arb 14/04 

GENCON charter - Vessel unable to enter berth because of 

excess draft - Whether vessel misdescribed - Construction of 

draft warranty - Responsibility for trimming cargo 

GENCON, draft, even keel, port charter, spring tides, 

bunkering call.  

Arb 15/04 

Suez Canal dues - Bulk carrier chartered on NYPE form - 

Charterers having to pay higher Canal dues by reason of fact 

that vessel was treated by classification society and therefore 

by Canal Authority as general cargo ship - Whether owners 

liable to reimburse charterers in respect of excess dues 

NYPE, implied term, misrepresentation, "port charges ... 

and all other usual expenses" Clause 2, reconcile clauses, 

interpretation. 

Arb 16/04 

Laytime - Time at which valid notice of readiness given at Banjul 

- Damages for detention - Whether owners entitled to damages 

for detention for period vessel waiting off Lagos - 

SUGAR CP, port guide , NOR, disbursements, original 

invoices ,condition precedent.  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Disbursements - Whether charterers obliged to provide owners 

with original invoices before obtaining reimbursement in 

respect of owners' disbursements 

Arb 17/04 

Laytime - Charterparty providing for discharge per weather 

working day - Addendum providing for discharge at floating 

terminal at safe anchorage with time to count if master 

considered it unsafe to continue discharge - Bad weather 

interrupting discharge - Whether laytime counted 

Addendum, lightening operation, interpretation, "and time 

to count", conflict of terms. 

Arb 18/04 

Demurrage - ASBATANKVOY form - Half-demurrage provision - 

Whether leak in cargo loading arm and resultant stoppage was 

a "breakdown" of machinery or equipment - Whether fact that 

stoppage occurred during laytime rather than during 

demurrage prevented charterers from taking advantage of 

provision 

ASBATANKVOY, "breakdown", London Arbitration 10/89. 

Arb 19/04 

Tanker voyage charter - Whether notice of readiness valid - 

Whether owners in breach of guarantee to discharge cargo 

within 24 hours - Whether protracted operations constituted 

"stripping" as opposed to discharging of cargo 

The Happy Day , exception to the counting of laytime, 

expert opinion, defect /evidence. 

Arb 20/04 
Vessel detained at loading port - Whether due to shut-out cargo 

- Whether charterers liable for damages for detention 
WORLD FOOD 99 , statement of facts ( SOF) , agents. 

Arb 21/04 

Charterparty - Speed and performance warranty - Charterparty 

providing that data supplied by Oceanroutes should be binding 

on parties - Whether Oceanroutes' findings conclusive - 

The Gas Enterprise , The Didymi.  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Whether favourable current to be deducted in ascertaining 

"good weather" speed - Whether owners in breach of speed 

warranty 

Arb 22/04 
Charterparty - Tug expenses and line handling expenses - 

Whether payable by owners or by charterers 
NYPE, Mississippi River, clause 8, master, safety, safe berth. 

Arb 23/04 

Laytime - Vessel chartered for carriage of bananas to St 

Petersburg in winter - Meaning of "normal winter conditions at 

disport not to stop time from counting" 

GENCON, snow, rain, adverse weather , statement of facts  

( SOF ). 

Arb 24/04 

Cargo of sulphuric acid in bulk found to be contaminated - 

Whether contamination occurred on board vessel or prior to 

loading - Whether shipowners in breach of duty to deliver cargo 

in same good order and condition as when received 

CHEMTANKVOYBILL, shippers, Samples,rust, discoloured 

cargo, 

Arb 25/04 

Demurrage - Delays caused by contamination of cargo of 

sulphuric acid - Whether charterers entitled to defend 

demurrage claim on basis that owners were responsible for 

contamination - Whether owners entitled to demurrage or 

damages 

ASBATANKVOY, sampling and analysing the cargo , burden, 

statements of fact were authentic, SOF. 

Arb 26/04 

Bunkers - Charterparty providing for vessel to be delivered with 

about 650 tonnes IFO - Price to be "per Platts Oilgram average 

on delivery" - Owners sent hire statement to charterers on date 

of delivery - Hire statement gave Platts Oilgram figure based on 

average for day prior to delivery - Platts figure for date of 

delivery only became available on day after delivery and was 

NYPE, subsequent conduct, estoppel , waiver, 

interpretation ( words natural meaning). 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

higher than previous day's figure - Whether price payable by 

charterers was figure given in hire statement or figure which 

became available on day after delivery 

Arb 27/04 

Laytime - Early Loading Clause - Vessel completed loading 

before laydays started - Whether time in respect of which 

charterers were to have "benefit" ceased when loading was 

completed or only at the start of the laydays - SHELLVOY 5 form 

as amended 

SHELLVOY, interpretation ( redundancy, ambiguity, 

meaning of words), conflict. 

2003 

Arb 1/03 

Vessel delayed at discharge port by reason of police 

investigation into collision and sinking of Korean fishing trawler 

by unidentified vessel - Whether vessel "detained" by third 

party - Whether vessel off-hire 

NYPE,  detention,  clause 15, deficiency and/or default of 

men , The Illissos ,Chief Engineer, The Good Helmsman.  

Arb 2/03 
Vessel grounded at loading port - Whether voyage charterers 

warranted safety of port 
NYPE, grounding, constructive total loss( CTL). 

Arb 3/03 
Safe port warranty - Whether vessel's grounding caused by 

unsafety of port 

NYPE, exposed to wind and swell, The Eastern City, 

seamanship, negligence, anchor.  

Arb 4/03 

Arbitrator's substantive jurisdiction - Whether respondents 

precluded from raising objection to jurisdiction because of 

failure to raise objection at time of taking first step contesting 

merits - Whether tribunal should exercise discretion to admit 

objection out of time - Section 31 Arbitration Act 1996 

Peremptory order , extension of time , "objection" , The 

Smaro.  

Arb 5/03 
Damages - Repudiation of charterparty by charterers evincing 

intention not to load cargo - Measure of damages recoverable 
Unequivocal, mitigation, legal costs, security. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

by shipowners - Whether legal and other costs recoverable 

Arb 6/03 

Vessel delayed while carrying out engine repairs - Whether 

repairs constituted an "emergency" - Whether shipowners in 

breach of obligation to perform voyage with utmost despatch 

GENCON, cylinder inlet valve cam, breakdown, engine 

builders. 

Arb 7/03 

Hold cleaning - Time charter trip in direct continuation of 

previous charter - Vessel’s holds rejected by US inspectors as 

unsuitable for cargo of milled rice - Whether shipowners in 

breach of charter 

NYPE, shippers  surveyor, bauxite residues , USDA and NCB , 

rust scale, ordinary, cleanliness. 

Arb 8/03 

Laytime - Vessel tendering notice of readiness - Whether notice 

valid - Whether vessel arrived ship - Effect of "WIPON" 

provision - Effect of time lost waiting for berth clause 

AFRICANPHOS 1950, usual waiting place, NOR at pilot 

station invalid. 

Arb 9/03 

Laytime - Force majeure - Exceptions clause providing that time 

lost by reason of strikes should not count as laytime - Bomb 

explosion near discharge port whilst vessel waiting to berth - 

Bomb explosion causing death of stevedore - Other stevedores 

refusing to work in sympathy with colleague’s death - Whether 

stevedores’ refusal of work constituted a "strike" within 

meaning of exceptions clause 

GENCON, Nigeria, statement of facts ( SOF), "an act of 

public enemies." 

Arb 10/03 

Charterparty providing for additional lump sum freight if vessel 

ordered to discharge at second port - Vessel discharging at 

Swinoujscie and Szczecin on River Odra in Poland - Whether 

discharge was at one port or two 

SYNACOMEX, The Ypatia Halcoussi , tariff. 

Arb 11/03 Delay - Owners delayed berthing of vessel at discharge port SYNACOMEX, NOR, berth charter, fault. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

because original bills of lading unavailable - Whether charterers 

liable to pay damages for detention 

Arb 12/03 

Damages - Remoteness - Time charter trip - Shipowners' 

breaches of charter causing vessel to be delayed at loading port 

resulting in charterers becoming liable to pay carrying charges 

to sellers under purchase contract - Whether carrying charges 

recoverable from shipowners as damages - Whether carrying 

charges too remote in law 

NYPE, purchase contract , Sales contract, NOR, The Heron II 

, storage charges, efficient state, hatch covers, holes in 

bulkheads, loose rust scale , documents. 

Arb 13/03 

Speed and performance - Calculating effect of "current factor" - 

Bunkers on redelivery - Whether charterers entitled to margin 

for "about" - Charterers contracting to supply MDO to vessel's 

maximum capacity - Master informing charterers of quantity of 

MDO required - Charterers ordering and paying for that 

quantity - Master subsequently increasing quantity of MDO 

required 

NYPE, The Didymi , slow steaming. 

Arb 14/03 
Fumigation of cargo - Whether charterers entitled to fumigate 

grain cargo at sea between ports 

SYNACOMEX , in transit cargo fumigation, "places en 

route", interpretation. 

Arb 15/03 

Time charter - NYPE form - Vessel's cranes ceasing to operate as 

a result of generator breakdown during discharge - Vessel 

shifting berth to permit another vessel to occupy discharge 

berth - Repairs to generator completed on 1 October - Original 

berth not available to resume discharge until 5 October - 

Whether vessel off-hire between 1 and 5 October 

NYPE, slow rate ,"net" off-hire clause,  The Marika M , 

breakdown, put back , causation, "in every way fitted" or to 

so maintain the vessel. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 16/03 

Laytime - Discharge port laytime based on discharge rate of 

"150 mt per hatch per weather working day" - Vessel having 

three hatches - Three different discharge ports - Stowage 

agreed in advance on terms which had inevitable result that 

only one hatch would be discharged at each discharge port - 

Whether term to be implied that discharge rate should be 

multiplied by number of "working" hatches 

WORLDFOOD, bagged rice, The Theraios , implied terms. 

Arb 17/03 

NYPE charter incorporating Hague Rules and providing for cargo 

claims to be settled in accordance with NYPE Inter-Club 

Agreement 1996 - Whether entirety of Inter-Club Agreement 

including 24 month time limit incorporated into charter - Clause 

26 of charter amended to include "cargo claims" 

NYPE, lagos/ Nigeria, clause 26 "including acts of pilots, tug-

boats", time bar,  interpretation, indemnity, ICA. 

Arb 18/03 

NYPE charter providing for cargo claims to be apportioned in 

accordance with NYPE Inter-Club Agreement - Charterers 

indemnifying co-carrier under Connecting Carrier Agreement 

for sums paid by co-carrier to cargo owners after loss of deck-

stowed containers in bad weather - Charterers claiming 

indemnity from shipowners under charter or under Inter-Club 

Agreement 

NYPE, ICA, lashings, containers, peril of the sea, swell and 

bad weather, rolling. 

Arb 19/03 

Time charter - Cargo of steel coils shut-out at loading port - 

Whether owner or charterers liable for vessel's failure to load 

full cargo 

NYPE, freight value, short loading, clause 8, stowage, tank-

top strength, misdescribed, stowage plan. 

Arb 20/03 Contract for repair of ship - Parties agreeing to variations of Repair contract, misrepresentation, economic duress , 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

original contract resulting in increased price & duration of 

works - Repair yard claiming balance of price - Shipowner 

resisting claim, counterclaiming that work done defectively - 

Whether shipowner waived right to complain about defective 

work - Whether shipowner induced to agree contractual 

variations as result of economic duress 

threat. 

Arb 21/03 

Laytime - Delay in discharging cargo - Whether delay 

attributable to owners or charterers - Effect of delay on owners' 

claim for demurrage 

AUSTWHEAT, bills of lading ,letter of indemnity (LOI), NOR 

valid, sale of the cargo . 

Arb 22/03 

Demurrage - Charterparty providing for owners to have lien on 

sums due under present and previous charters - Owners 

stopping discharge of cargo for alleged non-payment of sums 

due - Whether telex payments of sums due made before or 

after discharge stopped - Whether owners entitled to exercise 

lien - Whether lien validly exercised - Whether demurrage 

payable during period lien exercised 

GENCON, "before breaking bulk", course of dealings, The 

Petrofina, The Scaptrade, SWIFT,The Aegnoussiotis. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

2002 

Arb 1/02 

Vessel time-chartered on Supplytime 89 form - Charterers 

alleged deficiencies in condition/ maintenance of the vessel and 

misrepresentations by owners - Relation between clauses 3(a) 

and 3(b) of Supplytime 89 form - Effect of clauses 11(b) and 

12(c) as limiting/excluding damages recoverable for breaches in 

relation to condition/maintenance of vessel - Effect of "entire 

agreement" clause in relation to misrepresentation claim - 

Effect of clauses 11(b) and 12(c) as limiting/excluding claims for 

damages for misrepresentation 

Calculate damages,  defect, absolute obligation ,negligent 

breaches, off hire, Hadley v Baxendale , consequential 

damages, by any cause whatsoever, any loss,fraudulent or 

reckless, construction, salvage, preliminary issue,fully 

maintained, properly equipped, and manned by 

experienced personnel,exclusion, Canada Steamship v R.  

Arb 2/02 

Time charter trip - Delay in discharging - Crane breakdowns - 

Method of pro-rating - Hold cleaning - Stevedores' standby 

charges 

NYPE, P & I surveyors, wet damage cargo, water ingress, 

seaworthiness, lumps, moisture, stevedores, customary 

assistance, loss under sub-charter. 

Arb 3/02 

Charterparty - Whether parties agreed that charterers should 

pay deviation costs for option to require vessel to discharge at 

additional discharge port 

VEGOILVOY, agreement, addendum. 

Arb 4/02 

Speed and consumption warranty - Whether breach of diesel oil 

consumption warranty - Whether credit to be given for savings 

in fuel oil consumption - Off-hire - Whether time lost in cleaning 

holds - Stemming of MDO - Whether master's estimate of 

bunkers expected remaining on board given in good faith 

NYPE,  inspection, burden. 

Arb 5/02 

Contract - Agency - Shipbrokers offering vessel for charter to 

prospective charterers - Fixture concluded - Whether 

shipbrokers acted as principals or as agents 

GENCON, contract interpretation, negotiations, freight. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 6/02 

Damages - Breach of contract - Solicitors' costs - Whether 

claimant entitled to damages in respect of London solicitors' 

costs incurred in assisting litigation in Singapore courts 

Title, agreement, implied term, repairs, legal costs. 

Arb 7/02 Delay in berthing vessel - Whether owners or charterers liable GENCON, cargo documents, bill of lading, agent, LOI. 

Arb 8/02 Speed warranty - Whether owners in breach of charter NYPE, log, swell, wind force  , currents. 

Arb 9/02 

Arbitration - Jurisdiction of arbitrator - Whether dispute in 

existence at time of arbitrator's appointment - Insurance - 

Whether charterers obliged to reimburse owners in respect of 

additional war risks premiums 

NYPE, CONWARTIME, Challenge, London Market, net of all 

rebates. 

Arb 10/02 

Laytime - Delay at loading port caused by fog - Whether laytime 

exception - Whether owners entitled to quantum meruit for 

charterers' use of cranes at discharge port 

BALTIMORE, weather delay , SOF, Mississippi River,ADM 

Elevator ,Kenner Bend Anchorage, shifting, quantum 

meruit.  

Arb 11/02 

Time-charter - Vessel withdrawn for non-payment of hire and 

bunkers - Whether vessel off-hire - Whether charterers entitled 

to withhold payment in respect of hire and bunkers on delivery 

by reason of vessel's refusal to comply with instructions to 

enter discharge port - Whether charterers entitled to credit in 

respect of bunkers on board at date vessel withdrawn 

NYPE, tranche, Clause 18, Lien, The Aegnoussiotis ,anti-

technicality notice ,letter of indemnity ( LOI). 

Arb 12/02 

Redelivery - Vessel redelivered 5 days before expiry of 

minimum period specified in time charter - Whether margin to 

be implied allowing charterers to redeliver vessel early 

NYPE, implied margin, The Democritos , The Dione ,"about" 

or "approximate". 

Arb 13/02 
Laytime - Commencement of "ordinary office hours" in Lagos - 

Whether laytime interrupted while vessel waited for seal 
SUGAR CP, Nigeria, Tema, BIMCO, statement of facts ( SOF).  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

inspection and during opening and closing of hatches - Tallying 

costs 

Arb 14/02 

Time charter trip - Whether vessel off-hire during period of 

arrest - Whether failure of vessel to pass hold inspection 

entitled charterers to withhold hire for period between delivery 

of vessel under time charter and failure of hold inspection 

NYPE, Clause 15, rust scale.  

Arb 15/02 

Time charter trip - Charter giving master option of rejecting 

defective cargo - Charter also providing that mate’s receipts for 

steel cargo could be claused with four specified conditions - 

Master suspending loading of steel cargo containing defects not 

covered by the four specified conditions - Charterers indicating 

no objection to appropriate clausing of mate’s receipts 

NYPE, West Africa, steel cargo, remarks, protest,  

instructions,  clean, claused, clause 8, refusal of Master or 

crew to perform their duties. 

Arb 16/02 NYPE Inter-Club Agreement - Whether claim time-barred 
Seawater, ingress, leaking, ballast tank, ICA, interpretation, 

"shall". 

Arb 17/02 

Time charter - Vessel unable to reach ice-bound port - Charter 

containing typed speed and consumption warranties - Whether 

shipowners in breach of charter - Charterers seeking to make 

deductions of hire - Charterers alleging that deductions made 

bona fide and on reasonable grounds - Whether owners 

entitled to withdraw vessel for non-payment of hire 

NYPE, ice class, Port Alfred, seaworthiness/fitness.  

2001 
Arb 1/01 

Time chartered trip - Whether shipowners in breach of 

charterparty by failing to load maximum cargo 

Freight income , instructions,stowage plans , clause 8, 

unreasonable, master,stevedores (servants). 

Arb 2/01 Charterparty providing for vessel to be discharged on ‘liner out’ Liner terms, Customary Quick Despatch/CQD, laytime, 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

terms - Whether implied term that charterers would ensure 

that the cargo was collected by receivers as fast as the vessel 

could deliver and with reasonable despatch 

implied terms, trucks, detention. 

Arb 3/01 

Hire - Late payment - Amended NYPE form providing that the 

hire to be regarded as correctly paid on confirmation of 

charterers’ bank that money has been remitted irrevocably into 

owners’ bank - Owners to give charterers 48 hours notice in 

writing before withdrawing vessel - Whether receipt of Swift 

details amounted to confirmation of payment of hire - Effect of 

premature withholding of services of vessel by owners - 

Charterers asserting repudiatory breach - Whether owners or 

charterers in repudiatory breach 

Irrevocable remittance- SWIFT. 

Arb 4/01 

Time charter on SHELLTIME 4 form - Failure to redeliver vessel 

on time - 80 day overrun - Appropriate measure of damages - 

Whether charterers entitled to take advantage of “final voyage” 

clause in charter 

SHELLTIME, The Dione and The Black Falcon , windfall, final 

voyage. 

Arb 5/01 

Time charter trip - Dispute relating to delivery - Charterparty 

containing lay/can narrowing provision and providing for 

owners/master to give 10/7/5/3/2/1 days notice of vessel’s 

delivery - Owners failing to narrow lay/can and failing to give 

proper notice of delivery - Vessel delivered earlier than 

expected - Whether lay/can narrowing provision a condition 

precedent - Whether charterers sustained loss and damage by 

NYPE, bunkers, The Niizuru. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

reason of owners’ breaches 

Arb 6/01 

Cleaning of ballast tanks - Whether owners or time-charterers 

liable to bear costs of removing sediments in ballast tanks 

caused by changing from salt water ballast to fresh water 

ballast in order to comply with Brazilian anti-pollution 

requirements 

NYPE, ballast tanks, The Rijn ,The Island Archon , mud, 

crew, defect  in her hull ,efficient state. 

Arb 7/01 

Delay in berthing at discharge port by reason of late payment of 

port dues - Whether vessel “arrived ship” by reason of owners’ 

failure to put port agents in funds - Whether owners liable in 

damages 

BALTIMORE, The Johanna Oldendorff , precondition to 

tender NOR, damages. 

Arb 8/01 

Demurrage - Charterparty providing that charterers to be 

released from any liability to pay demurrage unless original 

documents in support of demurrage claim submitted within 90 

days after discharge - Owners submitting copy documents but 

not originals - Whether demurrage claim time-barred 

ASBATANKVOY, freedom to contract , voyage instructions , 

appoint agents, estoppel, waiver,  conduct, interpretation. 

Arb 9/01 

Deadfreight - Master failing to make prompt protest in writing 

at time cargo loaded - Whether owners precluded from 

claiming deadfreight 

ASBATANKVOY, LOP, The Ionian Skipper.  

Arb 10/01 

Charter of ro-ro vessel - Whether owners in breach relating to 

(1) lane metre capacity (2) speed and consumption (3) 

breakdown of engine (4) shaft breakdown (5) non-functioning 

cabin toilets and showers (6) pour point depressant 

Liner time, ro-ro ,negligence, shaft breakdown, oil, 

seaworthiness, tug, off hire, loss of income ,reputation. 

Arb 11/01 Arbitration - Preliminary award determining specific issues “All the issues”,  amend pleadings, Conquer v Boot.  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

including damages - Charterers subsequently seeking to 

introduce new claim for damages arising out of issue 

determined in preliminary award - Whether charterers 

precluded from raising new claim 

Arb 12/01 

Laytime to start next regular working period commencing 

before 3 pm after receipt of NOR - Meaning of “next regular 

working period” 

SUGAR CP, interpretation. 

Arb 13/01 

Sugar Charterparty 1969 providing that stevedores to be 

appointed by Charterers or Shippers/Receivers and to be 

considered as Owners’ servants - Charterers/Shippers/Receivers 

not to be responsible for any negligence of stevedores - 

Whether stevedores incompetent - Whether charterers liable 

for detention of vessel and loss/damage of cargo resulting from 

stevedores’ incompetence 

Arrest,  blocking and caking , short landing, damage to bags 

and loss of cargo, Hague Rules , defect, The Sinoe , 

indemnity. 

Arb 14/01 

Cargo of rice - Receivers alleging that cargo was infested with 

insects - Vessel incurring considerable delays at discharge port - 

Whether owners entitled to claim indemnity from charterers in 

respect of costs incurred by reason of receivers’ allegations - 

Whether charterers under express or implied duty to fumigate 

cargo 

GENCON, Nouakchott, infestation, stowage, implied term, 

dangerous cargo, indemnity, arrest, detention, receivers, 

insects, usage and custom. 

Arb 15/01 

Charterparty containing option on charterers to detain vessel at 

safe anchorage on payment of US$6,000 per day - Vessel 

arriving at Novorossisk to discharge - Port authority not 

Black sea. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

permitting vessels to berth until paperwork in order - 

Paperwork not in order at time of vessel’s arrival - Master 

tendering “Notice of Arrival” and not “Notice of Readiness” - 

Whether owners entitled to recover damages for detention at 

US$6,000 per day while waiting for berth 

Arb 16/01 
Charterparty describing vessel as having constant weights of 

“About 170 tons” - Whether misdescription 

Short-shipment , short loading, vessel’s description, about, 

freshwater, Unpumpable ballast , dunnage, loss of freight, 

shortage. 

Arb 17/01 

Time charter providing for vessel to be employed between safe 

ports and berths - Whether charterers entitled to order vessel 

to discharge at Bhavnagar anchorage - Whether anchorage safe 

NYPE 93, Trading Limits, anchorage, Burden on the owners, 

anchor, tides, tidal, warning system  ,bad weather, expert 

evidence , tugs, monsoon, precautions, publications, good 

navigation and seamanship, arrest and off hire. 

Arb 18/01 

Time charter trip - Vessel to be redelivered on dropping pilot at 

a safe port Mediterranean not East of Cape Passero - Charterers 

redelivering vessel at Ravenna - Ravenna longitude being west 

of Cape Passero - Whether charterers in breach of charter 

BIMCO “Check Before Fixing”, interpretation. 

Arb 19/01 

NYPE charter - Chilean port requiring vessels to use 14 mooring 

lines - Vessel only equipped with 5 mooring lines in accordance 

with design specification and classification requirements - 

Whether owners or charterers liable for cost of hiring additional 

mooring lines 

The Island Archon ,  Clause 2 "all other usual expenses", 

indemnity. 

Arb 20/01 
Vessel launched in 1983 but not delivered to first owner until 

1986 - Issue arising as to date vessel “built” within meaning of 
NYPE, interpretation. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

charterparty - Whether vessel built in 1983 or 1986 

Arb 21/01 

Delay in discharging cargo of molasses - Whether cargo had 

unusually high viscosity - Whether owners or charterers liable 

for delay 

Heating, pumps, backpressure, expert evidence, burden of 

proof, cavitation. 

Arb 22/01 

Off-hire - Owner refusing to permit vessel to discharge cargo 

after tendering notice of readiness - Whether vessel off-hire 

and/or owners in breach of charter 

Bills of lading, Tema, Abidjan, orders, instructions, 

indemnity, consequential loss 

Arb 23/01 

Vessel time-chartered for storage of dirty petroleum products - 

Charterers alleging that cargo became contaminated with water 

whilst onboard vessel - Charterers arresting vessel on re-

delivery - Charterers bringing proceedings in local court in 

breach of charterparty clause providing for all disputes to be 

referred to English Courts 

SHELLTIME, storage ship, arrest, contamination, indemnity, 

seawater, ballast tanks, pipelines, documentation, 

evidence, speculation, bad faith finding, wrongful arrest. 

2000 

Arb 1/00 

Laytime - Whether vessel in ‘free pratique’ - Whether time from 

‘day preceding holiday’ not to count - Whether statement of 

facts to be regarded as unreliable because charterers’ agents 

not given opportunity to make comments 

GENCON, The Delian Spirit, Muslim countries, construction, 

SOF. 

Arb 2/00 

Cargo shifting in heavy weather - Whether owners or time-

charterers responsible for re-lashing and re-stowing expenses - 

Whether vessel off-hire due to repairs to engine 

NYPE, clause 8, poor stowage, equivalent position, 

interpretation. 

Arb 3/00 

Safe port - Mooring ropes parting while vessel loading at Pier 

No 7 at Arica - Whether charterers in breach of safe port 

warranty - Charterers contracting to pay costs of ‘deviation’ to 

GENCON, The Eastern City , surge, swell, bunkers, shifting. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

third discharge port - Whether charterers liable for costs 

incurred from completion of discharge at third discharge port to 

vessel’s redelivery 

Arb 4/00 

Safe port - Vessel grounding but not sustaining any damage - 

Whether owners entitled to recover cost of investigation 

expenses - Charterers counterclaiming under NYPE Inter Club 

agreement 50% of sum they had to pay to settle a shortage 

claim at Hodeidah - Whether settlement reasonable - Whether 

owners entitled to implied indemnity from charterers 

NYPE, sea bed, rocks, ICA, The Island Archon, indemnity, 

outturn reports, hatches sealed. 

Arb 5/00 

Clause 44 of charterparty providing that claims to be settled 

according to Inter Club New York Produce Exchange Agreement 

- Clause 50 providing that owners to be responsible for damage 

caused by bad stowage - Whether clause 50 had effect to 

disapply Inter Club Agreement - Whether clause 50 constituted 

a ‘material amendment’ in accordance with clause (1)(ii)(a) of 

Inter Club Agreement 

Bad stowage , stevedores, ventilation, hatches , storm,‘and 

responsibility’ , clause 8. 

Arb 6/00 

War risk bonuses paid by owners to crew for call at Luanda - 

Whether owners entitled to recover cost of such bonuses from 

charterers 

SYNACOMEX, Voywar 1950 , insurance premiums 

,blockade. 

Arb 7/00 

Cargo of soda ash contaminated by flakes of scale during 

discharging operations - Whether owners entitled to rely on 

exceptions clause in GENCON charter - Whether owners 

exercised personal due diligence to make vessel seaworthy 

Contaminated and damaged by seawater, flakes of scale 

,bobcat, tank top, due diligence ,bulldozer, cargoworthy, 

stevedores, SGS surveyor , bulldozer, ‘perils of the sea’  and 

"heavy weather", rubbers, hatch, ingress of water. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 8/00 

Cargo found to be damaged at discharge port - Receivers 

discharging some cargo but refusing to discharge balance until 

owners provided security for full value of cargo left onboard - 

Whether vessel off-hire during period of receivers’ refusal to 

discharge - Whether owners liable in damages 

ASBATIME, seawater ingress, hatch cover, due diligence, 

seaworthy, arrest. 

Arb 9/00 

Bunkers on delivery/redelivery - Amount to be paid by 

charterers for redelivery bunkers - Construction of apparently 

conflicting clauses in charterparty 

SHELLTIME 4,addendum, intepretation. 

Arb 10/00 

Vessel spending extensive time at loading port - Owners 

knowing of risk of hull fouling which might reduce vessel’s 

performance - Owners refusing charterers’ requests to have 

undersides surveyed and cleaned at charterers’ expense before 

leaving load port - Vessel suffering from hull fouling which 

resulted in slow prosecution of voyage to discharge port - 

Charterers claiming loss and damage arising from delayed 

arrival at discharge port due to hull fouling - Whether owners in 

breach of charter 

SYNACOMEX, penalty, reasonable despatch ,seaworthiness, 

speed, pre-fixture negotiations ,cross-claim , inspection, 

time of the essence. 

Arb 11/00 

Laytime - Free pratique - Charterparty providing that notice of 

readiness could be tendered whether in free pratique or not - 

NOR tendered on arrival off loading port - Port health 

authorities subsequently discovering that four crew members 

did not have valid vaccination certificates for yellow fever and 

delaying grant of free pratique for 13 days - Whether NOR valid 

SUGAR CP, vaccination certificates , crew, health officials , 

bad weather, free pratique, formality, arrived ship, implied 

obligation, cargo documents. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

or whether laytime did not begin to run until after free pratique 

granted 

Arb 12/00 

Charterparty incorporating GENCON General Ice Clause and 

providing for loading at range of ports including Mariupol - 

Charterers nominating Mariupol as loading port - Owners 

objecting to charterers’ nomination on basis that Mariupol was 

ice-bound - Charterers proposing that vessel should proceed to 

alternative port - Vessel proceeding to alternative port but 

charterers failing to provide a full cargo - Charterers 

maintaining that charterparty had terminated by reason of 

owners’ failure to load at Mariupol - Owners maintaining that 

charterers’ stance was itself a repudiatory breach of charter 

SYNACOMEX, Repudiation, GENCON General Ice Clause, 

volcanic eruption or hostilities, variation.  

Arb 13/00 
Delay in discharging caused by problems with vessel’s grabs - 

Whether vessel off-hire 

NYPE, Breakdown of Winches/Cranes, grabs, clause 15, 

breakdown, damages to equipment, surplusage, 

mishandling, stevedores, and burden of proof. 

Arb 14/00 

Sale of ship for demolition - MOA providing that NOR to be 

tendered by sellers at delivery port with relevant documents 

including ‘portworthy certificate’ - Vessel anchoring off delivery 

port with extreme trim and 7 degree list and hole in bilge in way 

of ballast tank - Whether buyers entitled to reject vessel on 

grounds that she was not ‘portworthy’ and/or was not free of 

external leakages 

Monsoon, ‘water integrity’, ‘unseaworthy’, independent 

surveyor ,spring tides ,‘portworthy’ ,ballast tank, hole, 

leaking, 

Arb 15/00 Charterparty on NYPE form providing for charterers to supply Pilots, servants, bunkering, interpretation, absolute 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

fuel oil to particular specification - Fuel supplied not meeting 

specification and causing shipowners to sustain loss and 

damage - Whether charterers entitled to rely on exemption 

clause deeming bunker firms to be the servants of the 

shipowners 

obligation.  

Arb 16/00 

Charterparty on NYPE form providing that cargo to be loaded 

under supervision of Captain and that master should furnish 

charterers with tally slips and other documents - Charterers 

giving voyage instructions insisting that mate’s receipts and bills 

of lading must be entirely clean - Delay incurred because of 

dispute as to whether master entitled to clause mate’s receipts 

- Whether vessel off-hire 

Clause 8, clause the mate’s receipts, remarks, stevedores, 

sound bags, draft survey , off hire. 

Arb 17/00 

Arbitration - Dismissal for want of prosecution - Application to 

dismiss made before expiry of limitation period but heard after 

limitation period had expired - Whether application failed in 

limine - Whether claimants entitled to commence fresh 

arbitration within limitation period pending hearing of 

application to dismiss for want of prosecution 

Six-year limitation period, inordinate. 

Arb 18/00 

Time charter - Vessel undergoing engine repairs - Change of 

voyage instructions by charterers - Whether vessel off-hire 

during period of repair 

NYPE, Clause 15, construction, consequential loss. 

Arb 19/00 
Charterparty negotiations - Whether fixture concluded - 

Whether charterers entitled to refuse to load cargo on basis 
Hatchcovers, equitable estoppel, repudiation. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

that vessel had pontoon hatchcovers and not MacGregor 

hatchcovers - Whether principles of equitable estoppel relevant 

Arb 20/00 

Speed and consumption claim - Whether vessel’s 

underperformance due to hull fouling caused by compliance 

with charterers’ orders 

NYPE, deduction, hire, bottom fouling , Hague/Visby Rules, 

The Didymi ,The Rijn ,logbooks. 

Arb 21/00 

Demurrage - Weather working time counting as laytime - 

Periods of rain while vessel waiting for cargo - Whether loading 

would have been suspended during rain periods - Whether 

demurrage payable in respect of vessel’s shift between loading 

ports 

GENCON, laydays, non-weather working days ,“no cargo 

operation” , SOF, shifting. 

Arb 22/00 

Arbitration - Jurisdiction - Whether arbitration provision in 

charterparty incorporated in bill of lading containing general 

words of incorporation only 

Interpretation. 

1999 

Arb 1/99 

Bunkers on delivery - Quantity of bunkers on delivery 

determined by joint owners’/charterers’ on-hire survey on 

vessel’s arrival at loading area - That quantity subsequently 

found to be inconsistent with bunker figures telexed by Master 

on completion of loading - Whether joint survey quantity to be 

regarded as conclusive 

NYPE, bunker survey, binding-conclusive evidence, 

consumption calculations, credible explanations. 

Arb 2/99 

Vessel damaged by stevedores during course of loading 

operations by offshore lighters - Whether owners at fault in not 

having suitable local charts on board so as to be able to select 

appropriate anchorage position - Whether charterers liable to 

BIMCO Double Banking ,transshipment, barges, indented 

shell plating, unsafe place, like good order and condition, 

ordinary wear and tear.  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

indemnify owners in respect of damage 

Arb 3/99 

Demurrage - Charter for part cargo - Loading laytime calculated 

on basis of four hatches - Whether charterers entitled to resist 

demurrage claim on basis that four hatches not always available 

because of simultaneous loading of another part cargo 

GENCON, rod in coils, part cargo, stevedores, FIOS 

lashed/secured/dunnaged. 

Arb 4/99 

Agency - Port authority making unannounced change in method 

of charging for unloading cargoes - Port Authority delivering 

invoices to shipowners’ port agent containing errors resulting in 

overcharging - Port agent paying invoices on shipowners’ behalf 

without realising that invoices contained errors - Port agent 

seeking reimbursement from shipowners - Whether shipowners 

entitled to refuse to reimburse agent for amounts overcharged 

LMAA Fast and Low Cost Arbitration Rules, stevedoring 

charges levied, port agent (fault). 

Arb 5/99 
Vessel failed to load expected quantity of cargo - Whether 

Master negligently stowed vessel below full cargo capacity 

NYPE, stowage intake ,cubic bale capacity, stowage factor 

,slack, misdescribed ,bulldozers, Trim, Article IV Rule 2(a), 

clause 8 "under the supervision and responsibility". 

Arb 6/99 

Time charter - Whether vessel off-hire due to engine 

breakdown - Whether shipowners in breach of seaworthiness 

obligations 

Seaworthiness obligations, breakdown , due diligence ,The 

Mareva AS.  

Arb 7/99 

Stevedores refusing to load vessel from small craft at anchorage 

port because of alleged unsuitability of vessel’s cargo gear - 

Vessel subsequently sailing away from port without having 

loaded any cargo - Whether shipowners in breach of charter 

Want of prosecution under section 13A of the Arbitration 

Act 1950, every way fitted , repudiation, too remote. 

Arb 8/99 Time charter trip ‘Duration about 45/55 days without NYPE, Bills of lading, bad faith, delay. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

guarantee’ - Trip taking 87.6 days - Whether charterers in 

breach of their time estimate - Time charter also providing that 

bills of lading should be Congenbills or bills no less favourable - 

Whether bills of lading presented by charterers were less 

favourable than Congenbills 

Arb 9/99 

Demurrage - Whether owners failed to place specified number 

of holds at charterers’ disposal - Whether owners entitled to 

damages for detention resulting from delay involving cargo 

documentation 

GENCON, Statement of Facts (SOF), part cargo, detention. 

Arb 10/99 

Breach of warranty by charterers to nominate port of specified 

depth - Lightening operations necessitated - Basis of calculation 

of damages for detention caused by lightening 

Lighters, barges availability, fault on the part of the owners, 

SOF, bad weather. 

Arb 11/99 

Demurrage - Carriage of cargo of benzene - Whether notices of 

readiness validly tendered at loading and discharge ports - 

Whether cargo tanks ready to receive cargo - Time of 

commencement of laytime - Whether vessel at fault for slow 

speed of discharge 

ASBATANKVOY, NOR, reversible, tank condition, SGS, 

flushed out, cargo pumps and lines, hose at manifold, 

pumping. 

Arb 11/99 

Voyage charter - Shipowners alleging that the use of five tugs at 

discharge port was excessive and that they should only have to 

pay for two tugs - Whether shipowners entitled to require 

charterers to pay the pro rata costs of the additional three tugs 

Cost of pilotage and tugs. 

Arb 12/99 
Voyage charter - Geographical rotation - Whether owners in 

breach 
VEGOILvoy, nominate, ETA clause, delay by charterers fault. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 13/99 Voyage charter - Bills of lading - Whether released late Parcels of cargo, unreasonably delay , FOB contract terms. 

Arb 14/99 

Voyage charterparty - Portable pumps provided for discharging 

palmoil cargo - Whether shipowners or charters liable for costs 

of portable pumps - Whether owners in breach of pumping 

warranty 

Portable pumps , beyond the owners’ control, evidence was 

inconclusive. 

Arb 15/99 

Cargo shortage claim - Whether shipowners entitled to exclude 

liability - Shipowners’ claim for balance of freight - Amount of 

despatch earned 

GENCON, Draft Survey, constant weights , cargo residues 

,bill of lading , stevedores, conflict, construction. 

Arb 16/99 

Time charter trip - Charterers repudiating charter on basis of 

alleged misrepresentations and vessel’s unreadiness to carry 

out chartered service - Whether shipowners or charterers in 

repudiatory breach - Damages 

NYPE, misrepresentations, termination, ready for loading 

,wrongful arrest , measure of damages. 

Arb 17/99 

Speed and consumption warranties - Whether absolute or only 

applicable in “good weather” conditions - Whether allowance 

should be made for “about” in respect of speed 

NYPE, Absolute warranties , all weather conditions, about, 

new building. 

Arb 18/99 

Sale of ship - Sale agreement providing that in case of class 

recommendation calling for repair at next drydocking purchase 

price to be reduced by an amount equal to the cost of such 

repair as estimated by independent surveyor - Surveyor 

recommending repair of propeller blades and bottom plating - 

Meaning of ‘cost of repair’ - Whether surveyor erred in 

including and/or omitting items making up cost of repair 

NORWEGIAN SALEFORM 1987, ship’s underwater parts , 

divers, surveyor, documentation ISM Code, MOA. 

Arb 19/99 Time charter - Hire to be paid in cash without discount every 30 BALTIME FORM, course of dealing, withdraw the vessel. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

days in advance - Owners withdrawing vessel on ground of 

charterers’ failure to make punctual payment of hire - Whether 

withdrawal constituted unlawful repudiation on basis that 

owners had impliedly represented that they would not rely on 

strict terms of charter 

Arb 20/99 

Costs of arbitration - Shipowners making substantial recovery of 

balance of hire in arbitration proceedings, but losing on a 

number of discrete issues - Basis on which costs should be 

awarded 

NYPE, condition of the holds repainted, off hire, marine 

growth. 

Arb 21/99 

Time charter - Indian vessel delayed in proceeding to second 

loading port because of threat to arrest all Indian vessels - 

Whether charterers liable to pay hire during period of delay 

NYPE, dues, authorities, ‘boycott’ or ‘picket’, Crew matters, 

flag,  

1998 

Arb 1/98 

Sub-charter on NYPE form providing for redelivery bonus to be 

paid to disponent owners “upon commencement of last 

voyage” - Vessel redelivered by sub-charterers at port outside 

redelivery range - Whether disponent owners entitled to 

redelivery bonus 

NYPE, The Rijn , Loss calculation. 

Arb 2/98 

Vessel deviated to Piraeus - Whether Master falsified 

navigational records - Whether shipowners guilty of repudiatory 

breach of charter entitling charterers to terminate 

NYPE, Deviation, logs, repudiation, sick crew, implied term, 

clause 8, utmost despatch,  Oceanroutes. 

Arb 3/98 

Time charter precluding dry-docking during currency of charter 

- Classification Society insisting on dry-docking - Whether 

owners in repudiatory breach - Charterers redelivering vessel 

NYPE, intermediate or innominate term, The Rijn ,notional 

voyage. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

outside contractual delivery range - Measure of damages 

Arb 4/98 

Demurrage claim - Whether time-barred for failing to submit 

supporting documents within specified period - Delay at loading 

port caused by port congestion and by charterers’ failure to 

provide load-ready cargo - Whether owners in breach of clause 

guaranteeing discharge of cargo “at half the agreed laytime or 

maintain 100 psi at ship’s manifold” 

VEGOIL form , time- bar, readiness of cargo, shippers, 

pumping records. 

Arb 5/98 
Demurrage - Whether general mutual exceptions clause in 

Sugar Charterparty applies to laytime 
The Forum Craftsman, The Lefthero , The Kalliopi A , strike. 

Arb 6/98 

Charterers in repudiatory breach by failing to perform direct 

continuation voyage - Measure of damages - Nature of voyage 

which would have been performed had charterers performed 

continuation voyage in accordance with the charter 

ASBATANKVOY, measure of damages, least profitable -least 

burthensome. 

Arb 7/98 
Vessel damaged during berthing at discharge terminal - 

Whether charterers liable for nominating unsafe port 

ASBATANKVOY, tugs, fenders, pilot, warnings of the 

risks/dangers ,berthing manoeuvre, negligence. 

Arb 8/98 Whether charterers liable for delivering contaminated bunkers 
Samples, continuous drip , circumstantial evidence, 

bunkering,  SGS analysis. 

Arb 9/98 

Laytime - whether commencement of laytime at loading port 

delayed by absence of free pratique - whether notice of 

readiness at discharge port invalid - effect of lightering 

provisions in rider to charterparty 

ASBATANKVOY, 6 hours notice, free pratique ,condition 

precedent , The Petr Schmidt ,The Laura Prima . 

Arb 10/98 
Time charter - whether charterers liable for loss and damage 

incurred by owners in having to clean holds 
NYPE, Variation Agreement, ILOHC,  Diversion. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 11/98 
Laytime - delay at loading port caused by draft survey carried 

out for benefit of shippers - whether delay counts as laytime 

GENCON, delay for cargo documents, draft survey, 

shippers. 

Arb 12/98 
Laytime - calculation of despatch on basis of time saved - 

whether laytime exceptions should be taken into account 
GENCON, time saved, weekend exceptions, construction. 

Arb 13/98 

Deadfreight - Notice of readiness opting to load ‘about’ stated 

tonnage of cargo - Whether charterers loaded full quantity of 

cargo 

GENCON, letter of credit ,election, "about" margin. 

Arb 14/98 

Time charter - Owners withdrawing vessel after failure to pay 

instalments of hire - Whether owners entitled to Interim Award 

for outstanding hire 

Notice, withhold the bills of lading (BL), The Lutetian , 

repudiation. 

Arb 15/98 

Charterparty containing London arbitration clause - Charterers 

bringing cargo claim against shipowners in foreign jurisdiction - 

Whether shipowners entitled to indemnity for charterers’ 

breach of agreement to refer disputes to London arbitration 

GENCON, cargo shortage, sealed hatches, draft survey,  bill 

of lading, “weight unknown”, indemnity. 

Arb 16/98 

Laytime - Whether charterers designated and procured a berth 

reachable on arrival - Whether owners or charterers liable for 

delay in vessel reaching berth 

ASBATANKVOY, tugs and bad weather, The Laura Prima , 

“awaiting tugs”, tug strike. 

Arb 17/98 
Time-charter - Whether owners or charterers liable for time 

spent cleaning ship’s bottom 

NYPE, tropical waters ,The Rijn ,anti-fouling ,  coating, 

Evidence, burden of proof. 

Arb 18/98 

Time charter terminated after owners’ acceptance of 

repudiatory breach - Whether owners entitled to claim whole 

of instalment of hire due for period during which charter 

terminated 

NYPE, repudiation, hire payment, unreported decision 

,voyage instructions.  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 19/98 
Contract of Affreightment - Whether owners entitled to 

damages for detention 

BPVOY 3, COA, quantum meruit, delay for cargo documents 

, deviation, waiting orders ,bunkers. 

Arb 20/98 
Notice of readiness received by shippers and local agents - 

Whether notice given to ‘charterer’ as required by charterparty 
ASBATANKVOY, clause 6, NOR, agents. 

Arb 21/98 
Demurrage claim - Whether accompanied by all supporting 

documents - Whether time-barred 

ASBATANKVOY, clause 11 (time bar), statement of facts , 

The Oltenia.  

Arb 22/98 

Carriage of goods by sea - Owners refusing to deliver cargo 

unless original bills of lading presented - Whether owners acted 

unreasonably in refusing to discharge cargo 

NYPE, letter of idemnity( LOI), Bills of lading, loss of time 2 

days, agents, lien, clause 8. 

Arb 23/98 

Self-trimming bulk carriers - Charterparty providing that cargo 

to be loaded free of expense of vessel - Whether owners or 

charterers liable to pay spout trimming charges 

NORGRAIN, stevedores, clause 10 ,typewritten amendment 

,stowing and trimming, FIO. 

Arb 24/98 
Sale of ship - Sellers in repudiatory breach - Measure of 

damages 
Available market , Sale of Goods Act 1979, sale contract. 

Arb 25/98 

Time charter - Whether vessel off-hire during period of hold 

cleaning - Whether owners entitled to recover cleaning 

expenses from charterers 

NYPE, defects in the holds, NCB,  loose rust ,loose paint , 

residue ,hatch cover gaskets, hole, damages ( remote), 

deductions from hire.  

Arb 26/98 

Demurrage claim - Whether agreement reached that receivers 

to be liable to demurrage - Whether vessel in breach of 

pumping warranty 

Hose, pumping capacity, shifting costs, additional berths. 

1997 
Arb 1/97 

Laytime - Owners’ option to tender prior to laydays - Meaning 

of ”Prior time used to count as laytime” 

BALTIMORE Berth Form C, typescript words, construction, 

legalistic argument, legal drafting. 

Arb 2/97 Voyage charter incorporating Clause Paramount from Conline GENCON, ambiguity. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

bill of lading - Whether Hague-Visby Rules time-bar 

incorporated into charter 

Arb 3/97 

Laytime - Charter providing for loading of part cargoes and 

containing provision that ”ordinary delays to be shared pro-

rata” - Basis of calculation of laytime at loading and discharging 

ports 

Americanized Welsh Coal ,part-cargo , demurrage,time 

prior to berthing ,pro-rate laytime. 

Arb 4/97 Voyage charterparty - Calculation of deadfreight Unpumpable ballast ,fresh water  and bunkers. 

Arb 5/97 

Time charter trip for “about 55/65 days without guarantee” - 

Vessel redelivered late - Meaning of expression “without 

guarantee” - Whether voyage orders illegitimate - Whether 

charterers misrepresented duration of trip 

Reasonable estimate, Japy Freres v Sutherland, Benship 

International Inc v Demand Shipping Co ,bad faith. 

Arb 6/97 
Time charter - Vessel grounded after leaving port of Paranagua 

- Whether port unsafe 

NYPE, pilot, bathymetrical survey, clause 26, good 

seamanship. 

Arb 7/97 

Laytime - Whether laytime should be calculated separately for 

each discharging port - Whether time after noon on Saturdays 

to count as laytime 

Reversible, average rate, conflict of terms, interpretation. 

Arb 8/97 

Time charter providing that vessel should be inspected by 

owners/charterers and Port-Captaincy prior to delivery -Owners 

complaining of inordinate amount of time taken by charterers 

to carry out inspection - Whether charterers in breach of 

charter 

Class survey, duty to cooperate ( implied), ready for 

delivery, defects. 

Arb 9/97 
Vessel grounded whilst approaching port of Matanzas on 

Orinoco River - Whether port unsafe - Whether charterers 

NYPE, unsafe port, The Eastern City, pilot ( clause 26), good 

seamanship, due diligence. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

under obligation to use due diligence or under an absolute 

obligation 

Arb 10/97 
Time charter - Whether vessel withdrawn from chartered 

service 
NYPE, payment of hire, suspension, agents, bills of lading. 

Arb 11/97 

Voyage charterparty - Vessel having to wait for high tide to 

leave berth after loading cargo and having to wait for high tide 

to sail out of port - Whether charterers in breach of safe port or 

“always accessible” warranties 

NORGRAIN, named safe port, unsafe port, Voylayrules 93 , 

interpretation (dictionary), The Kyzikos ,beyond the 

control.  

Arb 12/97 

Laytime - Whether charterers entitled to deduct for alleged 

raintime - Whether charterers entitled to deduct in respect of 

period during which ship’s crane broken down 

Rain, statement of facts (SOF), evidence, balance of 

probabilities. 

Arb 13/97 
Speed and consumption claim - General observations about 

conduct of references under LMAA Small Claims Procedure 

Underperformance, arbitration practice, de minimis, 

continuing warranty, independent, deviation. 

Arb 14/97 

Charterparty anticipating that vessel would need to drydock 

during charter period - Vessel going off-hire as a result of 

drydocking for period exceeding 30 days - Whether charterers 

entitled to cancel charter pursuant to contractual provision 

ITF boycott , intepretation. 

Arb 15/97 
Laytime - Whether Saturday mornings in Romania to count as 

laytime or as “holidays” 
BIMCO Holiday Calendar, statement of facts (SOF). 

Arb 16/97 

Laytime - Whether laytime should not count during periods of 

alleged bad weather - Charterers counterclaiming in respect of 

alleged breaches by ship in relation to stowage of cargo 

“Weather working days”, burden of proof , SOF from other 

ships, deck cargo, misdescribed, masters approval. 

Arb 17/97 Charterparty providing for carriage of part cargo of wheat to SYNACOMEX, shifting time, NOR. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

one safe berth - Vessel gave notice of readiness on arrival at 

berth but thereafter shifted to second berth prior to discharging 

wheat cargo - Charterers contending that vessel was not at 

their disposal until arrival at second berth - Whether notice of 

readiness valid 

Arb 18/97 
Charterparty - Fixture negotiations - Whether parties had 

agreed to incorporate a clause excluding USA trading 

“Main term”, trading exclusions , proforma, logically 

amended.  

Arb 19/97 

Set-off - State shipowning organisation claiming unpaid hire - 

Whether charterers entitled to set-off against claim for hire in 

arbitration proceedings a debt owed to charterers by another 

state organisation 

NYPE, Interim Award, The Kostas Melas, set off, 

Jurisdiction, arbitration clause, cross- claim. 

1996 

Arb 1/96 
Speed and consumption claims - Whether time-barred under 

section 3(6) of US COGSA 

Preliminary issue , “loss or damage” , physical loss of or 

damage, construction. 

Arb 2/96 
Time charter - Late redelivery - Measure of damages 

recoverable by owners for overlap 

Damages calculation, margin, about, limited material 

available. 

Arb 3/96 

Arbitration - Jurisdiction - Charterparty concluded by telex 

stating “LONDON FOR CP” - Whether contract contained 

arbitration clause 

Arbitration practice, preliminary issue , construction issues, 

brokers, main terms. 

Arb 4/96 

Voyage charter - Whether owners entitled to recover bunker 

cancellation charges incurred by reason of charterers’ failure to 

provide cargo at first loading port - Whether owners entitled to 

recover costs incurred in exercising lien at discharge port 

consequent upon charterers’ failure to pay full freight and 

Lien, storage expenses and legal costs, damages 

(foreseeable). 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

demurrage 

Arb 5/96 

Contract - Whether charterparty repudiated by charterers - 

Whether charterers entitled to rely on force majeure clause in 

connection with shippers’ failure to provide cargo 

Renunciation of the charter, substitute cargo, mitigation. 

Arb 6/96 

Vessel had to put back to port to re-stow cargo after cargo 

shifted in heavy weather - Whether vessel off-hire - Whether 

charterers entitled to recover damages for additional expenses 

incurred in re-stowage 

“Other accident” , bagged cargo ,stowage,master’s duty of 

supervision. 

Arb 6/96 ( 

twice 

referred) 

Time charterparty - Vessel arrested by charterers at redelivery 

port in respect of claims relating to condition of vessel - 

Whether arrest of vessel by charterers constituted an off-hire 

event 

The Mastro Giorgis ,“… any other cause whatsoever …”  

clause 15, charterers' actions, implication,extraneous to the 

vessel, Mala fides. 

Arb 7/96 

Arbitration - Claimants failed to provide security for costs - 

Whether arbitrators have jurisdiction to order permanent stay - 

Circumstances in which permanent stay should be granted. 

Arbitration practice, discovery, stay pending security, 

peremptory order, injunction. 

Arb 8/96 

Laytime - Cargo to be discharged at rate of 2,000 tons per 

weather working day - Only 5 out of 6 hatches available - 

Whether discharging rate to be reduced pro rata 

Representation or warranty , part cargo. 

Arb 9/96 

Laytime - Effect of delay in acceptance of notice of readiness at 

loading port - Congestion at discharge port - Whether vessel has 

to be reported and ready and in free pratique before time can 

count 

C(Ore)7 ,The Atlantic Sun, NOR promptly accepted, The 

Freijo, condition precedent.  

Arb 10/96 Voyage charterparty - Whether vessel ready for carriage of Rejection due to gas in tanks, liquid residues, ready to load , 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

cargo - Whether owners in breach of “expected ready” and 

“utmost despatch” provisions 

rectification, repudiation. 

Arb 11/96 NA   

Arb 12/96 

Charterparty concluded by exchange of telexes - Cargo of bulk 

rice - Whether shipowners obliged to clean vessel merely to 

grain standard or to higher edible rice standard 

Main terms, cleaning requirements, logical amendments, 

cancel (cancellation). 

Arb 13/96 
Arbitration - Taxation of costs - Principles applicable to 

recoverability of costs in respect of salaried in - house lawyer 

Section 18 AA 1950, costs of the reference, timesheets 

(hours), Witness expenses. 

Arb 14/96 

Voyage charterparty - Delays incurred at loading port as a result 

of difficulties in loading cargo - Whether delays attributable to 

breaches of charter by owner 

Demurrage, stowage plan (NOR), condition precedent, 

tanktop strength, representation/warranty, “unobstructed” 

holds ,tweendeck ship.  

1995 

Arb 1/95 

Time charter - Vessel redelivered early under agreement that 

charterers would pay difference between what owners got by 

fixing ship in market and rate charterers were paying and 

subject to other conditions - Whether agreement broken by 

owners 

Early redelivery, burden (mitigation), positioning cargo, hire 

rate applied. 

Arb 2/95 
Laytime - Weekend excepted laytime - Whether laytime should 

be subject to exception in respect of weather 
The words “total” and “all purposes.”  

Arb 3/95 

Sale of goods - Whether custom of trade that “…grade … as per 

usual Nigerian export quality” meant that the cargo had to have 

a sulphur content of not greater than 0.37% by weight 

Prove binding custom, implied terms, expert evidence. 

Arb 4/95 
Laytime - Whether line displacements required by SGS counted 

as laytime 
Meaning of "to … other cause attributable to the vessel". 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 5/95 

Voyage charter - Vessel delayed in loading cargo because of 

classification society’s recommendation requiring corrosion 

damage to be repaired before vessel traded - Recommendation 

made after charter concluded although corrosion was in 

existence and known to owners before date of fixture - 

Whether owners in breach of charter 

ASBATANKVOY, cargo worthy, seaworthy, ballast tanks, 

class surveys, chartering substitute tonnage-damages. 

Arb 6/95 

Vessel detained in port by reason of local customs officers’ 

suspicion that vessel involved in smuggling - Whether vessel off-

hire during period of detention 

Off hire clause 15 "any other cause", deviation clause only 

at sea/ not port, Arrest. 

Arb 7/95 

Time charter - Owners agree to early redelivery of vessel in 

consideration for lumpsum payment - Agreement expressed to 

be “in full and final settlement” - Whether charterers precluded 

from deducting value of bunkers on redelivery from agreed 

lumpsum 

Declaratory award, lumpsum payment, NYPE. 

Arb 8/95 
Laytime - Notice of Readiness tendered at English port on 

Saturday 26 December - Date of commencement of laytime 
AMWELSH form, unless sooner commenced, holidays. 

Arb 9/95 

Voyage charterparty - Time at which freight became due and 

payable - Whether owners entitled to interim award for balance 

of freight where charterers brought counterclaim for damages 

based on alleged breach of pumping warranty 

Freight payment due, interim award, implied term. 

Arb 10/95 

One year time limit on bringing arbitration proceedings - 

Whether owners’ claim time-barred - Whether owners entitled 

to rely on principles of waiver or estoppel 

Promissory estoppel, estoppel by convention, claim was 

time-barred, arbitration practice. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 11/95 
Laytime - Whether NOR validly tendered - Whether vessel 

“arrived ship” - Whether time lost by “obstructions” to count 

EUROMED, NOR Zona Comun, The Johanna Oldendorff 

test, Second NOR, Estopped. 

Arb 12/95 
Time-charter trip for 65 days without guarantee - Meaning of 

words “without guarantee” 

In good faith, Japy Freres v Sutherland, Benship 

International Inc v Demand Shipping Co SA.  

Arb 13/95 

Laytime - Whether charter should be rectified - Construction of 

clause providing that cargo was to be discharged at specified 

average rate “per weather working day during working hours” 

“Weather working day” , “amended according to main 

terms agreed”, rectification. 

Arb 14/95 

Laytime - Charterparty providing that laytime should commence 

12 hours after NOR tendered or when loading commenced 

whichever was sooner - NOR to be tendered subject to free 

pratique being granted prior to or on arrival - Vessel started 

loading before expiry of 12 hours after granting of free pratique 

- Dispute as to when laytime started to count 

NOR, waiver. 

Arb 15/95 

Vessel arrested very shortly after delivery under time-charter 

by claimants relying on “associated ship” jurisdiction - Whether 

existence of arrest order meant that ship was not lawfully 

delivered under time-charter - Nature of shipowners obligations 

in relation to getting vessel released from arrest so as to 

continue with her chartered service 

Arrest, necessary or reasonable endeavours , lift the arrest, 

implied term, damages claim. 

Arb 16/95 
Practice - Whether arbitration claim should be dismissed for 

want of prosecution 

Arbitration practice, section 13 A AA 1950, The Boucraa, 

claim struck out, limitation period, death of witness- fair 

resolution. 

Arb 17/95 Voyage charterparty - Choice of discharge ports - Whether SYNACOMEX, damages and indemnity, charterers' orders, 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

implied term that charterers would nominate discharging ports 

in geographical rotation 

The Hadjitsakos.  

Arb 18/95 

Laytime - Notice of readiness tendered and accepted before 

vessel had obtained free pratique - Free pratique obtainable at 

anchorage - Time of commencement of laytime 

STEMMOR, conflict of terms, requirements for laytime to 

start, waiver and estoppel, NOR. 

Arb 19/95 

Time charter - Owners held liable to cargo interests for delivery 

of cargo without production of bills of lading - Whether owners 

entitled to indemnity from time-charterers 

NYPE, Masters' negligence, agents, voyage instructions, 

navigation. 

Arb 20/95 

Time charter - Whether owners obliged to comply with 

charterers’ orders to load grain at New Orleans - Interpretation 

of pre-fixture exchanges 

Excluded trading areas, signed charterparty, as per main 

terms agreed, interpretation. 

Arb 21/95 
Laytime - Whether time spent obtaining Port Authorities’ 

clearance to count as laytime 
GENCON, clearance as formality, evidence of time lost NOR. 

Arb 22/95 
Laytime - Whether time during periods when ship’s cranes 

broke down to count as laytime 

Limited evidence available, burden of proof, deductions 

from laytime 

Arb 23/95 

Laytime - Charterers alleged that cargo damage caused 

slowdown in rate of discharging - Whether time lost to count as 

laytime 

GENCON clause 2, stevedores, torn bags. 

Arb 24/95 

Laytime - Whether notice given by charterers at first loading 

port directing owners to proceed to alternative loading port 

was effective to stop time counting for laytime 

SYNACOMEX, whether brokers the owners agents,  notice 

to the brokers. 

Arb 25/95 
Charterparty - Whether owners liable to charterers in damages 

for delay in releasing bills of lading 

Damages by way of interest, delay in signing bills of 

lading(BL).  
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 26/95 

Charterparty - Delays caused by need to fumigate vessel to 

clear infestation resulting from previous charter - Whether 

owners or charters liable for the delays 

Fumigation time and cost, free of insects. 

1994 

HK 1/94 
Charterers fail to provide cargo for vessel at loading port - 

Whether owners entitled to withdraw vessel 
Repudiation, GENCON, Jupiter clauses, frustration. 

Arb 1/94 

Charterparty provided for master to give 15, 10, seven, five 

days and 72, 48 and 24 hours’ notice of expected date and time 

of arrival, failing which charterers to be allowed 24 hours extra 

laytime - Master failed to give all the notices - Whether 

charterers entitled to 24 hours extra laytime 

  

Arb 2/94 
Laytime exceptions clause - Construction of ""any other cause 

beyond control of Charterers” 
Ejusdem generis, exceptions, ambiguity, general provisions. 

Arb 3/94 

NYPE Inter-Club Agreement - Charterers compromised claim by 

receivers - Whether receivers’ claim “properly settled or 

compromised” 

Hatch, sealed, proof, ICA. 

Arb 4/94 Time charter - Speed and consumption claim About; de minimis, Hague Rules, seaworthy, bad weather. 

Arb 5/94 
Laytime - Time lost as a result of bee swarm - Whether force 

majeure event 
Laytime exceptions. 

Arb 6/94 

Time charter - Ownership of vessel transferred shortly after 

delivery under charter - Whether charterers entitled to be 

credited with value of charterers’ bunkers remaining on board 

at time of transfer of vessel to new owners 

  

Arb 7/94 Whether respondents entitled to set-off against any damages   
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

recovered by claimants the amount claimed by respondents 

against claimants in separate arbitration proceedings 

Arb 8/94 

Charterparty provided that owners should have right to bunker 

at loading port “without affecting charterers’ operations” - 

Owners planned to load bunkers at loading port which would 

result in charterers having to alter stowage plan - Whether 

owners entitled to load bunkers at loading port 

  

Arb 9/94 

Charterers alleged that ship’s gear was incapable of discharging 

cargo at proper rate and refused to discharge balance of cargo - 

Ship’s crew discharged balance of cargo using ship’s gear - 

Whether shipowners entitled to recover cost of additional 

payments to crew 

NYPE, Customary assistance, extra payment to crew, 

windfall, mitigation. 

Arb 10/94 

Laytime - Notice of readiness tendered when vessel not ready 

to load - Second notice tendered when vessel ready to load but 

stating that it had been tendered at date and time on which 

first notice tendered - Whether second notice valid 

  

Arb 11/94 
Cargo claim - Rolled steel coils damaged by rust caused by 

condensation - Whether shipowners liable 

Hague-Visby Rules, uncargoworthy and hence 

unseaworthy. 

Arb 12/94 Contract - Whether charterparty concluded orally ASBATANKVOY, damages and demurrage. 

Arb 13/94 

Contract - Owners and charterers reached “ad hoc” agreement 

under which bill of lading was to state discharge destination 

different from charterparty destination provided that owners 

were fully indemnified from all consequences and were 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

protected by bank guarantee - Whether agreement entitled 

shipowners to detain vessel at loading port until bank 

guarantee had been received by them 

Arb 14/94 

Arbitration tribunal considers important principles relating to 

the award of costs in arbitrations where claimants failed to beat 

an offer made by respondents which lapsed after 21 days 

Costs in arbitration. 

Arb 15/94 

Parties to arbitration agreed to each charter a vessel to the 

other - Fixtures concluded on same day and expressed to be 

“part of single transaction” - Whether cancellation of one vessel 

for failing to meet laycan resulted in the cancellation of the 

other vessel 

  

Arb 16/94 Time charter - Whether vessel off-hire Engine damages- repairs, cylinder liner. 

Arb  17/94 

Claim for deadfreight - Broken stowage - Charterparty providing 

for stowage factor of 60 cu ft per metric ton - Actual stowage 

factor of loaded cargo was 94.33 cu ft per metric ton - 

Charterers contended that owners had previous experience of 

relevant cargo and had represented stowage factor to 

charterers 

  

1993 

Arb 1/93 
Time-charter - Late payments of hire - Whether shipowners 

entitled to withdraw vessel 

NYPE, repudiation, first hire payment, anti-technicality 

clause. 

Arb 2/93 

Charterparty - Nominated vessel in repudiatory breach by 

refusing to load cargo - Measure of damages - Charterers 

claiming indemnity in respect of loss incurred by sister company 

Repudiation, sister company,quantum of damages, mitigate 

loss, remote, credit. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 3/93 
Demurrage - Time lost waiting for berth to discharge 

overstowed cargo 

GENCON, part cargo, notice of readiness, 'double 

demurrage'. 

Arb 4/93 

Demurrage - Berth not reachable on arrival because of weather 

conditions - Delay in berthing incurred by reason of breakdown 

of vessel’s windlass - Whether charterers liable for delay 

ASBATANKVOY, latent defect, break in the chain of 

causation. 

Arb 5/93 

Charterers enter into addendum agreement to pay damages for 

detention as a result of owners’ threats to sail ship for failure to 

provide contractual cargo - Whether agreement voidable on 

ground of economic duress 

  

Arb 6/93 
Late payment of hire - Whether owners entitled to exercise lien 

on cargo at loading port 
NYPE, off hire, master refused loading. 

Arb 7/93 Late payment of hire - Whether lien on cargo properly exercised  Close the hatches, suspend discharging. 

Arb 8/93 
Vessel damaged by stevedores’ negligence - SYNACOMEX 

charter - Whether charterers liable 
Ships hold, derrick, FIOS. 

Arb 9/93 

Jet oil cargo contaminated by seawater - Whether charterers 

entitled to recover damages for loss of profits due to fall in 

market price 

ASBATANKVOY, seaworthiness , tests. 

Arb 10/93 

Cargo damage claim referred to arbitration - Charterers sought 

to introduce new cargo shortage claim after elapse of one year 

time limit - Whether shortge claim time-barred 

ASBATANKVOY, contamination, damaged cargo. 

Arb 11/93 
Delay in waiting for a berth - Whether charterers liable for 

demurrage 

Time lost provision, berth charter, The Kyzikos, always 

accessible. 

Arb 12/93 Charterparty provided for N.Y.P.E. Inter-Club Agreement to Clause 26 includes ' cargo claims', and clause 8, additional 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

determine cargo claims - Whether typed amendments to 

charterparty overrode provisions of Inter-Club Agreement 

clauses, ICA, interpretation. 

Arb 13/93 

Long term contract of affreightment provided for termination in 

event of outbreak of war not involving “local or limited 

hostilities . . . unlikely to have a direct impact on the 

performance” of the contract - Charterers relied on Gulf War in 

order to terminate contract - Whether cancellation justified 

Interpretation of words, technical definition. 

Arb 14/93 
Laytime - Delay in provision of cargo documents after hoses 

disconnected at loading port 
ASBATANKVOY. 

Arb 15/93 

Charterparty contained cancelling date but no e.t.a. - Vessel 

accepted by charterers at loading port subsequent to cancelling 

date - Whether owners in breach of charter 

BALTIMORE C, cancelling date, ETA notices. 

Arb 16/93 

Time-charter - Whether implied term that shipowners would 

exercise reasonable endeavours to procure the lifting of Arab 

blacklisting imposed by mistake 

Blacklisted, off hire. 

Arb 17/93 

Time charterparty referred to N.Y.P.E. Inter-Club Agreement - 

Whether cargo claim “properly settled” - Whether vessel 

unseaworthy 

Heavy weather, lashing, rolling, rollers breaking loose, ICA. 

Arb 18/93 

Disputed dock charges - Whether agreement to pay charges on 

50/50 basis entered into by charterers as a result of economic 

duress by owners 

  

Arb 19/93 
Oil charterparty - Demurrage claim - Whether owners in breach 

of pumping clause 
ASBATANKVOY, slow pumping. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 20/93 

Time charterparty - Construction of clause providing that vessel 

to be off-hire with all bunkers consumed in the event of failing 

to pass inspections at loadport 

Holds rejection, off hire, rust scale, insects. 

1992 

Arb 1/92 

Ship’s crane damaged by stevedores’ negligence - Whether 

charterers liable for cost of repair or owners liable for cost of 

hiring shore cranes 

NYPE, Like good order.  

Arb 2/92 
Time charter - Whether vessel unseaworthy at beginning of 

voyage 

NYPE, underwater damage,shell plating,metallurgical 

evidence. 

Arb 3/92 

Voyage charterparty - Supplementary agreement entitling 

charterers to load additional cargo at specified freight rate - 

Construction of supplementary agreement - Freight and laytime 

provisions 

Reversible laytime. 

Arb 4/92 
Whether owners entitled to demurrage for delay caused by 

cargo fumigation and engine breakdown 
Unseaworthiness, burden of proof, breakdown. 

Arb 5/92 
Whether owners acted reasonably in purporting to exercise lien 

over cargo 
Demurrage, general average. 

Arb 6/92 
Whether shipowners entitled to damages for delay caused by 

draft survey 
  

Arb 7/92 
Loading port closed for certain periods due to heavy swell - 

Whether laytime continued to run during periods of closure 
Shifting, laytime, weather, swell. 

Arb 8/92 
Laytime - Whether notice of readiness validly tendered - 

Whether charterers estopped from disputing validity of notice 
NOR. 

Arb 9/92 Construction of freight provisions - Lumpsum freight payable   
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

where two-port discharge ordered - Whether owners entitled 

to deadfreight 

Arb 10/92 
Time charter - Bunkers - Whether owners entitled to require 

high quality fuel equivalent to gasoil rather than MDO 
  

Arb 11/92 

Vessel waits off discharge port pending receipt of freight - 

Agreement between owners and charterers in respect of 

payment for vessel’s detention - Whether owners prevented 

from relying on agreement 

All waiting time, pending freight payment- detention. 

Arb 12/92 
Whether successful party to arbitration entitled to recover 

costs of lay representation 
  

Arb 13/92 
Time-charter - Construction of speed and consumption 

warranties 

Without guarantee, about, continuing warranty, implied 

term, contra proferentem. 

Arb 14/92 
Cargo damage caused by fault of both shipowners and 

charterers - Liability for damage 
Burden of proof, causa sine qua non, apportionment. 

Arb 15/92 
Voyage charterparty - Whether Bangkok and Kosichang to be 

treated as two ports or one 

SUGAR CP, Guide to port entry,  deletion of words, notice of 

readiness. 

Arb 16/92 
Voyage charterparty - Whether Bangkok and Kosichang to be 

treated as two ports or one 
Turn time, top up place. 

Arb 17/92 
Laytime - Sugar Charterparty - Whether notice of readiness 

validity tendered 
Holds, prompt inspection  to be implied. 

Arb 18/92 
Laytime - Sugar Charterparty - Whether notice of readiness 

validly tendered 
Cargo residues, implied term. 

Arb 19/92 Vessel leaves loading port before loading all the cargo which GENCON, charterers orders,  frustration, lumpsum freight, 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

charterers said they would have made available - Whether 

owners entitled to balance of freight - Whether charterers 

entitled to damages 

shut-out cargo, penalty. 

Arb 20/92 

Vessel delayed at discharge port as a result of charterer’s failure 

to accept notice of readiness and procedure discharge of cargo 

- Whether owners entitled to damages for detention 

The Atlantic Sunbeam, The Delian Spirit , laytime, 

reasonable diligence. 

Arb 21/92 
Delay in discharging cargo - Whether owners or charterers 

liable 
GENCON, Bill of lading, lien. 

Arb 22/92 

Vessel stranded as a result of steering wrong course - Whether 

owners failed to exercise due diligence to provide proper 

navigational equipment and/or a competent crew 

SHELLTIME, radar, gyro compass, minefields. 

Arb 23/92 

Voyage charterparty - Holds not clean on arrival at loading port 

- Whether surveyor’s rejection of vessel unreasonable - 

Whether charterers entitled to damages for owners’ breach 

SUGAR CP, Fishmeal odour free, traces, bleach in holds, 

residues in cargo spaces, NOR. 

Arb 24/92 

Laytime to be calculated by different discharging rates 

applicable to different types of cargo - Whether laytime to be 

calculated separately for each cargo 

Reversible. 

Arb 25/92 
Demurrage claim to be “presented” to charterers within 90 

days of discharge - Whether claim time-barred 
ASBATANKVOY. 

Arb 26/92 

Demurrage claim time-barred unless received by charterer 

along with supporting documents within 90 days of discharge - 

Owners sent some documents but did not send notice of 

readiness at discharge port until after 90-day period - Whether 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

claim time-barred 

Arb 27/92 
Vessel tendered notice of readiness when slops of previous 

cargo still on board - Whether notice validly tendered 
ASBATANKVOY, NOR validity. 

Arb 28/92 

Charterparty variation gave charterers greater range of 

loadport options but failed to make any change to original 

cancelling date provision - Whether term to be implied that 

cancelling date should be extended 

ASBATANKVOY. 

Arb 29/92 

Time charter - Cargo wetted during loading as a result of violent 

rain shower - Charterers alleged time lost in consequence - 

Whether vessel off-hire and/or owners liable in damages 

NYPE, Forecasts, wetted bagged cargo.  

Arb 30/92 

Charterparty provided for loading rate basis two hatches - Twin 

hatches tendered for loading - Not possible to use two gangs in 

each hatch as charterers had intended - Basis of laytime 

calculation 

Implied terms. 

Arb 31/92 

Laytime - Notice of readiness tendered by shipowners but not 

accepted by charterers until 6 days later - Whether notice 

received on date of tendering or date of acceptance 

NOR. 

1991 

Arb 1/91 
Laytime - Vessel waiting for berth - Whether time counts as 

laytime 

NCB, USDA,OBO, commercial limits, usual waiting place, 

laytime 

Arb 2/91 
Voyage-chartered vessel detained as a result of cargo injunction 

obtained by third party - Whether charterers liable for damages 

Encumbrance, implied term, Arbitration practice- 

enforcement of award. 

Arb 3/91 
Vessel damaged during grab discharge - Duty of shipowners in 

relation to appointment of stevedores - Whether stevedores 

NORGRAIN, damage to the vessel and fittings, grab 

discharge ,tween-decker. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

incompetent 

Arb 4/91 

Rotation of discharge ports in owners’ option - Vessel’s draft 

too great for discharge at first port - Whether charterers’ liable 

for failing to designate and procure a safe berth reachable on 

arrival 

ASBATANKVOY, implied term. Dissenting arbitrator. 

Arb 5/91 
Shipowners exercise lien on cargo for excessive amount - 

Whether hire payable during period lien exercised 

SHELLTIME, direct continuation, separate contracts, 

addendum. 

Arb 6/91 
Laytime clause - Whether time between 5.00 p.m. and 8.00 

a.m. on a weekday to count as laytime 
  

Arb 7/91 
Demurrage - Vessel delayed by bad weather after arrival at 

loading port 
Tanker, Laura Prima, The Delian Spirit. 

Arb 8/91 Demurrage - Shifting time 2nd issue under 7/91,reachable on arrival. 

Arb 9/91 Demurrage - Deballasting 3rd issue under 7/91, "beyond  control". 

Arb 10/91 

Vessel delayed at discharge port by owners’ breach - Charterers 

incur liability to cargo receivers - Whether charterers entitled to 

claim indemnity from shipowners 

Too remote, foreseeability, break the chain, causation, 

dominant cause, pumping, ships pumps. 

Arb 11/91 
Laytime - Tanker Voyage Charter - Whether time counts 

between completion of loading and disconnection of hoses 
VEGOILVOY, Tanker. 

Arb 12/91 

Shipowners exercise lien on cargo for non-payment of freight - 

Whether entitled to recover damages for detention whilst 

exercising lien 

Tanker, lien. 

Arb 13/91 
Demurrage to be settled “90 days after completion of discharge 

and charterers having received all relevant load/discharge 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

documents duly signed” - Date demurrage became due and 

payable 

Arb 14/91 
Aviation insurance - Construction of standard hijacking 

exclusion clause 
  

Arb 15/91 

Demurrage - Whether charterers entitled to defend claim on 

basis that shipowners’ E.T.A. was not honestly and reasonably 

given 

NORGRAIN. 

Arb 16/91 Time-charter - Whether lien properly exercised Clause 18, 'day by day'. 

Arb 17/91 
Laytime - Notice of readiness tendered before commencement 

of laydays - Whether notice valid 
GENCON. 

Arb 18/91 

Demurrage - Claims barred unless presented within 90 days - 

Claim originally brought within 90-day period but substantially 

increased after that period - Whether increased claim time-

barred 

ASBATANKVOY, Time Bar. 

Arb 19/91 

Shipowners appoint surveyors to attend discharge of allegedly 

contaminated cargo at loading port - Whether shipowners can 

recover surveyors’ fees from time-charterers 

NYPE, Indemnity, Laboratory analysis, lawful merchandise, 

volunteer acts. 

Arb 20/91 
Whether time-charterers entitled to recover half hire during 

period taken up by on and off hire surveys 
  

Arb 21/91 

Shipowners liable to cargo receivers for cargo shortage - 

Charterers did not appoint tallymen until after part of the cargo 

had been discharged - Whether charterers liable to indemnify 

shipowners for failure to appoint tallymen earlier 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

Arb 22/91 Whether shipowners entitled to freight before cargo delivered GENCON. 

Arb 23/91 
Identity of parties to charterparty - Whether charterers 

contracted with shipowners or owners’ management company 
Negotiations. 

Arb 24/91 
Time charter - Charterers incur costs cleaning ship’s holds - 

Whether entitled to make deduction from hire 

NYPE ballast, grain, local regulations, shore gangs, rust, 

descaling, clause 1, paint. 

Arb 25/91 

Vessel chartered on GENCON form by disponent owners - Bill of 

lading incorporating terms of “the charterparty” but without 

identifying any particular charterparty - Liabilities as between 

voyage charterers, registered owners and disponent owners in 

respect of cargo claim - Whether proper law of GENCON charter 

incorporated into bill of lading 

  

Arb 26/91 

C.&f. sale contract providing the determination of cargo 

quantity by shippers to be binding - Strong possibility that 

quantity determined by shippers was inaccurate - Whether 

buyers entitled to withhold payment in respect of disputed 

quantity 

C&F, Sale of goods, fuel oil, ullages, letter of credit. 

Arb 27/91 
Laytime - NORGRAIN charter as amended - Whether shifting 

time between anchorage and berth counts as laytime 
“Shifting expenses and time”- NORGRAIN. 

Arb 28/91 
Cargo retention clause - Whether independent inspector 

“determined” that cargo was pumpable 
ASBA II form, FOB, SGS. 

1990 
Arb 1/90 

Laytime - Notice of readiness tendered and accepted before 

certificate of compliance issued 

ASBATANKVOY, condition precedent, The Helle Skou,The 

Shackleford, reachable on arrival. 

Arb 2/90 ASBATANKVOY charterparty - Tug strike preventing berthing of The Laura Prima, reachable on arrival, The Johs Stove. 
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AWARD  Y 
 AWARD 

REF. 
ISSUE -PER LMLN DESCRIPTION  KEYWORDS 

vessel on arrival at discharge port - Tug strike still continuing on 

expiry of laytime - Whether charterers’ liability for demurrage 

excluded by clause 8 whilst vessel still prevented from berthing 

on account of the strike 

Arb 3/90 
N.Y.P.E. form - “Anti-technicality” clause - Whether vessel 

validly withdrawn from chartered service 
Hire, repudiation, notice, late payment,The Afovos. 

Arb 4/90 
Laytime - Vessel arrived within legal limits of port but 

formalities not complied with - Commencement of laytime 

The Delian Spirit, Guide of Port Entry , condition precedent, 

joint inspection. 

Arb 5/90 
Laytime - Vessel ordered to discharge at Haldia, East coast of 

India - Whether vessel an “arrived ship” on arrival at Sandheads 
  

Arb 6/90 
Laytime - Charterers failed to challenge notice of readiness - 

Whether charterers estopped from denying validity of notice 

2nd issue under Arb 5/90, conduct, The Leonidas D, silence, 

acceptance. 

Arb 7/90 
Cargo loaded in excess of chartered quantity - Whether breach 

of contract - Whether shipowners entitled to quantum meruit 
GENCON, FIOS, implied contract, freight rate. 

Arb 8/90 

Sale of ship - Whether sellers’ obligation that spares should 

meet class requirements applied only at date of agreement or 

continued until delivery 

Interpretation. 

Arb 9/90 

Demurrage - Ship used as storage facility pursuant to 

charterparty prior to discharging - Validity of notice of readiness 

given while ship acting as storage facility 

ASBATANKVOY,  compromise, consideration. 

Arb 10/90 Demurrage - Whether owners in breach of pumping warranty ASBATANKVOY,  condition precedent, protest. 

Arb 11/90 
Demurrage claim to be presented with supporting documents 

within 90 days - Supporting documents not presented in time - 
ASBATANKVOY, The Sinoe. 
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 AWARD 

REF. 
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Owners argued that documents not received from agents - 

Whether claim time-barred 

Arb 12/90 

Vessel delayed pending receipt of discharging port orders from 

charterers - Whether owners entitled to quantum meruit based 

on vessel’s market value 

BALTIMORE form. 

Arb 13/90 

Interim award - Claim by head charterer against sub-charterer 

for balance of hire “indisputably due” - Whether arguable right 

of set-off in respect of payment of hire made by sub-charterer 

direct to registered owners 

NYPE, compulsion. 

Arb 14/90 
N.Y.P.E. Inter-Club Agreement - Whether cargo responsibility 

clauses “materially amended” 
ICA, Cargo claim. 

Arb 15/90 
Damages - Standard of proof required for recovery of managing 

agents’ overtime and disbursements 
lien. 

Arb 16/90 
Arbitration - Whether successful party entitled to costs of non-

legally qualified representatives 
Arbitration practice- costs. 

1989 

Arb 1/89 
Safe port warranty - Vessel damaged by swell caused by 

unusual current conditions - Whether “abnormal” event 

BALTIME, The  Eastern City, The Evia,  mooring ropes and 

structural damages. 

Arb 2/89 Whether charterers liable for stevedore damage NYPE, clause 8 " and responsibility", 'servants'. 

Arb 3/89 

Whether charterers complied with stowage factor warranty - 

Liability for expenses incurred by owners in stabilising loose 

cargo 

SYNACOMEX. 

Arb 4/89 
Charterparty providing for arbitrator to be appointed within 6 

months of final discharge - Charterers withdraw from fixture - 
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 AWARD 

REF. 
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Arbitrator not appointed until more than 6 months from 

withdrawal - Whether claim time-barred 

    
Withdrawal , statutory time limit, Denny Mott & Dickson 

Ltd. v. Lynn Shipping Co. Ltd. 

Arb 5/89 

Hire consistently paid late under NYPE form - Whether 

shipowners entitled to claim damages representing interest on 

late payments 

Hadley v. Baxendale, La Pintada. 

Arb 6/89 
Vessel rejected by loading port because of rust scale in holds - 

Whether vessel off-hire 

Best seamanship, preventive maintenance, due digence, 

any other cause., The Rijn, “default” , clause 15. 

Arb 7/89 Alleged short delivery of cargo - Whether sufficient proof 
Cargo booked, deadfreight capacity, shut out cargo, 

protests (LOP). 

Arb 8/89 
Award of interest where claim settled by payment of principal 

sum claimed after reference to arbitration 
  

Arb 9/89 Time charter - Whether “coal” includes coke NYPE, IHC, holds cleaning. 

Arb 10/89 

ASBATANKVOY charter - Whether “half-rate” demurrage 

provision in clause 8 applies where relevant cause occurs before 

ship goes on demurrage 

Tanker laytime- ASBATANKVOY. 

Arb 11/89 

Whether charterparty contains implied term that Master should 

ensure everything necessary or customary is done on arrival at 

discharge port to facilitate prompt berthing of vessel 

Notice of readiness(NOR), ASBATANKVOY cl. 6, register the 

ship to authorities, implied term. 

Arb 12/89 
Contract of affreightment - Nature of charterers’ obligations 

with respect of quantity of cargo to be shipped 
GENCON. 

Arb 13/89 Contract of affreightment incorporating blank London Form   
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 AWARD 

REF. 
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charterparty - Form providing for reduced demurrage rate to be 

inserted, but no figure in fact inserted by parties - Whether 

“half-rate” demurrage payable 

      

Arb 14/89 
Customs fine - Whether to be apportioned in accordance with 

NYPE Inter-Club Agreement - Whether vessel off-hire 

Cargo claim, civil liability,  offences, usual expenses ( cl.2), 

detention, fine. 

Arb 15/89 

Damage to vessel - Measure of damages recoverable by owners 

where no repairs carried out by time of arbitration six years 

later 

Stevedores, cosmetic damage, hull plating, indentations, 

loss quantification. 

Arb 16/89 
Laytime - Whether laytime continues to run while vessel waits 

for bills of lading to be signed after completion of loading 
Damages, clausing BL,  wetted by rain, shippers agreement 

Arb 17/89 Time charter - Calculating excess bunkers on redelivery Meaning of "about" 5%, damages apply. 

Arb 18/89 
Whether demurrage claim time-barred where owners omitted 

to present Notice of Readiness in support of their claim 
ASBATANKVOY, time bar, notice of readiness ( NOR). 

Arb 19/89 

Charterparty addendum gives charterers right to discharge at a 

second nominated discharge port - Charterers decide to 

exercise such right on arrival at first discharge port - Lightening 

necessary before vessel can proceed to second port - Charterers 

claiming financial loss sustained as a result of lightening - 

Whether shipowners liable 

AMWELSH, addendum, lightening, duty to cooperate., 

stowage plan. 

      

Arb 20/89 
Time charter - Whether legitimate last voyage - Measure of 

damages 

Reasonable estimate, remoteness and foreeseability, 

damages. 
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Arb 21/89 
Time charter - War Risks Clause - Whether charterers liable to 

pay for blocking and trapping insurance 
Additional premium, war risk insurance. 

Arb 22/89 
N.Y.P.E. form - Whether lien exercisable on all cargoes or only 

cargoes owned by charterer 
Lien principles considered. 

Arb 23/89 
Delay in loading caused by cleaning of holds after rejection by 

grain inspectors - Whether vessel off-hire 

Independent surveyor, Deficiency of men, radar, 

breakdown of equipment, due diligence. 

Arb 24/89 

Time charter - Delay caused by bad stowage - Whether owners 

liable for stevedores’ negligence - Whether “due diligence” in 

making ship seaworthy to be exercised before start of each 

voyage 

Vicarious Liability, Hague Rules, dominant cause, due 

diligence, stowage, stevedores. 

Arb 25/89 
Salvage arbitration - Whether cargo owners entitled to plead 

sovereign immunity 
Jurisdiction, precedent, arbitration practice. 

Arb 26/89 
Laytime - Notice of readiness - Calculating laytime under the 

VEGOIL form 

The Massalia (No. 2) , The Mexico 1 , Notice of readiness ( 

NOR). 

Arb 27/89 

Conflict of laws - Whether express choice of law in P. & I. Club 

Rules overriden by statutory provision applicable at Member’s 

place of business 

Governing law, substantive law, conflict of laws, arbitration 

practice. 

1988 

Arb 1/88 

Time charter - Nature of charterers’ obligation to supply 

bunkers of the required quality - Whether absolute or due 

diligence 

NYPE, fuel injection, cylinder liners and pistons, deviation, 

stability, fuel. 

Arb 2/88 
Vessel’s holds pitted and corroded after loading wet sulphur in 

bulk - Whether charterers liable 
Dangerous goods, implied obligation. 

Arb 3/88 Marine insurance - Whether vessel sunk at anchorage had been Claim against P&I, wreck removal expenses, unseaworthy. 
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“sent to sea” within meaning of Marine Insurance Act 1906 

Arb 4/88 
Whether vessel a “wreck” within the meaning of P. & I. Club 

Rule 

Claim against P&I, wreck removal expenses, 2nd issue 

under Arb 3/88. 

Arb 5/88 
NORGRAIN charter - Calculation of laytime where vessel waiting 

for berth 
Receiver’s issues, time lost waiting for berth clause. 

Arb 6/88 

(08 Oct.) 

Time charter - Interpretation of speed and consumption 

warranties 

Newbuilding,  about,  eco speed, several speed provided, 

double benefit. 

Arb 6/88( 

31 Dec.) 

Addendum in charterparty provided for act to be done within 

three months - Whether time counts from date of charterparty 

or date of addendum 

Grab, repairs, BALTIME form,  cancellation. 

Arb 7/88 Charterparty - When notice of readiness validly tendered ASBATANKVOY, shippers, receivers and agents, NOR. 

1987 

Arb 1/87 Whether interest payable on claims paid out late by P. & I. Club Cargo claim, supplementary calls, jurisdiction, implied term. 

Arb 2/87 

Speed and consumption claim - Meaning of “about” in relation 

to consumption - Whether credit to be given for under-

consumption of fuel oil 

Performance warranties, continuing warranty, off hire, slow 

steaming. 

Arb 3/87 
Measure of damages for short-delivery of cargo resulting from 

misrepresentation as to vessel’s cargo capacity 

Sale contract, currency losses, loss of profit, tort- 

negligence misrepresentation. 

Arb 4/87 Whether owners or charterers liable for stevedore damage 
GENCON,  reasonable - best endeavours, bilge plate, 

caterpillar truck. 

Arb 5/87 Calculating price of bunkers consumed during off-hire period NYPE,weighted average, clause 15, clause 20. 

Arb 6/87 
Vessel delayed by port authority’s mistaken impression that 

vessel was black-listed - Whether owners or charterers liable for 
Boycott, “or by any other cause”, extraneous. 
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delay 

Arb 7/87 
Laytime - Delay in berthing caused by non-availability of tugs 

and bad weather - Laura Prima decision distinguished 
ASBATANKVOY, wind and swell, The Kyzikos. 

Arb 8/87 

Sale of newbuilding - Measure of damages where buyers 

affirmed contract after sellers’ breach in failing to meet delivery 

date 

  

Arb 9/87 
Salvage arbitration under Lloyd’s Open Form - Interim award for 

payment on account 
  

Arb 10/87 Whether tween decker suitable for grab discharge Stevedore costs, delayed discharge. 

Arb 11/87 

Voyage charterer’s breach of contract delays redelivery of 

vessel by disponent owners to head owners - Measure of 

damages recoverable 

Remote, grounding, detention, foreseeable. 

Arb 12/87 
Whether charterers liable for damages for detention for delay 

caused by consignees after completion of discharge 

Vicarious liability, laytime & demurrage, charterers’ 

consignees. 

Arb 13/87 
Whether lien for unpaid freight can be exercised short of 

discharge port - General principles relating to exercise of liens 
Lien, unpaid freight. 

Arb 14/87 
Whether notice of readiness valid even though not tendered to 

“charterer or its agent” 
VEGOILVOY form, validity of NOR. 

Arb 15/87 

Whether acceptance of defective notice of readiness by 

charterers’ agents prevents charterers from asserting that 

notice was invalid 

BALTIMORE Form C, conditions precedent, waiver, 

estoppel, The Shackleford, laytime. 

Arb 16/87 
Tailshaft damaged as a result of loss of oil in luboil system after 

negligence by shiprepairers - Whether damage foreseeable 

Consequential losses, engineers ordinary duty, negligence 

of crew, break the chain. 
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Arb 17/87 Whether time charterers liable for unsafety of port Baltime, grounding,abnormal occurrence. 

Arb 18/87 
Laytime - Exception of “holidays” - Lake Charles - Whether 

Thomas W. Gleason’s birthday comes within expection 
laytime, overtime. 

Arb 19/87 
ASBATANKVOY charterparty - Whether owners in breach of 

pumping warranty 
Slow pumping, 8 inch line, hose, back pressure. 

Arb 20/87 Claimants penalised in costs for bringing hopeless claim Award on costs, arbitration, time bar. 

Arb 21/87 
Laytime - Whether time between 5.00 pm and 8.00 am to count 

as laytime at discharge port 
  

Arb 22/87 Laytime exceptions - “Holidays” “longshoremen’s holidays” 

Arb 23/87 Laytime - Exception of “holidays” at Veraval, India Ferticon form, local holiday, The Mosfield, overtime. 

1986 

Arb 1/86 
Definition of “unit” in Article 141 of Greek Maritime Code, as 

applied to a cargo of soya bean oil 

Ullages, shortage and contamination, bill of lading, limit 

liability, mitigation. 

Arb 2/86 
Charterparty - ASBATANKVOY - Discharge at SPM interrupted by 

bad weather 

Safe port, place, storm, The  Eastern City, off-shore, 

conventional port, shifting. 

Arb 3/86 
Oil sale contract - Whether buyers liable for failure to present 

vessel - Failure of other buyers in chain 

FOB, TBN, nomination, repudiatory breach, condition, 

termination. 

Arb 4/86 
Whether shipowners entitled to indemnity from time-

charterers under Baltime form for damaged banana cargo 
Chain of causation, orders, bill of lading, idemnity, time bar. 

Arb 5/86 
Whether time-charterers can recover from shipowners monies 

paid to consignees in compromising New York cargo claim 

Bill of lading, damaged cargo, Hague Rules, ventilation, Civil 

Liability Act 1978. 

Arb 6/86 
Lien on cargo exercised by owners under NYPE charter - 

Whether justified 

Off-hire, damages for detention, bona fide deductions 

made on reasonable grounds. 
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Arb 7/86 

Vessel prevented from using winches by Finnish regulations - 

Whether owners or charterers liable for cost of using shore 

cranes 

Certificates, ships gear, cargo gear book, class, defect, fitted 

for cargo service. 

Arb 8/86 Consumption claim - Effect of “max.” in fuel warranty Consumption warranties, NYPE, meaning of about max. 

Arb 9/86 

Head owners refuse to permit vessel to proceed to Lebanon in 

accordance with sub-charter - Whether disponent owners liable 

to sub-charterers 

Safe port, estoppel by convention, war, implied term. 

Arb 10/86 
Whether Dardanelles pilotage fees are “compulsory” within 

meaning of charterparty clause 
NYPE clause 2, Bosporous, pilot. 

Arb 11/86 
Whether arbitration proceedings may be brought to recover 

interest on principal sum admitted to be due 
Jurisdiction , The M Eregli.  

Arb 12/86 Whether carrier can refuse to load badly packed goods Booking note, liner terms, condition, repudiation, damages. 

Arb 13/86 Time-charter - Time lost in cleaning holds 
USDA, NCB, IHC, cleaning expenses, re-inspections, shore 

gang. 

Arb 14/86 
Laytime - Whether notice of readiness validly tendered - Free 

pratique 

Holds clean, clean dry and free from residues, statement of 

facts ( SOF), The Delian Spirit, NOR.  

Arb 15/86 laytime - Whether notice of readiness validly tendered 
ASBATANKVOY, Bandar Abbas, The Tres Flores, estoppel, 

NOR. 

Arb 16/86 Laytime - “Weather working day of 24 consecutive hours” Rain at night, Summerskill on Laytime. 

Arb 17/86 Whether P. & I. Club Rules cover claims for salvage expenses Bunkers, seaworthy, due diligence,  P&I. 

Arb 18/86 
Time-chartered vessel ordered to unsafe port - Whether 

express nomination of port in charter displaces safe port 
Tugs, The Polyglory, named port. 
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warranty 

Arb 19/86 

Crude oil residues mixed with previous residues after “load on 

top” operation - Whether receivers entitled to whole of 

residues remaining on board 

Crude oil, bill of lading, IMO and Classification Society Rules 

( class). 

Arb 20/86 

Shipowners incur expense due to carriage of “steam coal” liable 

to spontaneous combustion - Whether entitled to indemnity 

from time-charterers 

NYPE, damage caused by cargo, clause 8, lawful 

merchandise, ventilation, causation, flag requirements, 

orders, dangerous cargo. 

Arb 21/86 

Head owners refuse to allow vessel to proceed to Duluth after 

Valleyfield Bridge failure in 1984 - Whether disponent owners 

liable to sub voyage charterers 

Consequential loss, sale contract, Hague Rules, frustration, 

safe berth, fault of either party, balance of probabilities,de 

minimis. 

      

1985 

Arb 1/85 Time charterparty - Calculating rate of hire Per calendar month, 30-day month. 

Arb 2/85 

Time charter trip - Vessel getting low on bunkers in rough 

weather - Charterers insist on vessel proceeding - Whether 

vessel off-hire during deviation to lift additional bunkers 

Orders, master, seamanship, safety margin, fuel reserve, 

unpumpable. 

Arb 3/85 

P. & I. Club’s estimate of member’s cargo claim liability held to 

be excessive - Whether member entitled to damages for having 

to pay higher renewal calls 

Cargo damage claim, security. 

Arb 4/85 
Voyage charter - Owners’ option to load cargo within specified 

weight bracket - Whether deadfreight payable 

SYNACOMEX, short-loaded, meaning “in owners’ 

option”,full and complete cargo. 

Arb 5/85 
Bandar Abbas not “usual waiting place” for notice of readiness 

purposes where discharge port 400 miles away 

WIPON, The Johanna Oldendorf, Maratha Envoy  and The 

Shackleford were considered. 

Arb 6/85 Delay in berthing caused by bad weather - Laura Prima decision ASBATANKVOY , The President Brand  and The Laura Prima 
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followed were considered. 

Arb 7/85 Notice of readiness tendered by Cable NOR. 

Arb 8/85 
Whether demurrage claim presented to brokers complied with 

charterparty time limit 
Time bar. 

Arb 9/85 
Time charter - Whether “galley fuel” means electricity 

consumed in galley 
Clause 4,  deductions from hire. 

Arb 10/85 Laytime - Customary anchorage of Kharg Island ASBATANKVOY. 

Arb 11/85 
Whether owners liable for apparent cargo shortage after 

loading at Kharg Island 

ASBATANKVOY, ullages, bill of lading,shoreside figures,dry 

tank certificate. 

Arb 12/85 
Time charter - Interpretation of speed and consumption 

warranties 

Double 'about', The Al Bida,  5% or 3%, 0.50 knot , good 

weather and smooth water. 

Arb 13/85 
Whether time shifting from anchorage to berth is excepted 

from demurrage calculation under ASBATANKVOY charter 
The Tsukuba Maru,“used laytime” 

Arb 14/85 
Oil sale contract - Calculation of demurrage rate where 

unnecessarily large vessel used for lifting 
Worldscale, AFRA, implied terms. 

Arb 15/85 
Whether time shifting from anchorage to berth and 

deballasting is time on demurrage 
Contradicts 13/85 award, FOB. 

1984 
Arb 1/84 

Shipowners found liable in damages to injured longshoreman in 

U.S. court - Jury’s decision probably erroneous - Whether 

owners entitled to be reimbursed by time charterers under 

Baltime form 

BALTIME, negligent stevedores, pontoons ,novous actus 

interveniens,indemnity. 

Arb 2/84 Voyage charter - Whether frustrated by pipeline disruption at ASBATANKVOY, Force Majeure- frustration,  pipeline, 
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loading port burden of proof. 

Arb 3/84 
Laytime/demurrage - Meaning of phrase “Any time lost in 

waiting for berth . . . to count in full” 

Claim for demurrage failed, any time lost was any laytime 

lost (The Darrah). 

Arb 4/84 
Laytime - Charterers not entitled to rely on “bad weather” 

exception when vessel forced to leave loading berth 
Safe berth, lack of evidence, laytime. 

Arb 5/84 
Sale of ship - Whether Cargo Gear Book a “National or 

International Trading Certificate” 
NORWEGIAN SALEFORM, certificates. 

Arb 6/84 
Charterers in breach of “reachable on arrival” provisions - Effect 

on laytime 
Gas Free Certificate, NOR, The Laura Prima, bad weather 

Arb 7/84 
Time charter - Redelivery - Outward pilot dropped but no sailing 

clearance 

Sailing clearance, arrest, redelivery, unreasonable delay, 

escrow. 

Arb 8/84 
Whether arrest of vessel by time charterers constitutes breach 

of charterparty 
NYPE, encumbrance, clause 18, arrest wrongful- justified. 

Arb 9/84 
Effect of clause requiring Master to notify charterers of 

stevedore damage at time of occurrence 

NYPE, condition precedent,  fair and tear, hidden damage-

overstowed cargo. 

Arb 10/84 
Crude oil voyage charter - Whether owners in breach of 

pumping warranty 

Slow pumping, ASBATANKVOY, shore facilities permit, back 

pressure, 100 PSI. 

Arb 11/84 
Laytime/demurrage - Vessel prevented from berthing due to 

bad weather after arriving off loading port 
The President Brand , The Angelos Lusis.  

Arb 12/84 
Time charter period - Whether calculated by reference to local 

times or by actual time elapsed between delivery and redelivery 
Custom, interpretation. 

Arb 13/84 Discharging port range - Whether “Scandinavia” includes ASBATANKVOY. 
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Finland 

Arb 14/84 
Baltime charter - Whether charterers or owners responsible for 

cleaning sludge tanks 
Tank cleaning, fuel quality ,heavy sediment. 

Arb 15/84 Calculation of laytime - “Available workable hatch” 
Charterparty Laytime Definitions 1980, The Giannis Xilas 

,The Sandgate.  

Arb 16/84 
Charterparty providing that owners not to be responsible for 

shortlanded cargo - Whether Inter-Club Agreement applicable 

NYPE, cargo claim, materially amended, conflict of terms, 

pilferage. 

Arb 17/84 
Whether NYPE form “materially amended” within meaning of 

Inter-Club Agreement 
Damaged cargo, stowage, ICA. 

Arb 18/84 
Stevedoring damage - Whether owners gave proper notice to 

charterers in time 
Tank top,  report not provided, proforma invoice. 

Arb 19/84 
Time charter - Period of hire calculated by reference to elapsed 

time 
  

Arb 20/84 
Master failed to monitor radio properly - Whether owners 

protected by Hague Rules exception 

Charterers’ orders, customary assistance, Clause 

Paramount, off hire. 

Arb 21/84 
Whether owners entitled to exercise lien over cargo for unpaid 

hire 
Clause 18, Wilford on Time Charters, deduction from hire. 

Arb 22/84 Boiler consumption of fuel oil - Time charter 
Port consumption, clause 20, misrepresented 

(misrepresentation) consumption. 

Arb 23/84 
Vessel deviated after cargo shifted in heavy weather - Whether 

vessel off-hire - Redelivery in like good order and condition 

Deck cargo, damage to hatch tarpaulins, navigation,causa 

proxima ,fair wear and tear. 

Arb 24/84 Laytime - Calculated by reference to cargo loaded “per Hook”   
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Arb 25/84 
Time charter period - Whether calculated on basis of local time 

or GMT 
  

Arb 26/84 

Charterers ordered crew to leave vessel during cargo 

fumigation - Master refused to leave ship because of very bad 

state of shore accommodation - Whether vessel off-hire 

Port regulations regarding fumigation, welfare of his crew. 

Arb 27/84 
NYPE Inter Club Agreement incorporated in Baltime form - Basis 

of apportionment of liability 
  

Arb 28/84 
Shipowners seek declarations that charterers to be liable for all 

cargo claims - Effect of Clause Paramount 
BALTIME, Hague Rules, to handle cargo claims.  

Arb 29/84 
Calculating notional laytime consequent upon delay caused by 

owners’ breach 
GENCON, unseaworthy ship. 

1983 

Arb 1/83 
Whether owners or charterers liable for tallying costs at load 

port 

GENCON, Tallying part of operation, FIOS, Charterers' 

account. 

Arb 2/83 
Cargo damaged by seawater - Whether act or neglect “in the 

management of the ship” 

GENCON, Hague Rules, Clause Paramount, ballasting 

operation, ingress of water 

Arb 3/83 
Laytime at Indian ports - Whether prior entry made when 

notice of readiness tendered - Award of interest 

BALTIMORE, The Tres Flores applied, mere formality, NOR 

valid. 

Arb 4/83 

Voyage charterparty - Provision for lump sum freight - GENCON 

strike clause - Whether owners entitled to freight on loaded 

quantity only 

GENCON, lock-out, prospective strike, typed vs printed 

terms, construction. 

Arb 5/83 GENCON strike clause - effect of strike at loading port GENCON,  strike in progress, The Onisilos [1971]. 

Arb 6/83 
Grounding damage discovered during vessel’s special survey - 

Whether owners entitled to recover expenses from charterers 

Unsafe port, sharing costs due to repairs, The Vancouver 

(1886) applied, drydock, propeller. 
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Arb 7/83 Cargo to be discharged at ports “in geographical rotation” 
GENCON, pilots,  canal dues,  additional freight charges, 

North/South 

Arb 8/83 
Speed claim - Vessel’s speed calculated on basis of “Ocean 

Routes” report differing from speed shown in logbook 

Continuing warranty, log entries, restricted visibility, 

fraudulent. 

Arb 9/83 
Voyage charter for lump sum freight - Whether diversion during 

voyage constituted deviation 

Termination of voyage, deviation, unpaid freight, short 

landing and contamination. 

Arb 10/83 
GENCON form - Laytime commencement date omitted from 

charter - When laytime starts 
Valid NOR, expected ready to load, laydays. 

Arb 11/83 
Leaking hatch cover - Whether owners exercised due diligence 

to make vessel seaworthy 

Ingress of seawater, damaged cargo, Hague Rules, hose 

test, pre-existing defect. 

Arb 12/83 
Bill of lading exceptions clauses relieve carrier of liability for 

cargo damage 

NYPE, containers, deck loaded, damaged bags,  idemnity for 

cargo claim. 

Arb 13/83 
Time charter - Whether obligation on charterers to minimise 

any overlap on last voyage 

NYPE, redelivery, damages claim, legitimate last voyage, 

orders, lightening. 

Arb 14/83 Dry-docking clause in time charterparty - Obligations of owners NYPE, off hire, in proper state, ships bottom, performance. 

Arb 15/83 Time charter - Whether last voyage legitimate 
NYPE, BIMCO report, impossible, wrongful withdrawal, 

redelivery. 

Arb 16/83 Time charter - Whether last voyage legitimate - Nature of test 
Redelivery, off hire period, voyage orders, overrun, 

illegitimate orders, withdrawal. 

Arb 17/83 
Extra war risk insurance premiums - Meaning of “blocking and 

trapping” 
Brokerage(broker) fees. 
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1982 

Arb 1/82 
Old anchorage at West Coast Indian port unsafe for discharge of 

cargo 

The owners claimed for the lost anchors while conducting 

ops at anchorage. 

Arb 2/82 

Charterers order vessel to discharge port not named in bills of 

lading - Whether owners entitled to delay voyage until 

sufficiently indemnified 

Charterers ordered the ship to discharge the cargo at 

different port than BL stated, addendum. 

Arb 3/82 
Master required to sign bill of lading inconsistent with 

charterparty - Whether owners entitled to damages for delay 

 Master is not obliged to sign BL inconsistent with the 

charterparty terms, variation. 

Arb 4/82 
Change of discharge ports - Whether master entitled to delay 

sailing until indemnified 

NYPE, Charterers claimed off hire or damages for delays in 

agreeing LOI wording.  

Arb 5/82 
Whether master justified in refusing to obey charterers’ orders 

to continue discharge 

Whether off hire due to the suspension of discharge- 

shippers &receivers issue. 

Arb 6/82 
Loading delayed because of need to fumigate holds - whether 

vessel off-hire 

NYPE, surveyor refused to pass her pending fumigation, off 

hire or damages. 

Arb 7/82 
Delay at loading port resulting from paint and rust scale in holds 

- Whether owners or charterers liable 

NCB  passed holds but rejected by USDA, grain cargo, shore 

gangs,  laytime , damages. 

Arb 8/82 Effect on laytime where discharge delayed by high swell 
High swell constituted weather to be excepted from 

laytime. 

Arb 9/82 
Successive arbitrations - Whether arbitrators should defer 

publishing award 

Immediate award for sum admitted as owing, set off on 

separate contracts. 

Arb 10/82 
Vessel required to deviate after deck cargo shifted in severe 

weather - Whether vessel off-hire 

Cargo on deck, heavy weather, causa proxima, the vessel 

was considered off-hire. 

Arb 11/82 Whether vessel entitled to delay discharge until freight received 
ASBATANKVOY, Lien on shore, ' breaking bulk' meaning in 

CP. 
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Arb 12/82 
Charterers unable to load a full cargo - Whether owners or 

charterers liable 

NYPE, stowage issues argued, exclusion of liability under 

Hague Rules, claim failed. 

Arb 13/82 
Owners not protected by Article IV rule 2 of Hague Rules where 

vessel unable to de-ballast owing to crew’s negligence 

BPVOY, Breakdown of boiler preventing deballast, damages 

claimed, defects. 

Arb 14/82 

GENCON charterparty - Whether demurrage payable where 

notice of readiness invalid due to overstowage of cargo - Effect 

of Centrocon Completion Clause 

Laytime, port charter, time lost clause, demurrage time 

stopped when ballasting began. 

Arb 15/82 When time on demurrage stops under STB VOY form 
Demurrage continued until discharge of cargo was 

completed and hoses were disconnected, ballast. 

Arb 16/82 

Whether owners entitled to interim award in respect of 

demurrage at discharge port even though discharge not yet 

completed 

Arbitrators had the power to make an interim award under 

section 14 of Act 1950- arbitration practice. 

Arb 17/82 
Exxonvoy form - Whether cargo to be assessed on volume or 

tonnage basis 

Deadfreight, short loading, cargo capacity of the vessel was 

not a warranty. 

Arb 18/82 
Amended NYPE form - Whether owners or charterers liable for 

losses of bagged rice on discharge - Express indemnity 

NYPE, LOI, change of disport, BL, damaged rice cargo( 

rotten rice), condensation. 

Arb 19/82 Speed Claim 
Bad weather,' about' is 5%, BF 4, evidence showed adverse 

weather. No claim. 

Arb 20/82 Charterparty clause extends demurrage time 
When laytime ends, special agreement, 'one-off' clause, 

interpretation. 

Arb 21/82 
Owners’ actions on discovering issue of false bills of lading fail 

to win approval of Arbitrators 

The Antaios ( No.2), NYPE,ante dated, BL, unclaused in 

respect of damage to cargo. 
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1981 

Arb 1/81 Liability for additional war risks premiums 
NYPE, the full or part of the premium to be covered by 

Charterers. 

Arb 2/81 
Classification Society recommendation - Liability for reduction 

in carrying capacity of vessel 

Qualified word about in the deadweight warranty, defences 

under clause 13 Baltime. 

Arb 3/81 
Time-charter terminated following C.T.L. - Are owners obliged 

to pay for bunkers remaining on board? 

Arbitrator considered the wording of the clause,cited 

examples; charterers favor. 

Arb 4/81 
Off-hire - Whether “breakdown of machinery” rendered vessel 

off-hire during discharge operations 

Whether the discharge was hindered or prevented, when 

off hire ceases. 

Arb 5/81 Demurrage - Whether laytime began before routine inspection 
Based on the authorities,  preliminaries are not conditions 

precedent. 

Arb 6/81 
Charterers’ liability for vessel damage - Incorporation of 

charter-party terms into bill of lading 

Repairs during grounding, safe berth , charter terms into a 

bill of lading. 

Arb 7/81 

Frustration of charter-party - Iran/Iraq war - Vessel trapped in 

Shatt-al-Arab - Date of frustration - Whether off-hire clause 

applicable 

SHELLTIME, frustrated when notice was good, deprivation 

2/3 of period, no off hire. 

Arb 8/81 Charterparty - Commencement of laytime 
Whether NOR given on ordinary office hours, and at 

customs house. 

Arb 9/81 
Charterparty - Deduction of hire on grounds of set-off relating 

to earlier charterparty 
Interim award in the owners' favor. 

Arb 10/81 Charterparty - Whether charterers liable for deadfreight 
ASBATANKVOY,  Owners claim succeeded, no additional 

cargo was provided 

Arb 11/81 
Standard war risk policy on Institute Clauses covers blocking 

and trapping risks - No extra cover afforded by separate 
 Owners lost as there was no cover being obtained. 
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“blocking and trapping” policy 

1980 

Arb 1/80 
When hire to commence - Interpretation of “dropping outward 

pilot Galatz” 
NYPE- delivery position and time 

Arb 2/80 Sale of ship - Payment of deposit NORWEGIAN SALEFORM. 

Arb 3/80 Water in hold - Whether vessel fitted for ordinary cargo service  Breach of clause 1 -delivery of ship-delay. 

Arb 4/80 Charterers’ liability for redelivery with short supply of diesel oil  Breach-safety margin considered-loss calculation. 

Arb 5/80 “About 14¾-15 knots” 
Speed claim-reduced RPM- About means-bunker saving 

claimed- damages. 

Arb 6/80 Liability for delay in lightening vessel 
NYPE- Off hire- complying with legitimate orders- safe port 

Chittagong. 

Arb 7/80 
Whether vessel off-hire - Refused entry toport because sailed 

directly from Communist controlled area 
Delivery - Off - hire, waiting permission to enter port. 

Arb 8/80 Whether half-day holiday to count in laytime calculation Laytime.  

Arb 9/80 Liability for non-compulsory pilotage fees NYPE, Clause 2, Charterers are liable for the fees, pilots. 

Arb 10/80 Substitute cargo - Liability of cargo-owners 
Damages claim, quantum meruit, cleaning expenses,short 

shipment,demurrage. 

Arb 11/80 First raising of derricks in preparation for loading 
NYPE, off hire and stand-by expenses, delay in operation, 

crew services. 

Arb 12/80 Failure to supply funds or provide guarantee for port charges 
Laytime, delay in berthing-  whether breach of charter, 

implied terms, agent. 

Arb 13/80 Grab discharge 
GENCON, damages claim, breach of warranty, Arb 1/79 was 

considered. 
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Arb 14/80 Deadfreight claim 
The basis to calculate dead-freight, reconcile clauses in the 

Charter-party, Interpretation. 

Arb 15/80 Commencement of laytime - Time used for restowage of cargo 
Centrocon, laytime and damages for detention, ordinary 

office hours, strike. 

Arb 16/80 London Arbitration 16/80 
Shifting time anchorage to berth, whether excluded from 

laytime. 

Arb 17/80 
Time charter - Owners’ claim for reduced fuel consumption 

where vessel had not maintained warranted speed 
TEXACOMINE, speed claim- intepretation of charter party. 

Arb 18/80 Time waiting in the roads to count as laytime? 
Laytime, WIBON , arrived ship, delays due to low tides, 

reachable on arrival. 

Arb 19/80 Extra berthing dues incurred by stopping discharge - Damages 
Meaning of demurrage as liquidated damages, implied 

term, breach & damages. 

Arb 20/80 Redelivery quantities of fuel and gas oil 
Whether agreement reached-variation of Charter, mistake 

of law-estoppel. 

Arb 21/80 N.Y.P.E. Form - Change of destination/Indemnities etc. 
Delay in commencing discharging due to BL issue, whether 

the ship off-hire.  

Arb 22/80 Cost of additional cleaning of holds 
Independent surveyor by implication, rejection of holds, 

standard of cleaningness 

Arb 23/80 Owners’ breach of obligation 
Loose rust scale, Owners' delivery obligations- holds 

condition. 

Arb 24/80 Liability for short delivery of bulk cargo 
BL issues, Hague Rules, ullage measurements, 0.5% usual 

allowance. 
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Arb 25/80 NYPE Form - Off-hire clause 
Grounding refloated and lost her turn- whether off-hire for 

this delay per clause 15. 

Arb 26/80 NYPE Form - Delivery and counting of hire 
Delivery time and point, delay in pilot to bring in the ship, 

implied term. 

Arb 27/80 Liability for additional war risks premiums Meaning of additional war risk premiums. 

Arb 28/80 Berth and anchorage charges - Liability - Exxonvoy 
Deductions in respect of berth taxes at a facility as 

arrranged by charterers. 

Arb 29/80 Deduction from hire - Master’s discretion on deciding route 
Deduction from hire, navigation and deviation - route 

selection, masters' authority. 

Arb 30/80 Charter-party period to be calculated by reference to GMT Whether calculation of length of hire on local time or GMT. 

Arb 31/80 Bunkers on delivery - Current market price Rebate on the prices to apply, posted and listed prices. 

1979 

Arb 1/79 Vessel suitable for grab discharge GENCON, Stowage, damage to cargo 

Arb 2/79 Disputes under a charter-party as to laytime 
Special agreement, meaning of "time to count", "all", 

"attributable to the vessel ". 

Arb 3/79 Liability for delay  
Customary berth despatch (CQD), dangerous cargo, 

reasonable diligence. 

Arb 4/79 GENCON Strike Clause Truck drivers 

Arb 5/79 Liability for delay  EXXONVOY, The Angelos Lusis, “reachable on arrival”. 
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